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Abstract
Social media (SM) platforms have demonstrated their ability to facilitate knowledge sharing
on the global scale. They are increasingly often employed in educational and humanitarian
domains where, despite their general beneﬁts, they expose challenges peculiar to these do-
mains. Speciﬁcally, the research context of this thesis is directed by my participation in the
Go-Lab European project and my collaboration with Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) where
SM platforms were used extensively.
In this thesis, we address four challenges regarding analytics, privacy, discovery and deliv-
ery, aiming to answer corresponding four research questions. How to provide user-oriented
analytics in knowledge sharing systems to support awareness and reﬂection? What privacy
management interfaces and mechanisms are suitable for knowledge analytics and learning
analytics? How to enable discovery of knowledge relevant to user interests? How to facilitate
knowledge delivery into settings where Internet connectivity is limited or absent? Hencefor-
ward, we provide an overview of our results.
Analytics. To enable awareness and reﬂection for an SM platform users, we propose the
embedded contextual analytics model where the analytics is embedded into the interaction
context and presents information relevant to that particular context. Also, we propose two
general architectures materializing this model respectfully based on real-time analytical
applications and a scalable analytic back-end. Using these architectures, we provided analytics
services to the SM platform users. We conducted an evaluation with the users demonstrating
that embedded contextual analytics was useful to support their awareness and reﬂection.
Privacy. To address the privacy concerns associated with the recording, storage, and analysis
of user interaction traces, we propose a novel agent-based privacy management model. Our
proposal uses a metaphor of physical presence of a tracking agent in an interaction context
making the platform user aware of the tracking and allows to manage the tracking policy in a
way similar to the physical world. We have implemented the proposed privacy interface in an
SM platform and obtained positive evaluation results with the users.
Discovery. Due to a large number of content items stored in SM platforms, it can be chal-
lenging for the users to ﬁnd relevant knowledge. Addressing this challenge, we propose an
interactive recommender system based on user interests enabling discovery of relevant con-
tent and people. We have implemented the proposed recommender in an SM platform and
conducted two evaluations with platform users. The evaluations demonstrated the ability of
ix
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the approach to identify relevant user interests and to recommend relevant content.
Delivery. At the moment of writing in 2016, near half of the world’s population still does
not have reliable Internet access. Often, the places where humanitarian action is needed
have limited Internet connection. We propose a novel knowledge delivery model that relies
on a peer-to-peer middleware and uses low-cost computers for local knowledge replication.
We have developed a system implementing the model and evaluated it during eight deploy-
ments in MSF missions. The evaluation demonstrated its knowledge delivery abilities and its
usefulness for the ﬁeld staff.
Keywords: social media, knowledge sharing, knowledge analytics, learning analytics, activity
tracking, awareness and reﬂection, privacy interface, interests mining, knowledge discovery,
recommender system, content analytics, information retrieval, knowledge delivery, peer-to-
peer, humanitarian knowledge management.
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Résumé
Les plates-formes sociales ont démontré leur capacité à faciliter le partage de connaissances à
une échelle globale. Elles sont de plus en plus souvent employées dans le domaine éducatif
et humanitaire où, malgré leurs avantages généraux, elles présentent des déﬁs particuliers.
Cette thèse s’inscrit dans le contexte de recherche associé au projet Européen Go-Lab et
à une collaboration avec Médecins sans Frontières (MSF) qui exploitent intensivement les
plates-formes sociales.
Quatre déﬁs sont traités dans cette thèse liés à l’analyse, la conﬁdentialité, la découverte et
la diffusion de connaissances, aﬁn de répondre à quatre questions de recherche associées.
Comment fournir des analyses orientées utilisateurs dans les systèmes de partage de con-
naissances pour aider à la sensibilisation et la réﬂexion? Quelles interfaces et mécanismes
de gestion de la conﬁdentialité sont adaptés à l’analyse de connaissance et d’apprentissage?
Comment permettre la découverte de connaissances alignées avec les intérêts des utilisateurs?
Comment faciliter la diffusion de connaissances dans des environnements où la connexion à
Internet est limitée ou absente? Ci-dessous, nous présentons un aperçu de nos résultats.
Analyse. Pour faciliter la sensibilisation et la réﬂexion des utilisateurs dans les plates-formes
sociales, nous proposons un modèle d’intégration d’analyses au contexte d’interaction et de
visualisation d’informations pertinentes associées. Nous proposons également deux archi-
tectures de matérialisation du modèle proposé basées respectivement sur des applications
d’analyse en temps réel et des services évolutifs d’arrière plan. En exploitant ces architectures,
nous fournissons des analyses aux utilisateurs des plates-formes sociales. Une évaluation
réalisée avec des utilisateurs a montré que des analyses contextuelles intégrées aident à la
sensibilisation et la réﬂexion.
Conﬁdentialité. Pour faire face aux préoccupations associées à la capture, au stockage et
à l’analyse des traces d’interaction, nous proposons un nouveau modèle de gestion de la
conﬁdentialité basée sur un agent. Notre contribution repose sur la métaphore de la présence
d’un agent d’observation et permet de gérer la politique de capture comme dans le monde
réel. Nous avons mis en oeuvre le modèle proposé dans une plate-forme sociale et obtenu des
résultats d’évaluation positifs de la part des utilisateurs.
Découverte. En raison du grand nombre d’éléments stockés dans les plates-formes sociales,
il peut être laborieux pour les utilisateurs de trouver du contenu pertinent. Pour relever ce
challenge, nous proposons un système de recommandation interactif basé sur les intérêts
xi
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des utilisateurs qui permet la découverte de contenu et d’utilisateurs. Nous avons mis en
oeuvre le système de recommandation proposé dans une plate-forme sociale et avons réalisé
deux évaluations avec des utilisateurs. Les évaluations ont montré la capacité de l’approche
proposée d’identiﬁer les intérêts des utilisateurs et de recommander du contenu pertinent.
Diffusion. Au moment de la rédaction, quasi la moitié de la population mondiale n’a pas
accès à une connexion Internet ﬁable. Généralement, les endroits où l’action humanitaire
est requise bénéﬁcient également d’une connextivité réduite. Nous proposons un nouveau
modèle de diffusion du savoir qui repose sur un intergiciel de communication entre pairs et
exploite des ordinateurs à bas prix pour la réplication locale de connaissances. Nous avons
réalisé un prototype basé sur le modèle proposé et l’avons évalué dans huit missions de
MSF. L’évaluation conﬁrme les capacités de diffusion de connaissances et son utilité pour le
personnel de terrain.
Mots-clés: médias sociaux, partage de connaissance, analyses de connaissance, analyses
d’apprentissage, sensibilisation et réﬂexion, interface de conﬁdentialité, exploration des
intérêts, découverte de connaissances, systèmes de recommandation, analyse de contenus, ex-
ploration de textes, suivi d’activités, récupération d’informations, diffusion de connaissances,
partage entre pairs, gestion de connaissances humanitaires.
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1 Introduction
Knowledge plays a signiﬁcant role in value creation in the post-industrial economy. Knowl-
edge is acquired and enriched in life-long learning, which can take place in various forms and
locations, in an educational setting or at a workplace, online or ofﬂine, often through commu-
nication and collaboration with peers. The development of information technology moves us
closer to the ultimate goal of universal knowledge sharing anytime anywhere. One example of
such technological advances often employed to share knowledge on a global scale is social
media platforms. Social media platforms are increasingly used to support knowledge sharing,
both when learning in educational contexts and when collaborating with colleagues within
organizations. Yet, when deploying social media for collaborative learning and knowledge
sharing in such authentic settings a set of issues emerge that need to be addressed to enable
adoption.
In this thesis, we take a close look at individual parts of the knowledge sharing process,
identify issues encountered in practice when using social media to support knowledge sharing
and state six core requirements to be met by a social media platform to become suitable
for knowledge sharing in the educational and humanitarian domains. Building on these
requirements, this thesis contributes new approaches to address the identiﬁed challenges
and presents their validation in a knowledge sharing platform called Graasp. In addition,
we discuss deployment and exploitation of the proposed solutions in authentic settings.
This thesis contributes to addressing the challenges of (1) providing knowledge analytics
for awareness and reﬂection, (2) allowing contextual privacy management with an agent-
inspired interface, (3) enabling discovery of knowledge corresponding to user interests and,
(4) facilitating knowledge delivery into environments with limited Internet connectivity.
1.1 Graasp
In this section, we describe Graasp, a social media platform that serves us as a test bench when
prototyping and validating the contributions discussed in this thesis.
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Graasp12 (also known as Graspeo3) is a social media platform designed to support collabora-
tion, learning and knowledge sharing [9, 10, 111]. Graasp supports people in their personal
and collaborative activities. Graasp facilitates many types of activities, but most often it is
used as a personal learning environment. Users can organize their activities into public or
private contextual spaces, where they can share relevant resources and tools with other users.
Unlike mainstream social media platforms, Graasp focuses on activity-based relations (e.g.
people studying English), instead of individual social networks (e.g. people who I know). Due
to this emphasis, Graasp is particularly suitable for decentralized structures such as schools,
universities [37] and humanitarian relief organizations [111].
1.1.1 Space as interaction context
Graasp is built around the concept of a space, which deﬁnes the context of knowledge shar-
ing, or more generally speaking the collaborative interaction context. In practice, spaces
are used for blended learning sessions, project workgroups, topic-based knowledge sharing
groups, communities of practice, organizing teamwork, courses, MOOCs, etc. The user inter-
face of Graasp is presented in Figure 1.1. The “Green Energy” space contains “Solar Energy”
and “Wind farms” subspaces as well as a “BBC Documentary” video, a link to a Wikipedia
page, a “Team Discussion” discussion thread, a pdf report and two images.
Figure 1.1 – The “Green Energy” space in Graasp.
Below, we formally deﬁne the core concepts in Graasp.
Spaces. Let s denote a space. The hierarchical structure of Graasp consists of a
set of spaces {s1, ..., sq } organized in trees, where every space can have a set of
sub-spaces. We say s′ < s if s′ is part of the sub tree where s is the root. We use the
1Graasp.eu https://graasp.eu (last accessed 10 November 2016)
2Graasp.net https://graasp.net (last accessed 10 November 2016)
3Graspeo.org https://graspeo.org (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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family tree metaphor and say that s′ is a descendant space of s and that s is an
ancestor space of s′. If there is no space s′′ such that s′ < s′′ < s then s′ is called
the child of s and s is the parent of s′. There is a special system-level root space,
which is an ancestor of all spaces.
Items. Let i denote an item. Items in Graasp can be of ﬁve main types: (1)
spaces, (2) content (coming from the local disk or the cloud), (3) applications (e.g.
OpenSocial apps), (4) discussion threads and (5) alias items providing dynamic
links to other items. A space s in Graasp acts as a container for items I (s)={i1, ..., in}
located in this space and each item in Graasp has a space, where it is located.
Members. Each space s has a set of members M(s)={m1, ...,mk }. Each member
m of a space has a deﬁned permission in this space. The member permissions,
denoted by p, are from the set of permissions {owner, editor, viewer}, where
owners have more rights than editors, which have more rights than viewers, i.e.
owner > editor > viewer).
Activities. When space members interact with space items, they generate a set of
activities A(s)={a1, ...,ap } in the space describing these interactions. The activities
can be captured and stored in Graasp for further usage.
Settings. The space has as well a list of settings S(s)={s1, ..., sl } including the space
type, the space description, the background image and the space thumbnail icon.
Each space can be shared with others, either by making it public and accessible to
anyone on the Web, or by keeping the space private accessible to only the space
members.
Presentation. The space has a presentation, that is the way it is displayed to the
user in Graasp, i.e. its graphical user interface as shown in Figure 1.1. Some
parts of the presentation are conﬁgurable, including the space background and
thumbnail, the way items are displayed (as a list or as a grid) and are deﬁned in
the space settings.
1.1.2 Applications of Graasp
The core concepts of Graasp were developed in the framework of three consecutive European
initiatives in Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) aiming at deﬁning online support for
communities of practice (CoPs) [92], personal learning [38, 72, 39] and inquiry learning at
school [27]. During these projects, the need to provide a versatile and agile social media
platform strengthening digital education has emerged. Recent developments were as well
motivated by knowledge sharing requirements in large-scale humanitarian relief organiza-
tions [111].
The current version of Graasp was designed and developed from the ground up based on
requirements of knowledge sharing in inquiry-based learning in the framework of the Go-lab
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project4 and to meet requirements of knowledge sharing in humanitarian organizations [111]
in the context of our collaboration with Doctors Without Borders5. The current version has
added such features as advanced search, discussions, ﬁne-granular activity tracking, inter-
active contextual analytics, innovative privacy management, recommendations, and ofﬂine
content access. Some of these new features were built as an outcome of the investigations
carried out in this thesis. The features of the current version and its core ideas are summarized
in [41].
In the Go-Lab project teachers use the Graasp platform to support blended inquiry learning
activities. In inquiry-based learning, the learner is expected to go through a set of phases, e.g.,
Orientation, Conceptualization, Investigation, Conclusion, Discussion, sometimes sequen-
tially, but also moving back and forth between phases [26]. Graasp provides a special type of
space, called Inquiry Learning Space (ILS) with the aforementioned inquiry learning phases as
sub-spaces [93]. An ILS has a teacher view and a student view also called “a standalone view”.
The former is used by the teachers to assemble an ILS, and the latter is accessed by students
through a secret URL that the teacher shares with them. Figure 1.2 shows an example of the
teacher view.
Figure 1.2 – The teacher view of an inquiry learning space in Graasp.
When used byMSF, the headquarters (HQ) staffmembers typically upload essential documents
into the appropriate space, organize them and the ﬁeld staff members download the content
when needed. As an example, Figure 1.3 shows the MALARIA space containing content
relevant to the malaria thematic.
4The Go-Lab project http://www.golab-project.eu (last accessed 10 November 2016)
5MSF http://www.msf.org (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Figure 1.3 – The “Malaria” space in Graasp employed to organize collaboration and share
knowledge related to the malaria topic.
1.1.3 Architecture of Graasp
From the technical point of view, Graasp is a MEAN web application 6 using JavaScript end-
to-end [81]. As presented in Figure 1.4, it is composed of the front-end part, running in a
browser and the back-end part installed on a server. The front-end is developed with the
AngularJS7 framework that allows minimizing the data sent to the clients since only templates
are exchanged instead of complete HTML pages. This saves bandwidth and decreases latency
leading to a more responsive web page in places with low bandwidth. On the back-end,
a Node.js8 server is handling the business logic and the data is persisted in a MongoDB9
database.
1.2 Knowledge Sharing inEducational andHumanitarianDomains
In this thesis, we refer to knowledge sharing as an activity through which knowledge, i.e.
information, skills, or expertise, are exchanged among people, friends, families, communities
or organizations [3]. When investigating approaches supporting knowledge sharing we focus
on two domains: educational and humanitarian. Both of these domains are knowledge-
intensive, and the efﬁciency of the activities conducted there strongly depends on how well
the knowledge sharing is performed [68, 79]. As such, these domains are of particular interest
6The MEAN stack http://mean.io/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
7AngularJS https://angularjs.org/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
8Node.js http://nodejs.org/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
9MongoDB http://www.mongodb.org/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Figure 1.4 – A schematic representation of the 3-tiers of Graasp architecture.
when analyzing knowledge sharing needs, proposing solutions and verifying their validity.
Identifying and understanding typical user scenarios is usually the ﬁrst step when designing
a suitable information technology [5]. Below, we discuss in details scenarios determined
during participatory design sessions carried out with the core stakeholders involved in the
knowledge sharing process. For the educational domain, we worked with teachers from the
Go-Lab project when we studied how to strengthen educational knowledge sharing with
SM platforms. In the case of the humanitarian knowledge sharing, we communicated with
knowledge managers and ﬁeld staff of MSF when investigated the application and extension of
SM platforms to support humanitarian knowledge sharing. We cover the participatory design
methodology in Section 1.3. Below, to deﬁne the context of this thesis, we describe each of the
settings and typical knowledge sharing scenarios we have identiﬁed.
1.2.1 Educational Knowledge Sharing: the Go-Lab Project
In its essence, education is about the creation, transformation, and transmission of knowl-
edge [68]. The knowledge sharing between the teachers and the students, between the teachers
and between the peer students are the fundamental parts of the educational process. This
sharing is particularly relevant for self-regulated learning or when learning in networked
structures like in connectivist MOOCs (cMOOCs), where often students learn from the knowl-
edge shared by peers, compared to traditional classrooms where most of the knowledge
comes from the teachers. Improving the technology support of knowledge sharing in such
settings is considered to be a promising way to improve teaching and learning leading to better
education.
In this thesis, we consider the case of the Go-Lab European project [25], where the author has
participated, as an example of large-scale knowledge sharing initiative in education. Below we
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provide more details about the project itself.
Go-Lab Project.
Go-Lab is a European project from the EU’s Seventh ICT Framework Programme (FP7) and is
motivated by the need to sustain the growth of the knowledge economy that requires more
and better-educated people in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM).
The project aims to encourage and orient students from an early age to study STEM subjects
and select these ﬁelds in their future educational and career path [42]. The project applies
inquiry learning using online labs and allows the students to engage in scientiﬁc topics and
get acquainted with scientiﬁc inquiry methodologies through the use of remote laboratories,
virtual experiments, and datasets. Blended inquiry learning relying on online labs to enhance
classroom activities is considered as a promising approach to increase the skills and the
interest of students in STEM [27].
Inquiry Learning Space (ILS).
Inquiry learning typically leads students through various phases (demonstrated in Figure 1.5),
e.g. Orientation, Conceptualization, Investigation, Conclusion and Discussion, where stu-
dents formulate hypotheses, evaluate them through experiments and then reﬂect on them,
possibly repeating the cycle. This type of learning shows beneﬁts over usual lectures or demon-
strations [82]. In Go-Lab, the inquiry learning is structured with the help of inquiry learning
spaces (ILSs), presented in Figure 1.5. Such ILSs are designed to support the study of STEM
topics and can be considered as an educational resources [93]. The ILS itself enforces inquiry
learning phases to promote the study of science by employing a scientiﬁc methodology.
ILSs can be created and enriched by using the ILS teacher view in Graasp, which allows
to populate spaces with relevant content (e.g., PDFs, instructions & videos), applications
(e.g., concepts maps, chat & drawing tools) and labs (e.g., chemistry simulations and remote
hardware such as a telescope). Figure 1.2 presents the teacher view of the Gears inquiry
learning space. When an ILS is presented to students, it takes the content and apps from
the space and arranges them using tabs in the ILS student view, making the content easy to
navigate (shown in Figure 1.5). The upper bar contains the title of the ILS and the student’s
nickname. The tabs of the ILS represent the inquiry phases and, in the case shown in Figure 1.6,
the Conceptualisation phase explains how to use the Gearsketch gears simulating application.
To access an ILS, the student just opens in the browser the ILS URL provided by the teacher.
The browser-based access allows the student to interact with the ILS online from any device
without the need to install any custom software or plug-ins.
In addition to being a means to structure learning materials and an interface to online labo-
ratories, ILSs provide tools such as scaffolds to improve the learning process. The scaffolds
are tools that aim to help students to stay in the zone of proximal development, providing
guidance and help when needed. The scaffolds can employ learning analytics to analyze
activities of students and teachers recorded during their interaction with the ILS. The recorded
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Figure 1.5 – The student view of the “Gears” inquiry learning space. The inquiry learning
phases are displayed as tabs on the top bar.
traces can be used for building learning analytics dashboards [110] that can help a teacher to
gain a better understanding of the learning happening in an online environment by presenting
the relevant information at a glance.
Golabz. After the teacher has constructed an ILS in Graasp, she can use the Golabz repository
(shown in Figure 1.7) to share the ILS with other teachers so they can reuse or repurpose the
ILS if necessary. The Figure 1.8 depicts an ILS available in Golabz that can be copied and used
by teachers. In addition to ILSs, Golabz stores other types of educational resources as well as
apps and labs immediately available to the teacher when constructing her ILS. On Golabz,
teachers can discover, use and enhance online labs appropriate for their courses. Through
the Golabz repository, Go-Lab aims to establish a federation of online labs where lab owners
can promote their labs, and teachers can ﬁnd labs to support their activities and share their
resources with others [42].
With Inquiry Learning Spaces, Graasp and Golabz, Go-Lab provides a common, ubiquitously
accessible ILS platform, so schools do not need to spend resources on installing and admin-
istering the software. To better understand the needs of the teachers and how they can be
supported in the knowledge sharing, below we consider a scenario typical to Go-Lab.
Blended Learning Scenario. Primarily, Go-Lab is targeting two primary types of users: teach-
ers and students. From the Go-Lab perspective, a teacher is a user who teaches with an ILS, and
a student is a user who carries out inquiry learning activities in an ILS. In Go-Lab, knowledge
sharing can happen among the teachers at the ILS constructing stage or from the teacher to
8
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Figure 1.6 – The student view of the Conceptualisation phase of the “Gears” ILS.
the students during a blended inquiry learning session. The following user story provides
additional context.
Imagine John, a school physics teacher. John searches on the Golabz repository (shown in Fig-
ure 1.7) for engaging inquiry learning spaces for his physics course to explain how gears work.
While browsing through the “Big Ideas” in the science section, he ﬁnds an appropriate topic
about energy, where he selects the “Gears” inquiry learning space (presented in Figure 1.5)
explaining the gears concept and containing interactive application “Gearsketch” allowing to
draw and experiment with gears. John copies the ILS into his social media platform Graasp to
try it out.
When preparing the materials for his new class using the selected ILS, to adapt the ILS to his
needs and knowledge of his students, John rewrites some of the explanations and tips. John
also would like to reuse relevant materials uploaded by other physics teachers, but he is not
able to ﬁnd them. John thinks that it would be nice if the system automatically suggested
content relevant to his interests or the ILS content, so he can save time and build more rich
ILSs. After tweaking each inquiry learning phase, the ILS is ready to be used by John in class.
While conducting a blended learning session with his ILS, John wants to see live how his
students are performing, on which part of the ILS they are currently working and how the
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Figure 1.7 – The Golabz repository contains apps, labs, and inquiry learning spaces.
progress of each of the student compares to the overall class progress and to the time allocation
that John had in mind. For this purpose, he would like to have analytics in ILS that shows the
performance of the students. Moreover, when the session ends, John would like to analyze
how students interacted with the learning resources and explore the interactions in order
to identify points that may require better explanation so John can adapt the ILS accordingly.
When John feels that his ILS is polished, he decides to publish it from Graasp back on the
Golabz repository to share it with his colleagues.
Since John teaches physics not only in his school but also volunteers to visit developing coun-
tries, he often ﬁnds himself in a situation where there is only a limited Internet connectivity in
the school. Hence he carries the materials on a USB stick and distributes them manually in
the classroom. John needs better technology to support his teaching in such environments
where the cloud access is not guaranteed.
Apart from teachers, the primary target users of the Go-Lab project are students from 10 to 18
years old. Due to the age of the students, their data privacy is of particular importance and is
subject to special legal regulations. For instance, the European Union provides a data privacy
framework, through the EU directives 95/46/EC (Data Protection Directive) and 2006/24/EC
(Data Retention Directive). Knowing that, John would like to be in control of the data being
10
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Figure 1.8 – The “Gears” ILS available in the Golabz repository.
collected by the learning tools so he can disable the collection when needed.
The described scenario provides a short overview of the activities a school teachers conducts
in Go-Lab. Our earlier works [42, 93] present a complete requirements analysis, the Go-Lab
portal and its architecture.
1.2.2 Humanitarian Knowledge Sharing: Médecins Sans Frontières
With international relations becoming more complex, the role of the representatives of civil
society is bound to become more important. The increase in the number of non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) is witness to this evolution. Currently, the United Nations registered
over 22’000 NGOs10 among which over 3’300 have consultative status with the Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC).
Knowledge is often regarded as one of themost valuable resources available to non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) [79]. Hence, non-governmental organizations need to be able to access
10UN iCSO System http://esango.un.org (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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critical knowledge timely and reliably and build and share knowledge efﬁciently between dif-
ferent, often geographically dispersed, teams. Such knowledge sharing is often found in NGOs
to involve outside stakeholders, for example through blogs and video sharing platforms [65].
Hence, public social media use by NGO employees is growing, while deployment of social
media inside of organizations is still in its early stage [119]. Matschke et al. [79] argue that an
adequate KM system for NGOs should rely on social media platforms since NGOs and social
media have similar characteristics, such as voluntariness, participation, personal relevance
and non-formalization.
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF)
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) or Doctors Without Borders was created in 1971 and is one of
the leading NGOs in the humanitarian and medical ﬁeld delivering emergency medical aid
quickly, effectively and impartially. The typical activities of MSF include performing surgery,
providing health care, carrying out vaccination campaigns, or setting up sanitation systems.
In 1999, MSF received the Nobel Peace Prize in recognition of its humanitarian and medical
work. It is currently listed amongst the top ten NGOs in general and the top three in the
humanitarian category [1].
MSF employs over 33’000 staff worldwide, and its structure can be seen from two points of
view: an organizational governance structure and an operationally driven structure. On the
organizational level, MSF is organized as an international movement made up of 24 associa-
tive organizations, of which 14 are operationally accountable to the ﬁve operational centers
(France, Switzerland, Belgium, The Netherlands and Spain) overlooking 19 national ofﬁces as
illustrated in Figure 1.9. On the operational level, MSF has over 70 missions coordinating over
325 projects. The MSF operational culture is rooted in the rapid deployment of emergency
medical services on short notice in highly complex contexts. The distributed structure of
MSF, the urgency it operates in, and the high turnover of staff working in demanding envi-
ronments bring to the surface challenges related to large-scale common knowledge sharing
infrastructure.
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Figure 1.9 – Médecins Sans Frontières organizational chart.
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MSF has identiﬁed improvement of knowledge sharing as one of the strategic objectives. To
achieve this goal, MSF aims to connect experts from the headquarters of the organization and
ﬁeld workers with knowledge relevant to the situations that MSF deals with. To support the
knowledge sharing scenarios, at themoment of writing,MSF relies on a total of 61 differentweb
repositories and content management systems making the information scattered and difﬁcult
to ﬁnd. While many systems are available to MSF employees, still most of the communications
are done through email, which combined with data duplication leads to a chronic information
overload making it difﬁcult to ﬁnd relevant information rapidly. It was estimated during an
internal MSF audit that an equivalent of two hours a day per person is wasted requesting and
waiting for information. Furthermore, information from the ﬁeld is summarized and relayed
from missions to the headquarters, which can reduce the information load without cutting
out an essential part of the ﬁeld experience which could serve for subsequent projects as well
as reports for donors and auditors. According to an MSF knowledge manager, MSF believes
that providing the right knowledge to the right people at the right time can positively affect the
organization’s operational performance. The same manager highlighted that MSF has tried
over 100 different existing platforms to solve this issue, with no success. With this in mind,
it seemed crucial to go back to the drawing board and elicit adequate requirements for an
effective knowledge sharing system.
Figure 1.10 – An interview with MSF ﬁeld staff in Niger conducted by an MSF Manager.
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In order to better understand the requirements for a knowledge sharing system, our colleagues
from MSF conducted in-depth ﬁeld studies that consisted of a total of 145 hours of interviews
including 20 hours in Geneva, 100 hours in Niger and 25 hours in Swaziland between June and
August 2013. In the Geneva MSF headquarters, interviews were conducted with the General
Director, the head of operations, a head of units, project managers, and international experts.
During the ﬁeld trip to Niger and Swaziland, interviews with heads of mission, medical coordi-
nators, medical, logistics experts, and nurses were done. Figure 1.10 illustrates an interview
with ﬁeld staff in Niger in July 2013. In these interviews, feedback regarding knowledge sharing
was collected through discussions and reﬂection on potential process improvements, followed
by the formal conceptualization of work practices through participatory design that led to the
development of the ﬁrst proof of concept that was used to reﬁne requirements further [111].
In Section 1.4 we present the elicited requirements in more details.
Hereafter, we illustrate information ﬂows in MSF through a representative user scenario
formulated in participatory design sessions with an MSF Knowledge Manager (see Section 1.3).
HQ-Field Knowledge Sharing
Imagine, Amy, a ﬁeld doctor, deployed to an emergency project in Zobia, a rural village in
Congo, where she will work in a clinic to treat sleeping sickness11. Concerning technological
infrastructure, ﬁeld workers can only count on very limited Internet connections, if any. For
instance, Figure 1.11 shows a 3G mobile Internet connection employed by the MSF mission in
Kampala, Uganda.
Before the mission. The information Amy needs before she travels to Congo includes training
material and updated information on the situation on the ground. The headquarters produce
the training materials which are maintained by experts from different MSF ofﬁces. The infor-
mation from the ﬁeld is created by Nermeen, the head of mission based in Zobia. Furthermore,
Wikipedia and other online public resources are a rich source of information relevant to the
mission context, some of which Amy will want to save to her workspace for quicker access
on-site. An example of such workspace aggregating heterogeneous content related to Malaria
is presented in Figure 1.3. Regarding the infrastructure, the headquarters is equipped with a
broadband Internet link and the Zobia mission has a satellite Internet connection.
During the mission. In the ﬁrst week of the intervention, some unexpected issues start to
appear, and Amy would like to get more information on sleeping sickness case management.
To resolve these matters, she sets up a sleeping sickness task force composed of other medical
experts and referents in Congo as well as other specialized staff in other countries with cultural
similarities and international experts outside the organization. During her stay, Amy and her
colleagues in the ﬁeld ofﬁce use documents provided and updated by the HQ, relevant to the
situation on the ground and the mission activities.
11Sleeping Sickness in the Congo https://hub.maf.org/blog/sleeping-sickness-in-the-congo (last accessed 10
November 2016)
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Nermeen would like to see how the knowledge available in the repository is being produced
and consumed. For this purpose, he would like to have access to analytics that allows him to
see popular and not popular content, active and not active users. Knowing the knowledge
needs of his mission, he can better organize the production of material that can be useful to
the mission staff. Moreover, based on the analytics, Nermeen can reward employees actively
participating in the knowledge sharing and identify the inactive ones.
Nermeen is aware that enabling analytics requires recording of user traces. But he is also
concerned that in some cases where he operates, such data is sensitive and can put mission
members at risk. In such situations, Nermeen would prefer not to record traces, or at least
pause their recording for some period until it becomes safe again.
When Amy is working in the ﬁeld, she would like to be able to use relevant content about
sleeping sickness created by her colleagues from other missions or even other humanitarian
organizations. But such content can be challenging to ﬁnd in a large knowledge repository
and even more challenging to follow when new relevant content is being created. Amy would
be happy if the knowledge sharing system would automatically identify relevant content and
recommend it to her.
The Internet connection in the Zobia mission is unreliable, and connection drops are frequent.
In such setting, Nermeen and Amy can not rely on cloud services for knowledge access. They
need a solution that would enable fast relevant knowledge access even in situations when
Internet connection is not available or limited. Ideally, that solution should be able to sustain
short power outages as well.
After the mission. After coming back from the mission, Amy delivers her reports to Nermeen.
Furthermore, she suggests updating the case management guidelines covering sleeping sick-
ness to include updated knowledge she gathered through her exchanges with other experts
and her ﬁeld experience.
1.2.3 Discussion
From the support process perspective, both scenarios of educational and humanitarian knowl-
edge sharing have common needs. In the educational scenario, teachers need to assemble
relevant educational resources, afterwards, make them accessible to the students and monitor
the student-resource and teacher-resource interaction to be able to improve the resources or
the learning process if necessary. In the humanitarian setting, ﬁeld doctors and HQ experts
can collaboratively organize a workspace populating it with information relevant to the mis-
sions context. Afterwards, this information should be made accessible by a ﬁeld worker so
she can use it in her context, and ﬁnally knowledge managers need to be able to monitor the
knowledge production and consumption to adjust the process when necessary.
Based on these common process support needs, in the next section, we formulate requirement
for a knowledge sharing system. Both the teacher and the humanitarian worker would be
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Figure 1.11 – A 3G mobile Internet stick mounted on the wall provides Internet access in the
MSF mission in Kampala, Uganda.
happy to be able to beneﬁt from content created by their peers. The teacher can reuse the
educational materials by another teacher when designing his own course, and humanitarian
workers may learn from materials created by others targeting the same issue (e.g., treating
malaria). The similarities in the technological support needs of educational and humanitar-
ian workers may be even more prominent, taking into account an ongoing convergence of
knowledge management and technology-enhanced learning [21, 78].
1.3 Approach
In this section, we explain the methodologies we applied in this thesis.
1.3.1 Design and Implementation
In this thesis, we followed an iterative approach combining 1) participatory design ([56, 85,
56]) and 2) iterative agile software development ([67, 114]). In the process, we involved on
each iteration the end-users of the developed solution. Starting from an early prototype, we
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arranged regular meetings with and feedback collection from the expected end-users of the
developed solution including MSF knowledge managers and other staff members as well as
the Go-Lab project participants. Such an approach allowed to collect suggestions and remarks
continuously and adapt the development early on without waiting for a ﬁnal version, where
the cost of change is substantial.
The exposure to early prototypes and their development process starting from mockups
and ﬁnishing by a working solution had another positive effect: the design participants
became attached to the result since they treated it partially as their work [56]. In this way, the
participants became early adopters and informed other members of their organization about
the developed solution. Early adoption of an implemented solution is of particular importance
in organizational environments, where members are often reluctant to the introduction of
new technology.
Our research and development process was interdisciplinary in its core and when creating
the solution it involved experts from different ﬁelds, including computer science researchers,
knowledge management practitioners, information technology specialists, ﬁeld experts and
interface designers. Such an interdisciplinary approach is known to be beneﬁcial when
designing innovative solutions. The whole process was participation-driven, putting great
emphasis on the needs and preferences of the end-user of the proposed solution.
When building the research prototypes, we followed the agile development methodology,
where we iteratively developed solutions according to changing requirements emerging in the
participatory design.
Evaluation of proposed approaches and, ﬁnally, developed solutions is an important part of
the applied participatory methodology. When carrying out the investigation, we relied on an
exploratory research approach, which included surveys and case studies conducted in the
educational and the humanitarian domains. In the next subsection, we discuss the evaluation
methodology and the evaluation tools used.
1.3.2 Validation and Evaluation
To validate the relevance of the proposed solutions, we evaluated the developed proof-of-
concept prototypes in authentic educational and knowledge sharing settings. When evaluating
developed solutions, especially in the ﬁeld of human-computer interaction, it is often ben-
eﬁcial to combine several evaluation approaches, each with their pros and cons. Following
participatory design allowed us to set up early on a channel of continuous feedback useful
before as well as after deploying our solutions. When evaluating the solution, we employed
two tools used in human-computer interaction research, namely surveys and case studies.
To obtain user opinions, we have used standard surveys including System Usability Scale
(SUS) [17] that has known interpretations and allowed to make a comparison between sys-
tems [6]. The survey allows to get a high-level view of the perceived value of the developed
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solution, but not offering deep insight into the value for the end-user and potentially related
issues.
Case studies are often a tool of choice when it is needed to observe and evaluate a system
performing in an authentic setting. They allow observing how the system is employed in a
target context and by the target user. Studying systems in authentic settings enables to obtain
a realistic understanding of the system usage compared to high-level feedback obtained with
surveys. Some researchers argue that evaluating developed tools in the context where they
are expected to be used is the best way to get realistic evaluation data. The drawback of
conducting case studies is that they are labor-intensive and require arrangement and physical
presence of the researcher in the inspected environment.
1.4 Knowledge Sharing Systems and Requirements
Working simultaneously in the educational and humanitarian domains and targeting the
knowledge sharing problem in both areas, we observed that, as a matter of fact, challenges
and requirements for knowledge sharing in educational and humanitarian domains happened
to have common features elicited through participatory design and detailed hereafter. In this
section, we motivate and formulate the requirements for knowledge sharing systems with
educational and humanitarian applications. We base our analysis on existing literature, as
well as, in-depth ﬁeld studies of MSF conducted by our colleague from MSF according to the
participatory design practices described in Section 1.3 and presented in the previous section
and studies done with teachers participating in the Go-Lab project.
Aggregation
Originally, the knowledge is present in the head of individuals that possess it. To be able to
manage knowledge, such knowledge should be externalized. In the case of knowledge sharing
systems, this implies that the internal knowledge should be transformed into a digital form
using some representation.
A knowledge sharing system should provide means for aggregating knowledge from wherever
it is already available (source-agnostic) and provide authoring tools for knowledge creation
inside of the platform. The system should support aggregation and management of knowl-
edge coming from heterogeneous sources in multiple formats, including uploaded ﬁles, web
content, as well as from existing knowledge repositories. The system should also facilitate
social interactions which are often used as means of knowledge sharing. Examples of such
interactions are comments on content, dedicated topic-based discussions, and content ratings.
Fulﬁlling these requirements allows bringing all relevant knowledge into the system. Since
part of knowledge remains not externalized and not available in a digital representation, the
system should support the aggregation of people that possess the knowledge. Such experts
can be reached and can contribute when there is a need for the knowledge they possess. To
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facilitate the participation of experts in the system, it should support sharing of knowledge
through authoring of documents or via forum discussions. Hence we can formulate the ﬁrst
requirement.
Req 1: Support Source-agnostic Knowledge Aggregation.
Organization
After the knowledge was acquired and is already present in the system, it needs to be organized
to facilitate its access and update when needed. Often, knowledge sharing platforms are highly
centralized andmanaged by an IT department with a limited number of administrators respon-
sible for decisions regarding knowledge sharing. Such centralization may lead to knowledge
sharing bottlenecks caused by, for instance, an inadequate permissions management.
Being able to share knowledge with the right audience is crucial in providing required moti-
vation and balance between the privacy and the prestige of exposure [79]. The content and
permissions management should be decentralized (delegated locally to responsible users) to
address the issue of centralized bottlenecks and enable scalable processes. In the educational
setting of Go-Lab, every teacher can create and publish her own inquiry learning space, in this
way decentralizing the ILS production. MSF, as many NGOs operating in the humanitarian
context, has a ﬂat organizational structure. As highlighted by [79], the architecture and de-
sign principles underlying knowledge sharing systems supporting NGOs should reﬂect such
organizational structure. We can hence formulate the second requirement.
Req 2: Enable Decentralized Knowledge Organization.
Analytics
For effective management of the knowledge sharing process, knowledge managers require
an up-to-date information about the process including who are active contributors, which
members are not contributing, how the content is consumed, what content is trending (re-
ﬂecting information needs) and which content is not used at all. These are just a few examples
of analytics needs expressed during our participatory design sessions with knowledge man-
agers from MSF. Hence, proper analytics infrastructures are required to enable data-driven
knowledge sharing management.
Business intelligence has been employed for a long time to measure the performance of
different parts of the business, including among others revenue, sales, and effectiveness of
marketing campaigns. When it comes to knowledge sharing, measuring the performance of
individual members and the impact of the knowledge exchange on the performance of the
whole organization can provide valuable insights. Still, for proper management, it is necessary
to employ an analytics infrastructure that captures how individual members interact with
knowledge present in the organization. Such an approach, among other beneﬁts, can allow to
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identify and encourage contribution, ﬁnd out knowledge needs inside of the organization to
address them if necessary.
Proper analytics in humanitarian context can help to identify and potentially recognize those
who actively participate in the knowledge sharing. Identifying such active members can be
of particular importance for their motivation. This is due to the situation that those who
share knowledge are often not valued since the sharing activity can be invisible to their
managers. At the same time, the knowledge sharers can spend a considerable amount of time
just helping others via a knowledge transfer, or connecting with the right people that have the
right knowledge. Following this discussion, we can formulate the third requirement.
Req 3: Provide Knowledge Analytics.
Privacy
The deployment of analytics tools is often associated with privacy concerns. Part of such
concerns comes from the legal framework in place in some countries or contexts (e.g., sensitive
medical records or data of school students under speciﬁc age) and another part comes from
the perception of people being tracked. Thus, proper privacy management is required in
knowledge sharing systems.
When recording user activity traces, the system should be designed in a way that allows user
to change the tracking policy as it was outlined in the user scenarios in Section 1.2 . The user
should be in control of the recorded interaction data and the organization employing the
knowledge sharing system should be able to decide where to persist the data. At the same
time, the system should still meet the analytics requirement, and the analytics component
should be able to function providing useful insight into the knowledge sharing process. Hence,
we formulate the fourth requirement.
Req 4: Handle User Data Privacy Properly.
Navigation/Search/Discovery
By meeting the previously stated four requirements, a user of a knowledge sharing system
can aggregate knowledge from wherever it is located, manage it in a decentralized way, rely
on available analytics and be in control of her data privacy. Still, in the end, the key task of a
knowledge sharing systems is to put knowledge to work by enabling access to knowledge by
those who need it when they need it in their particular context. The following two require-
ments make sure that developers of knowledge sharing systems focus on making knowledge
accessible online and ofﬂine.
When the Internet connection is available, knowledge should be accessible online without
additional software installation effort. It has to be retrievable easily by navigating in well-
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structured content or by using a powerful search.
To be able to beneﬁt from the knowledge available on a platform, ﬁrst of all, the users should
be able to ﬁnd it. Hence, the system should employ a search engine capable of handling ﬁles
and metadata of different formats. Also, the search engine should be able to search inside of
discussions and comments created by the users. Since user-content interaction can be itself a
part of knowledge (e.g., which content is useful and which is not), such interactions should
be taken into account when the ranking of the search results is done. When providing such
computationally-intensive feature as search, the system should be able to beneﬁt from elastic
computational resources offered by the cloud to provide a decent quality of service.
It is possible that existing knowledge sharing systems already employed by the organization
contain useful knowledge. For instance, in educational settings, there are already numerous
repositories with open educational resources. In the humanitarian domain, the case of
knowledge scattered over several platforms is common as well. When we consider MSF,
it relies on a total of 35 different web repositories and content management systems. In this
case, an integrated or federated search can be put in place allowing to ﬁnd knowledge located
in such external systems. Implementation of the integrated search requires the system to
index content available on external systems while the federated search relies on the search
engines already available in such external systems.
Due to the size of current knowledge repositories containing tens of thousands or evenmillions
items, it is not always feasible to ﬁnd relevant content just by browsing or using a search engine.
The mentioned issues make it necessary for the knowledge sharing system to assist the user in
knowledge discovery by providing the user with content relevant to his or her interests. Thus,
we formulate the ﬁfth requirement.
Req 5: Facilitate Online Knowledge Access with Navigation, Search, and Discovery.
Delivery
Context-speciﬁc technical limitations can have an impact on knowledge access. Possible ex-
amples encountered in humanitarian context include crisis environments MSF often operates
in, where Internet connectivity issues are common. Some MSF missions have permanently
limited or absent Internet connection. At the same time, the mission employees are the ones
who put organizational knowledge into practice, and they depend on timely access to up-to-
date knowledge coming from the headquarters or other missions (combined with particularly
limited time in conditions of urgency). The need for the ofﬂine knowledge access was reﬂected
in the call for proposal for a novel knowledge sharing system for MSF.
When we take a look at the educational domain, the issue of limited connectivity becomes
even more prominent. More than four billions of people do not have a connection to the
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Internet, and hence can not learn by using content available online12. This situation leads to
the formulation of the sixth requirement.
Req 6: Facilitate Ofﬂine Knowledge Access.
Requirements
Based on the analysis we formulated six essential requirements for a knowledge sharing system
suitable for educational and humanitarian needs. These requirements can be structured ac-
cording to three core parts of a knowledge sharing system shown in Figure 1.12: (1) Knowledge
Aggregation; (2) Knowledge Organization and (3) Knowledge Access:
1. Aggregation
• Req 1 – Support Source-agnostic Knowledge Aggregation (Aggregation)
2. Organization
• Req 2 – Enable Decentralized Knowledge Organization (Structure/Permissions)
• Req 3 – Provide Knowledge Analytics (Analytics)
• Req 4 – Handle User Data Privacy Properly (Privacy)
3. Access
• Req 5 – Facilitate Online Knowledge Access (Navigation/Search/Discovery)
• Req 6 – Facilitate Ofﬂine Knowledge Access (Delivery)
Figure 1.12 demonstrates the relation between the three core parts of a knowledge sharing sys-
tem and the six requirements we have formulated. Implementing the six enlisted requirements
allows social media platforms to become a suitable solution for knowledge sharing.
1.5 Challenges and Contributions
Out of the six formulated requirements (Aggregation, Organization, Analytics, Privacy, Online
Access, Ofﬂine Access), the knowledge Aggregation (Req 1) and decentralized Organization
(Req 2) are the ones better supported by existing tools. For instance, Evernote13 allows to
aggregate content from the Cloud (enabling selection of speciﬁc parts of web pages) and
the User Devices (e.g., by allowing ﬁles upload from computers and mobile devices), and
12Four Billion Without Internet https://mic.com/articles/125674/
4-2-billion-people-in-the-world-still-don-t-have-internet-here-s-why-that-matters (last accessed 10 November
2016)
13Evernote https://evernote.com (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Figure 1.12 – A schematic representation of requirements for a knowledge sharing system,
made of three core parts: (1) knowledge aggregation from heterogeneous sources; (2) knowl-
edge organization with analytics and privacy; (3) knowledge access both online and ofﬂine.
facilitates discussions between the users. GoogleDrive14 andDropbox15 have settings enabling
decentralized permission management, where the possibility to invite new folder members is
not anymore limited only to owners. At the same time, the available mainstream sharing tools
insufﬁciently address requirements of Analytics, Privacy, Discovery and Delivery and hence
they are the focus of this thesis.
This section provides a brief overview of the thesis. In each subsection below, we highlight the
main research challenges addressed, formulate the research question, present in a nutshell
our contributions regarding each question, and outline how the contributions are validated.
1.5.1 Analytics-related Contributions
The two scenarios presented in Section 1.2 share a common problem (challenge 1) of making
users aware of and allowing them to reﬂect on interactions happening in a shared collab-
orative technology-mediated context. Gutwin and Greenberg ([45]) argue that for effective
team cognition in a groupware, “the groupware systems must give team members a sense of
workspace awareness”. They state that “maintaining this awareness has proven difﬁcult in
current real-time distributed systems where information resources are poor, and interaction
mechanisms are foreign”. One of the purposes of analytics is to provide tools for supporting
such awareness building.
14Google Drive https://www.google.com/drive (last accessed 10 November 2016)
15Dropbox http://dropbox.com (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Speciﬁcally, in the course of the Go-Lab project [42], covered in Section 1.2, online platforms
are employed to support blended inquiry learning. In such a framework, where teachers
share their knowledge with students in blended learning sessions through a combination of
face-to-face interaction and online interaction in a learning environment, adequate guidance
should be provided. This task is facilitated if teachers are made aware of the progress and
the difﬁculties of their students. Learning analytics [104] based on the analysis and the
visualization of the student online interaction traces is a common means. Such analytics
allows the teacher to monitor how the students are consuming the shared knowledge and
intervene during the sessions if necessary.
Similarly to the educational setting, when managing the knowledge sharing inside of organiza-
tions, knowledge managers need tools to monitor the knowledge sharing process to be able
to improve it to make it effective. Similarly to how analytics applied in the cases of learning
is called “learning analytics”, we propose to refer to analytics related to knowledge sharing
as “knowledge analytics”. Similarly to learning dashboards, knowledge analytics dashboards
can be used to visualize interactions happening on the platform and explore them to identify
possible points of improvement in knowledge sharing. Hence, we can formulate the ﬁrst
research question.
RQ1 - Analytics: how to provide user-oriented analytics in knowledge sharing systems to
support awareness and reﬂection?
By requiring the analytics to be “user-oriented”, we highlight the need for the analytics to be
designed for usage by the end-user of a knowledge sharing platform. Such user can rely on the
analytics for awareness and reﬂection while accomplishing her own work duties, usually not
related to data analysis. This approach differs from the one providing analytics that targets
business intelligence analysts or researchers, whose primary goal is data analysis. Our goal
with user-oriented analytics is that the user herself can beneﬁt from the analytics for awareness
and reﬂection without the need of analysts.
To address the presented issue, we propose a model of embedded contextual and person-
alized analytics (contribution 1.a) that extends social media platforms used for knowledge
sharing. Embedded analytics means that analytics is embedded into an interaction context
and can be accessed by the end users while interacting with the platform. In this way, the user
does not need to leave the interaction context to observe and understand the interactions
happening there, fostering in this way awareness. This approach is different from existing ana-
lytics approaches offering analytics either as an external system or as a standalone analytical
component in an existing system. Contextual analytics means that the data consumed by the
analytics system is taken from the context where the analytics is embedded making sure that
relevant information is presented. In this way, the analytics engine has access to the pertinent
information from the context (people, content, interactions), and can analyze and present it to
the user right in the context. By relying on the embedded contextual analytics, the user can be
aware of the interactions happening in her context and by using dashboards she can explore
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and analyze interactions that have occurred in the past. Also, ﬁnally, personalization enables
the user to adapt the analytics to present information particularly relevant to her goals.
Analytical Apps. To address the problem of teacher awareness, we have proposed to use
analytical web apps (contribution 1.b) relying on the embedded contextual model. Such
applications can obtain data from an interaction context in an online platform via a set of
standard-based APIs. Afterward, the real-time visualizations rendered by the apps allow
the user to stay aware of the activities as they happen. By combining several of such apps
on a single screen, a contextual dashboard can be constructed. Such a contextual learning
dashboard allows the teacher to get an immediate overview of several metrics describing the
knowledge sharing process happening in a particular context (typically, a session).
Backend Analytics Engine. One of the limitations of the analytics apps running in the browser
is that the data analysis code is being executed inside of the browser. In the case when
there is a big number of interaction traces, conducting such data analysis in a browser can
become challenging or not feasible from the computational standpoint. In the case of blended
learning sessions, apps are a suitable choice since such sessions are bounded in time, usually
lasting under two hours, and frequently involve less than 50 students. To support knowledge
managers and provide them with tools for interactive analysis of interactions taking place in
their work context, we propose to use backend analytics engine with interactive dashboards
(contribution 1.c) still in line with the embedded contextual model. Differently from the
apps-based approach, such engine can scale and utilize resources of multiple computers.
In the educational setting, John, the physics teacher from Section 1.2, can use such analytical
tools to monitor activities of students in a blended session being aware of their performance
and assist the students if needed. After the session, the teacher may use the tools to reﬂect on
the course to improve it in the future. In humanitarian scenarios, the knowledge manager can
rely on the tools to understand how different parts of the knowledge sharing process perform
and what requires improvement.
We have applied and demonstrated the suitability of the embedded contextual analytics
approach in the Go-Lab setting (to support awareness and reﬂection in blended learning) and
in the MSF setting (to monitor knowledge sharing in humanitarian organizations) presented
earlier on in Section 1.2. To accomplish that, we have developed a set of apps that can be used
by the teachers in the teacher and the student view of an ILS. In line with the participatory
design methodology described in Section 1.3, to better understand the real needs of teachers,
we have conducted an evaluation of the application mockups in a summer school with 32
teachers. The evaluation helped us to identify awareness needs that were ﬁrst to be addressed.
Afterward, a number of apps were developed based on the mockups and their usefulness and
usability were evaluated. We conducted two case studies involving the apps implemented in
the Graasp platform and demonstrated their value and ease of use as reported by the teachers
(validation 1.a). Also, the usage data collected in the Go-Lab project conﬁrms that the users
adopt the analytics apps.
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Following the participatory methodology, we have started by discussing with MSF knowledge
managers embedded contextual dashboard mockups to understand their needs and suitable
designs. Afterward, we have implemented the proposed dashboards in Graasp. When the im-
plementation was ﬁnished, we have conducted user studies and conducted a survey validating
the usefulness and the usability of the developed solution (validation 1.b).
Chapter 2 explains in more details the contributions, discusses the two architectures to inte-
grate contextual analytics into social media and presents their validations.
1.5.2 Privacy-related Contributions
For a knowledge sharing platform to provide adequate activity analytics, it is necessary to
record and process digital traces that platform users leave behind when interacting with the
platform. Recording, retention, and analysis of such traces have privacy aspects that platform
developers and users need to take into account. The developers need to make sure that the
user is aware of the tracking being conducted and provide the user with an intuitive interface
to adjust the tracking policy (challenge 2).
When considering speciﬁcally educational settings, learning analytics (LA) is often considered
as a means to improve learning and learning environments by measuring student behavior,
analyzing the tracked data and acting upon the results. At the same time, the student data
privacy is regulated in different ways by national governments and often depends on the
content and target of the data. As an example, in the case of the Go-Lab project, student data
privacy is of particular importance, since student online activity tracking is subject to stronger
privacy regulations, due to the age of school pupils.
In humanitarian settings, analytics regarding the knowledge sharing can be seen as beneﬁcial
for obtaining insights. Nevertheless, due to the context where the humanitarian workers
operate, exposing their interaction patterns may be a source of concerns. The interaction
patterns may, among others, expose person’s location or time of day when the person is not
working from home. Hence, in some contexts potential risks associated with data tracking may
overcome the beneﬁts derived from the analytics and it may be reasonable to disable tracking
in such cases. In addition, speciﬁc regulations linked to sensitive documents, including
medical records often encountered in humanitarian settings, may inﬂuence the user tracking
policy employed by the platform. The provided examples show that the sensitivity of the
tracked user data may vary from one interaction context to another, and hence it is necessary
to provide the user with a way to adjust the privacy policy depending on the context. Following
the motivation outlined above, we formulate the second research question.
RQ2 - Privacy: what privacy management interfaces and mechanisms are suitable for knowl-
edge analytics and learning analytics?
To address this question, this thesis proposes an intuitive contextual privacy management
model, which represents a system having access to user’s data as an agent located in the
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interaction context (contribution 2). We call this approach AngeLA, inspired by an agent
guarding over user privacy in Learning Analytics. In a nutshell, AngeLA serves two primary
purposes: (1) to make the user aware regarding the ongoing tracking and (2) to provide an
intuitive and contextual way to manage the activity tracking permissions. AngeLA mimics
in a virtual space the privacy control mechanism that works well in a real room: if a person
is present in a room, she can observe all activities happening in the room. It is also possible
to think of AngeLA as an activity recording agent that, whenever present in the interaction
context (space, room, chat group or even a virtual reality room), observes and records the
interactions happening in the context.
Our approach allows establishing a data access policy per context visible to all members
present in the context and putting them all into the same condition regarding their data
exposure. This approach deﬁning data privacy per shared context is different from the one
employed by popular sharing platforms (including Google Drive, Dropbox, Facebook), where
the privacy policy is deﬁned per user. Also, with our approach, the tracking policy is visible
to all of the members so they can be aware of the data being exposed. The users are aware
of third parties accessing their data in the shared context in case some of the users invited a
third-party agent into the context. Differently, in the majority of popular sharing platforms
the fact of such data exposure would be only known and visible to the user that has provided
access to the service and another user will not be aware of that.
In the educational setting John, the physics teacher, would like to beneﬁt from learning
analytics for awareness during his class and reﬂection afterward. For this reason, he invites
AngeLA to his inquiry learning space in Graasp so that AngeLA aggregates the data for analysis.
Using our approach in the humanitarian context, Amy, the MSF doctor, can remove the
tracking agent from her workspace, where she puts medical records of her patients. Contrary,
the head of her mission Nermeen may invite the tracking agent into some of the shared
spaces in Graasp without sensitive data, and where he would like to get analytics regarding
the knowledge sharing ongoing in his mission, so he can improve the sharing.
We have implemented the approach in Graasp knowledge sharing platform and evaluated its
usefulness and usability with the platform users, which were in this case teachers. We have
conducted a survey-based evaluation with teachers that demonstrated that this approach has
a high system usability score and is understandable and easy to use (validation 2.a). Addi-
tionally, we have looked into the AngeLA usage data in Graasp, indicating that the proposed
approach is being adopted (validation 2.b). As another proof of the proposed approach valid-
ity, the approach was selected as a way to manage privacy and implemented by two European
projects, namely Go-Lab and SiWay16.
Although the idea of AngeLAwas originally developed and evaluated in an educational domain,
the proposed approach is general and can be used formanaging privacy in interaction contexts
16SiWay Project, http://www.imaile.eu/public-tenders/phase-2-selection-results/ (last accessed 10 November
2016)
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where there is a notion of membership or friendship. Such contexts can be virtual workspaces,
chat rooms, discussion groups, and social networks of different nature. It can be applied aswell
to humanitarian knowledge sharing, where traces are being recorded to provide knowledge-
related interaction analytics.
Our approach to managing privacy is detailed in Chapter 3, together with its proof-of-concept
implementation and validation.
1.5.3 Knowledge Discovery-related Contributions
Finding relevant content is one of the core activities of users interacting with a content
repository, be it knowledge workers using an organizational knowledge sharing system at
a workplace or self-regulated learners collaborating in a learning environment. Due to the
number of content items stored in such repositories potentially reaching millions or more,
and quickly increasing, for the user it can be challenging to ﬁnd relevant content by browsing
or relying on the available search engine (challenge 3). However, even in the case of not so big
repositories, it may still be challenging to ﬁnd content relevant to the user interests since the
user may be unaware of its existence or speciﬁc keywords to use when searching ([96]).
In an educational setting, such content repositories are usually learning environments, where
both students and teachers regularly interact with the content located there. The teachers
interact when preparing a course by assembling relevant resources while the students interact
when following a course by working with the materials provided by the teacher or found in the
learning environment. When constructing a course in a learning environment, teachers enrich
the system with relevant materials including text ﬁles, web links, videos, audio recordings
coming from their device or the cloud. Other teachers can beneﬁt from content already
available in the platformwhen preparing their own courses. Moreover, itmay also be beneﬁcial
for the students to have access to the content that is relevant to their interests, but which the
teacher did not directly include into her course [117]. In the case of learning environmentswith
a vast number of content items, it may be hard for the user to ﬁnd content items corresponding
to her interests.
In the context of humanitarian organizations, internal knowledge sharing systems usually
aggregate knowledge produced by the organization members. In this case, whenever knowl-
edge workers need to get information relevant to their current tasks, they may access content
produced by the organization members and located in a knowledge sharing system [59]. Af-
ter deploying the Graasp knowledge sharing system in the MSF setting, we expected that
knowledge workers would be able to ﬁnd needed content quickly since the structure of the
knowledge repository of MSF followed a well-deﬁned taxonomy of topics and the sharing sys-
tem had a powerful search engine. However, it became apparent that due to the vast number
of content items located in the system and their growth pace it was not always possible for
the users to ﬁnd the relevant content. Hence, the challenge of knowledge ﬁndability needs to
be addressed. We aim to address the described challenges by investigating the third research
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question formulated as follows.
RQ3 - Discovery: how to enable discovery of knowledge relevant to user interests?
To address the mentioned issues, we propose a knowledge discovery model employing an
interactive recommender system that combines the content analytics, activity tracking, and
information retrieval techniques. The system is employed to (1) build a user interests proﬁle
(contribution 3.a) and afterward (2) to suggest content relevant to the user and users with
similar interests (contribution 3.b) enabling knowledge discovery. To perform the recommen-
dation, ﬁrst, for each item available in the content repository, we employ natural language
processing techniques to identify a set of concepts related to the content in a similar way
how humans would do it. Relying on high-level concepts instead of speciﬁc words present in
the text when constructing user interests proﬁle and afterward ﬁnding similar items, allows
to identify the content that covers the same high-level concepts even if the speciﬁc words
used in it are different. Next, we analyze the interactions of the users with the content items
based on available user activity recordings and aggregate the concepts in the content that the
user interacted with building in this way the user interest proﬁle. Finally, we use information
retrieval techniques to recommend to the user relevant content based on the similarity be-
tween the concepts in the content and concepts identiﬁed as user interests. In the same way,
our approach allows ﬁnding relevant users based on the determined interests similarity. Our
approach puts the user in control of her interests proﬁle and allows to adjust the interests
by removing some of them if necessary, as in the case when the user is not interested at the
moment in some of the identiﬁed interests.
Such a knowledge discovery approach can be beneﬁcial for John, the physics teacher from
Section 1.2. For instance, when preparing a lesson about radioactivity, he can get recommen-
dations of the content relevant to the topic that was uploaded earlier by his peer teachers. As
well, the approach allows John to discover some new materials related to other topics he is
interested in, so he can get acquainted with new educational resource and possible make use
of them when needed.
Beneﬁting from the proposed approach, Amy, the doctor from MSF treating sleeping sickness,
can discover content related to her mission that was created by her colleagues from other
missions but was not explicitly included by the HQ into her workspace. Also, Amy may check
the recommended content from time to time to see if any new information relevant to her
interests appears at MSF.
To evaluate the usefulness of the proposed approach and the performance of the algorithm,
we have integrated it into Graasp, a knowledge sharing system introduced earlier in Sec-
tion 1.1. Afterward, we have conducted two evaluations: 1) a preliminary one with teachers
that allowed us to identify potential areas for recommender system improvements early on
(validation 3.a) and 2) an extended one with long-term Graasp users (validation 3.b). The
evaluations have demonstrated that our approach allows identifying user’s interests and pro-
vides the users with relevant recommendations. In addition, we have recorded and analyzed
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user-recommender interactions in Graasp (validation 3.c). The obtained data demonstrates
that the recommender is being adopted.
While we draw our experience andmotivation from the educational and humanitarian settings,
our knowledge discovery contributions have a broad impact and apply to content repositories,
whenever it is possible to obtain content analytics and track activities performed by the users
(e.g., Google Drive and Dropbox).
1.5.4 Knowledge Delivery-related Contributions
With the growing popularity of the cloud, more and more educational platforms become
cloud-based and require Internet access to be able to interact with them. At the same time,
current educational resources incorporate an increasing amount of more bandwidth-heavy
types of multimedia content, including videos, high-resolutions images and interactive books.
Fromour experiencewith European schools in the framework of theGo-Lab project, in the case
when the Internet connection is available at a school, the content loading time can increase
dramatically when multimedia content is being consumed by a whole class using multiple
computers. In schools with limited or slow Internet access, such educational multimedia
resources become unusable due to their loading time. Moreover, when the Internet access
is not available or interrupted, the educational resources located in the cloud can not be
accessed at all. Such cloud-centric approach to education delivery is of particular concern
when we consider that at the moment of writing in 2016, at least four billion people still do
not have reliable Internet access, so they cannot beneﬁt from the knowledge shared online,
including online educational resources. This disparity in online education access possibilities
may lead to increase in the educational gap between the developed countries with a good
Internet connection and less developed ones with limited Internet access.
If we consider the situation from a humanitarian perspective, the places where humanitarian
action is needed are often thosewhere Internet connectivity is limited or not available at all due
to poor or damaged infrastructure. Recent prominent examples of such connectivity situations
include the Nepal Earthquake in 2015 and the Ebola outbreak in 2013-2015. At the same time,
timely access to critical information is of particular importance for any humanitarian mission
operating in such situations of emergency (challenge 4). As a speciﬁc example, in the missions
where MSF operates the Internet connection is absent or limited. Still, to be efﬁcient in these
settings MSF employees need to have access to relevant and up-to-date knowledge. This
need makes essential the deployment of information systems matching requirements of a
speciﬁc context where humanitarian organizations operate. Given the described situation, we
formulate the fourth research question:
RQ4 - Delivery: how to facilitate knowledge delivery into underconnected settings where
Internet connectivity is limited or absent?
Two ongoing trends in technology development make new approaches to knowledge delivery
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possible. The ﬁrst trend is the affordability and hence ubiquity of mobile device (phones
and tablets). Mobile devices can already be found in rural areas, even those without an
Internet connection and their proliferation continues as prices drop. The second trend is the
rapid development and affordability of small general-purpose computing devices, primarily
single-board computers.
This thesis builds on these two trends and proposes a data delivery model that integrates
social media with a peer-to-peer middleware and relies on low-cost computers for local
knowledge replication (contribution 4). Thanks to a peer-to-peer protocol, a peer can ﬁnd
other local peers and synchronize data directly with them without the need of the central
server, potentially beneﬁting from a faster local network. In this scenario, the data does not
need to go through the central server (usually located remotely with limited bandwidth) as it is
done in other mainstream cloud-based platforms. To minimize the bandwidth consumption
and reduce latency, we propose to use local replicating peers running on compact inexpensive
(and low-energy-consuming) devices allowing to ensure local data availability even when
the Internet connection is absent. Such devices, when connected to a battery, can provide
an autonomous repository with the knowledge wherever it can be needed. By using their
mobile devices, users can log in to the local peer via WiFi. Because of the local peer availability,
the data can be served from it even when the central server is not reachable. Software built
following our model can enable knowledge delivery into challenging environments.
Following the proposed approach, it is possible tomake learning resources available in a school
located in a remote area with limited Internet access or relevant humanitarian knowledge in a
mission with an absent connection. This way, John, the physics teacher from our scenario in
Section 1.2 can take such a device with him into a rural area together with mobile devices (if
needed) and conduct teaching sessions even without an Internet connection. In another case,
when John teachers at his school with limited bandwidth, he can use the device to reduce
the content loading time for his students, thus avoiding waiting during his classes. Whenever
he has a good Internet connection and updates content on the online platform, the content
gets automatically synchronized to local devices as soon as they get again connected to the
Internet.
The approach as well allows an HQ of a humanitarian organization to deliver and keep up to
date knowledge in their missions. In the proposed way, the knowledge can be made accessible
by ﬁeld workers even when the mission does not have a persistent Internet connection or
when the work is needed to be done in an area located remotely from the mission ofﬁce. In
the scenario from Section 1.2, a ﬁeld doctor Amy can have access in the ﬁeld to all of the
documents relevant to her mission that were prepared by the headquarters. By accessing the
content locally, Amy can quickly go through multimedia content (for instance, videos) and at
the same time having minimal (possibly even zero) bandwidth footprint.
We have integrated the proposed model into the knowledge sharing platform Graasp. Af-
terward, we have conducted synthetic tests to observe how the system performs in typi-
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cal scenarios explained earlier and veriﬁed that the approach fulﬁlls the delivery require-
ments (validation 4.a). Later on, we have evaluated the system in an authentic setting by
enabling local content access in MSF missions in Maputo, Mozambique and Kampala, Uganda
(validation 4.b). While we implemented the architecture in Graasp, other social media plat-
forms can as well beneﬁt from integrating the architecture in order to provide ofﬂine access to
the content.
In Chapter 5 we discuss the contribution, present its implementation and validation.
1.6 Summary and Organization of the Thesis
Summing up, the primary goal of this research is to investigate how to enhance social media
to support better knowledge sharing in two particular domains, namely the educational and
humanitarian ones. Targeting this topic, we focused on the following four research questions:
• RQ1 - Analytics: how to provide user-oriented analytics in knowledge sharing systems
to support awareness and reﬂection?
• RQ2 - Privacy: what privacy management interfaces and mechanisms are suitable for
knowledge analytics and learning analytics?
• RQ3 - Discovery: how to enable discovery of knowledge relevant to user interests?
• RQ4 - Delivery: how to facilitate knowledge delivery into settings where Internet con-
nectivity is limited or absent?
The structure of this thesis is schematically presented in Figure 1.1. First of all, in Chapter 2,
we introduce the embedded contextual analytics model and present two general architectures
implementing the model. Chapter 3 proposes an agent-based privacy management model
and demonstrates our implementation of the model called AngeLA. Chapter 4 focuses on
knowledge discovery and we introduce our approach relying on an interactive recommender
system based on user interests. Chapter 5 proposes a novel content delivery model employing
a peer-to-peer technology and low-cost computers and covers our implementation of the
model called GraaspBox. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with the summary of the contributions
presented in this thesis, and possible directions for future work.
This thesis, as well as all of the images and tables included in the thesis, are distributed under
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License17.
17CC BY 4.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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2 Embedded Contextual Analytics for
Awareness and Reﬂection
One way to promote effective knowledge sharing on social media platforms is to provide the
involved parties with relevant and timely analytics concerning the sharing process. Such
analytics allows the users to be aware, and reﬂect on the knowledge sharing process, and
consequently revise and adapt their participation if needed. To meet this need, in this Chapter,
we propose the concept of embedded contextual analytics where the analytics is delivered
(embedded) into the interaction context and presents (contextual) information relevant to
the end-user in that particular context. Such analytics allows the user to stay informed about
activities happening in a particular context without the need to leave it. Also, we propose two
general architectures tomaterialize this concept, the ﬁrst one using analytical web applications
and the second relying on backend analytics engine and interactive dashboards. The two
approaches allow integrating embedded contextual analytics into social media platforms. In
this Chapter, we as well describe how we integrated these architectures into Graasp. Finally,
we present an evaluation with the target users of the embedded contextual analytics tools
following the proposed approach. This chapter targets the ﬁrst research question:
RQ1 - Analytics: how to provide user-oriented analytics in knowledge sharing systems to
support awareness and reﬂection?
The content of this chapter was partially published in [113, 110]:
A. Vozniuk, M. J. Rodriguez Triana, A. C. Holzer, S. Govaerts and D. Sandoz et al. Contextual
Learning Analytics Apps to Create Awareness in Blended Inquiry Learning. 14th Interna-
tional Conference on Information Technology Based Higher Education and Training, Lisbon,
Portugal, June 11-13, 2015.
A. Vozniuk, S. Govaerts and D. Gillet. Towards portable learning analytics dashboards. Inter-
national Conference on Advanced Learning Technologies (ICALT), Beijing, China, July 15-18,
2013.
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2.1 Introduction
Nowadayswe observe a change in how knowledge is shared for learning purposes, as education
becomes more distributed and ﬂexible [36, 40]. Participating in courses remotely by using
massive open online courses (MOOCs) is a common practice, whether still being physically
present in an educational institution or studying remotely from home. At the same time, when
learners study remotely, they tend to get less involved in the process and eventually loose
motivation. Consequently, MOOCs experience a much higher dropout rate, compared to
regular classes [62].
Another approach to learning that became more popular recently is blended learning, where
different types of learning (online and ofﬂine, inside and outside of the classroom) are com-
bined (blended) together to provide a richer and potentially more engaging learning expe-
rience. While numerous types of blended learning modalities exist [94], in this Chapter we
focus on blended learning, where face-to-face and computer-mediated types of learning are
combined. One type of such blended learning scheme relying on online labs to enhance class-
room activities is considered as a promising approach to increase the skills and the interest of
students in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics [25, 27].
The emerging distributed and ﬂexible nature of the learning process creates new challenges. It
becomes much harder for the teachers and the students to be aware, reﬂect on, and, in the
case of teachers, to orchestrate the learning process (challenge 1). For instance, in the MOOCs,
where thousands of students are simultaneously taking an online class, it is not feasible for
a teacher to consider individual competencies and preferences of each learner. Similarly, to
enable teachers to orchestrate a blended learning session (like the ones in Go-Lab explained in
Section 1.1) and to provide adequate guidance to their students, it is critical that the teachers
are aware of the progress and difﬁculties of their students. This task is not trivial for both large
and small classes, as in such a blended learning framework part of the work is done online
making it hard for the teacher to observe. Since the remote and blended learning part of the
learning activities are computer-mediated, it is possible to record detailed student activity
traces and to provide the teacher with dedicated learning analytics to improve awareness.
Learning analytics (LA) aims to address the highlighted issues by collecting and using traces of
learners, including those that they leave online [30]. According to Siemens et al. [105], LA is “the
measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for
purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs”.
Learning analytics based on the real-time analysis of the student online interaction traces
and their real-time visualization are considered an adequate mean to facilitate awareness [80].
Teachers and learners can beneﬁt differently from LA. For instance, a teacher could observe
live statistics about what and how learners are doing to coach them. For example, an LA-based
notiﬁcation system can predict which students are about to drop out [49] and notify the
teacher. Then again, motivation to learn might improve if students are able to compare their
actual individual progress with the expected progress [54] or the progress of their peers. In
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general, LA aims to help us to understand better how we learn and improve our learning [30].
Various online learning management systems (LMSs) and personalized learning environments
(PLEs) [38] exist that support learning. Examples include Blackboard [16], Moodle [28] and
Graasp [9]. Such systems often provide LA dashboards as a visual way to deliver LA to the
user. Generally speaking, the dashboard is a visual display of the most important information
needed to achieve one or more learning objectives, consolidated and arranged on a single
screen so the information can be monitored at a glance [35]. Speciﬁcally, a learning dashboard
is a single display that aggregates different indicators about learner(s), learning process(es)
and/or learning context(s) into one or multiple visualizations [100]. Duval et al. proposed to
use LA dashboards for representing important information about learners [30]. Support for
such dashboards could, for instance, increase the use of LMSs and PLEs for MOOCs to provide
an overview to learners and teachers.
When delivering learning dashboards to their target users, an open question remains how this
delivery should be done. Existing LA solutions can be divided into two broad groups when
it comes to how they are delivered to the end-user. The ﬁrst group consists of completely
standalone solutions that are not integrated into the learning platform but just use data
recorded by it. The second group is the LA solutions integrated in some way into the platform
where the user is working. When the dashboard is not integrated into the learning environment
and is a standalone tool or a platform, the user needs to switch between the learning platform
and the tool to see analytics. When the integration is done as a dedicated analytics section
of the environment, the user still needs to switch between the context where she works and
where analytics is located. This may deteriorate awareness and complicate the orchestration
process and reduce the motivation to use the tools. Similarly, if the dashboard is not focused
on presenting information relevant to the particular situation (context) the teacher or the
student is dealing with, it could be hard to gain insights while looking at the dashboard.
Targeting the highlighted issues, we propose a model to deliver user-oriented analytics by em-
bedding it into the learning context and presenting relevant contextual information. Analytics
following this idea can be accessed directly in the interaction context and present relevant
information scoped by this context and the learning objectives. As an example, the tools can
show how a student progresses compared to other students or to the expected time, so she
knows if she should complete the tasks faster. It can show how much time students spend on
individual parts of the task so the teacher can see if the planned allocated time and the actual
required time are aligned. By being aware of the situation and being able to analyze it, the
users can adapt their behavior accordingly.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 2.2 discusses related work and then Sec-
tion 2.3 introduces the embedded contextual analytics model. Next, Section 2.4 presents a
general architecture to build and integrate such analytics into social media platforms using
analytical web applications. Section 2.5 discusses the evaluation of this proposal and presents
the case studies done in a classroom involving the apps. Similarly to the previous two sections,
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Section 2.6 describes another architecture materializing our model by using backend analyt-
ics engine, and Section 2.7 describes its validation. Section 2.8 compares the two proposed
architectures highlighting advantages and limitations of each of them. Finally, Section 2.10
wraps up with conclusions and future work.
2.2 Related Work
In order for a knowledge sharing system to provide analytics, the system needs to capture
and store user-platform interaction traces and to allow analytics tools to access the recorded
traces. In this section, we start by reviewing some of the existing approaches to capturing
user activities on the platform. Afterward, we take a look at some representative examples
of learning analytics solutions for awareness and reﬂection focusing on the way they are
integrated with a learning environment and on the information they present.
2.2.1 Capturing Activities
The massive uptake of social media platforms has fostered the adoption of social media fea-
tures in learning environments, e.g. social networks for collaboration and blogs are integrated
into many online learning environments. Such social features provide a rich data source for
analytics (e.g. interaction analysis). According to object-oriented modeling, the data that can
be used by analytical tools represents dynamic (behavioral) and static (structural) views of
the platform [50]. The dynamic view focuses on the dynamics of the processes ongoing in the
platform including the collaboration between users, tools and learning resources and changes
of their internal states. On the other hand, the structural view describes the static structure of
the learning platform including the users, tools and learning resources and their relations [50].
If appropriate interfaces to access data are available, analytics can exploit both views.
Capturing data about user actions is a commonproblem for various social platforms (including
learning environments). Such platforms track user actions for various reasons, e.g. (i) to
increase user awareness of their activities and those of peers on the platform, or (ii) to enable
personalization techniques (e.g. personalize search result ranking or advertisements). User
actions on multiple platforms could be aggregated to provide a full picture of the user’s
activities. To achieve this, all platforms should exchange user action data.
User activities tracked by a learning platform is a common data source in the ﬁeld of learning
analytics [94, 97]. Usually, a learning management system or a learning environment have
a logging infrastructure in place that records how the user interacts with the platform [94].
The more modern educational platforms support a structured representation of user activities
using well-deﬁned formats including ActivityStreams used in [110], xAPI employed in [60] or
IMS Caliper outlined in [97]. On a high-level, all these three formats record user-platform
interactions in the format of the actor-verb-object triplet capturing who did what with what
on the platform. However, on a more detailed level, each format captures additional aspects
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of the interaction. In the triplet, the verb indicates the type of interaction, for instance, the
verb “accessed” would indicate that the user viewed content, “downloaded” - downloaded
the content and so on. Having a common set of verbs with a well-deﬁned meaning is critical
for being able to beneﬁt from user interactions captured by several platforms [60]. Another
format worth noticing is Contextualized Attention Metadata (CAM) [19], but it is being used
less these days. Below, we provide more details about the formats.
RSS. Currently, many social media platforms still provide a data feed of activities of the user
and her social network in RSS format. For instance, every Facebook page has an associated
RSS feed1. The RSS format was developed to publish frequently updated media, such as blog
entries, comments or videos. As such it is not suitable for capturing all rich metadata related
to user activities.
CAM. One of the speciﬁcations used for educational purposes is CAM [115]. Contextualized
Attention Metadata (CAM) aims to capture contextual information regarding the activity of
a user [115]. CAM is very ﬂexible in what it can track, which also limits its portability. CAM
has no common vocabulary to describe actions and allows each platform to deﬁne its custom
vocabulary, which makes it difﬁcult to develop fully portable dashboards on top of the CAM
speciﬁcation. Besides, the CAM speciﬁcation has not been widely adopted outside research so
far.
ActivityStreams. In contrast to CAM, Activity Streams has a deﬁned set of verbs with a corre-
sponding meaning to describe actions2. This verb deﬁnition enables better interoperability
across platforms, which leads to better portability. The ActivityStreams speciﬁcation3 is
designed speciﬁcally to model user interactions and enables platforms to share detailed infor-
mation on user activities. An activity stream is a sequence of actions made by a user. Such a
stream in the ActivityStreams speciﬁcation models the story of a person performing an action
on or with an object. Technically in the ActivityStreams speciﬁcation, an action is represented
as a 5-tuple: (Published, Actor, Verb, Object, Target). Published represents the time at which the
activity was published. Actor deﬁnes the actor that performs the action. Verb describes which
action is performed. The speciﬁcation deﬁnes an extensible set of verbs. Target is intended to
describe the consequences of the action. Consider this example action: “Alice added a book
by Tom Sawyer to her ‘Favorite Books’ collection”. In this example, “Alice” is an Actor, “added”
a Verb, “a book by Tom Sawyer” an Object and “‘Favorite Books’ collection” is a Target of the
action.
ActivityStreams had a large uptake and was supported by most social media platforms (e.g.
Google+4 and Facebook5). Many organizations have contributed to the development of
1Facebook RSS feed http://ahrengot.com/tutorials/facebook-rss-feed/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
2http://activitystrea.ms/specs/json/schema/activity-schema.html (last accessed 10 November 2016)
3http://activitystrea.ms/specs/json/1.0/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
4https://developers.google.com/+/api/latest/activities (last accessed 10 November 2016)
5http://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/225/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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the speciﬁcation6 and made it an open standard through the Open Web Foundation Final
Speciﬁcation Agreement7 that allows the use, extension, and sale to anyone.
Due to the broad deﬁnition and extensibility8 of the ActivityStreams speciﬁcation, it can be
applied to the learning domain [77]. ActivityStreams can be used to represent interactions
of learners and teachers with the learning platform and is thus an appropriate speciﬁcation
to represent activity data for LA. Man et. al. also propose ActivityStreams as a standard for
exchanging user activities among learning platforms [77]. Because of the described properties,
ActivityStream is a suitable format we utilize to represent user activities in Graasp.
xAPI & IMS Caiper. Despite the ﬂexibility of ActivityStreams two noticeable standards have
emerged in the learning community recently tailored to represent learner’s activities, namely
xAPI9 (or Experience API) and IMS Caliper10. At the moment of writing, xAPI becomes a de
facto standard for capturing learner’s activities. On the abstract level, the two standards record
interactions in the format of the actor-verb-object triplet similarly to the ActivityStreams
format. Each of the standards captures additional parameters of the learning process allowing
to record a more detailed picture11. ActivityStreams is used in Graasp for historical reasons
since the decision regarding the format was made at the beginning of the Go-Lab project in
2012 when xAPI was not mainstream yet. Currently, Graasp offers a mapping for activities
stored in ActivityStreams format so they can be retrieved in the xAPI format if necessary.
2.2.2 Delivering Analytics
The research literature provides a number of examples of learning analytics tools developed
to improve awareness of teachers in a classroom [108]. In our previous works we have done
systematic reviews of the state-of-the-art of learning dashboards (in [100]) and tools for
monitoring, awareness, and reﬂection (in [94]). In terms of how the tools are delivered to
the user in an online learning environment, existing solutions can be split into two broad
categories: (1) standalone solutions that get data from the learning platform, but are in
fact dedicated separate systems and (2) integrated solutions that are integrated into the
learning platform. The integrated solutions can be in turn arranged into three groups by the
extent to which they integrate with the learning platform: (2.1) dedicated plugins or modules;
(2.2) analytics embedded into the interaction context and (2.3) analytics embedded into the
interaction context and presenting contextual information. Below, we review some of the
existing solutions from each of these classes.
6http://wiki.activitystrea.ms/w/page/24500522/Implementors (last accessed 10 November 2016)
7http://openwebfoundation.org/legal/the-owf-1-0-agreements/owfa-1-0 (last accessed 10 November 2016)
8http://activitystrea.ms/specs/json/1.0/
9Experience API https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experience_API_(Tin_Can_API) (last accessed 10 November
2016)
10IMS Caliper https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/caliperram (last accessed 10 November 2016)
11xAPI Caliper Comparison https://www.imsglobal.org/initial-xapicaliper-comparison (last accessed 10 Novem-
ber 2016)
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Standalone Analytics Solutions
The standalone analytics solutions employed in practice can be divided into two broad groups:
(i) general web analytics services (e.g. Google Analytics12 and Woopra13) and (ii) services
developed speciﬁcally for learning analytics (e.g. the CAM web service [86]).
One representative example of the second group is work by Charleer et al. that proposed
to employ a learning analytics dashboard as a course-long awareness tool for teachers and
students [20]. During the course, the student’s interact using Twitter and blogging platforms
and their activity traces are being recorded. A set of badges is used as an indicator of the
student progress towards the course goals and the level of student activity in the course. The
dashboard allows to track the progress of individual students and compare the progress among
the students. Since teachers can be overwhelmed by manually observing each of the student
activities, such a dashboard can help them to remain aware of the student progress just by
checking if the students have received all expected badges at a given time. If a more detailed
view of the progress is needed, teachers can look into individual actions of the students.
Web Analytics. Another option of building the tools could be to use general-purpose web
analytics platforms (e.g. Google Analytics14 or KISSMetrics15). They are easy to deploy and
maintain, but they come with a number of shortcomings. First of all, storing student activity
traces on third-party services raises privacy concerns since privacy-sensitive tracking data of
learners are stored on third-party servers. Some platforms such as Google Analytics explicitly
forbid in their service license agreement to send to the platform any data explicitly revealing
the user identity. And due to privacy policies and laws, data of learners can often not leave the
institution or the country. When no identity information is stored, it is not possible to track the
performance of individual students. Additionally, web analytics tools such as Google Analytics
or Piwik16 usually aggregate and display the data for the whole web platform and provide
information which is too generic. Also, such analytics tools are generally not accessible to the
platform end-users and are often limited to the IT staff. In the case of the Go-Lab teachers
or MSF knowledge managers, they are more interested to see analytics for their individual
spaces or documents with the possibility of viewing data about their individual users, students
or knowledge workers respectfully. Retrieving such information from web analytics tools is
not always possible and when possible often requires writing custom queries. Finally, web
analytics tools usually do not provide expressive semantics for the learning or knowledge
context, i.e. they are able to identify web page visits made by students, but not if a student
has changed an ILS phase or submitted an assignment. Another limitation of web analytics
services is related to their general scope, where domain-speciﬁc information is not taken into
account. For instance, just tracking that a learner visited a page, is not sufﬁcient to deduce
the activity she was involved in, e.g. reading, watching a video or playing a game. Such web
12http://www.google.com/analytics/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
13http://www.woopra.com/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
14http://www.google.com/analytics/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
15https://www.kissmetrics.com/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
16Piwik https://piwik.org (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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analytics tools are not able to track information speciﬁc to learning.
Standalone LA solutions developed speciﬁcally with LA in mind also face issues. They are
strongly coupled with a speciﬁc learning environment and thus lack re-usability and ﬂexibil-
ity [48, 95].
Integrated Analytics
Dedicated Analytics Modules. Pluggable LA solutions are integrated into a platform via a
plugin interface (e.g. in Moodle). Such a plugin interface is often not compatible across
platforms. If a user switches to another platform, then she needs an LA plugin for that
platform. Through the use of plugins, learning dashboards are often integrated into learning
environments that lack LA. Moodog is such a plugin [118] for Moodle and other LA plugins
exist to track learners using blogs [34]. Also, general-purpose analytics tools are often used,
although they are not tailored towards learning. For instance, Google Analytics [7] is used
to observe resource usage by students. Most existing LA solutions are either not speciﬁcally
designed for learning (e.g. Google Analytics) or are tightly coupled to a learning platform (e.g.
Moodog). It usually requires a considerable effort, most often involving software engineering,
to adapt a learning dashboard or deploy it on another platform. This limits the adoption of LA
tools.
Another example of integrated analytics is work by Maldonado et al. that presented in [76]
a set of real-time visualizations that help teachers to be aware of the interaction patterns in
tabletop-based group work. The visualizations are based on tabletop touch data and verbal
data recorded by microphones. The authors suggest visualizing presented interaction on
two levels: (1) class level, aggregating data from interactions around several tabletops in
the classroom (useful to identify anomalies during a classroom session) and (2) detailed
group level helping to detect possible abnormalities in a single group (useful for after-class
analysis). A user study showed that such visualization tools are useful for the teacher and
help her to identify the groups and individual students that require attention and intervene
when necessary. The study also demonstrated that the teachers were able to detect the main
anomalies in group interactions based on the class level while the detailed group level was
used to conﬁrm the assumed issues.
2.2.3 Discussion
Our goal is to answer RQ1 by providing analytics to the platform user in a way that integrates
into her overall experience of interacting with the platform. The aspects of the delivery of
analytics tools to the user get limited attention in existing literature. The research papers
often stop at the point where a tool is developed and demonstrated to be working for speciﬁc
scenario or experiment, but not many proposals are mentioning how analytics should be
integrated into the overall user-platform interaction experience. This can also be caused by the
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fact that the majority of the learning analytics solutions were not evaluated in the authentic
settings [94]. Another limitation of the reviewed proposals is the lack of general analytics
architectures that can be used when implementing analytics on a particular platform.
Regarding what is being analyzed and visualized by analytics tools, existing solutions often
present by default analysis of all of the interactions going on the platform. Such approach
can be useful when targeting researchers or analysts that want to have a general overview of
the activity and obtain high-level metrics. At the same time for the teacher and the students,
it can make more sense to have analytical tools or even dashboards representing activities
happening in particular scope, for instance, a class or a lab session. We aim to address the
mentioned issues with our proposal presented in the next section.
2.3 Embedded Contextual Analytics
To answer RQ1 and provide user-oriented analytics supporting awareness and reﬂection of the
platform users, we propose the model of embedded contextual analytics (contribution 1.a)
schematically represented in Figure 2.1. We call the analytics “embedded” since such analytics
is embedded into the context where the user interacts when completing her tasks. And we
use the term “contextual” since analytics is aware of the context it is embedded into. Hence it
analyzes and visualizes the data scoped by this speciﬁc context. For instance, such analytics
may display information for a session scoped in time by its duration or for a particular team
scoped by a shared space.
Embedded Analytics. We call analytics embedded into the space s if and only if it is
part of the space presentation. In case the analytics is constructed with analytical
apps ia , that implies ia ∈ I (s).
Contextual Analytics. We call analytics s contextual in the space s if all of the
activities that the analytics retrieves (denoted by Ar ) belong to space s. Formally,
this means ∀a : a ∈ Ar ⇒ a ∈ A(s).
The analytics following ourmodel is user-oriented since the primary objective of its design is to
support the platform user. Since the analytics is located in the context where the user interacts,
the user can check analytics while completing her tasks, hence awareness is facilitated. Also,
since the user does not need to leave that context in order to see analytics, thus avoiding
context switching. In case the context contains multiple members, they can have a consistent
picture of the interaction by using the same analytics tools embedded in the shared context.
Since the analytics is contextual, it immediately presents information relevant to that particular
context where interaction happens enabling reﬂection, without the need of information
preﬁltering. Such preﬁltering is usually required to remove irrelevant information when
analytics solutions are targeting the whole platform.
As mentioned, the embedded contextual learning analytics tools and dashboards retrieve
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Context
Activities
in the context
Content, apps, and analytics in the context
Users in the context
Embedded contextual analytics
retrieves
Figure 2.1 – The proposed embedded contextual analytics model. The analytics is embedded
and accessible in the context where the user interacts with content and apps when completing
her tasks. The analytics retrieves and analyzes the activity traces from the context.
data for analysis and visualization depending on the current context. To give an example, if
the interaction context is a space about English learning, the traces from this space will be
visualized. If the space concerns a blended learning session about sustainable development,
corresponding student actions from this session will be visualized. This allows the analytics
tools or dashboards to be developed once and be used in multiple contexts to obtain relevant
context-speciﬁc information.
Embedded contextual analytics aswell allows taking a look at a different granularity of activities
in case the context are organized hierarchically. For instance, in case an interaction space for
a team is part of the interaction space of a department that is part of the interaction space of
organization. In such a case, the same contextual dashboard embedded in these interaction
spaces will get data speciﬁc to the context that is a part of the organizational hierarchy.
In the following sections, we demonstrate how the general model of embedded contextual
analytics can be materialized in online learning environments and propose two general
analytics architectures to achieve that.
2.4 Embedded Contextual Analytics With Web Apps
In this section, we ﬁrst describe a proposal of an apps-based analytical architecture and then
show how this architecture was used to build tools supporting teachers in blended learning
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sessions.
2.4.1 Architecture & Components
We propose as contribution 1.b an architecture that relies on analytical web apps to provide
embedded contextual analytics to the platform end-users in the form of dashboards. The
proposed architecture is presented in Figure 2.2) and is composed of:
1. Front-end consists of the knowledge sharing platform UI and analytical apps. The apps
retrieve, analyze and visualize activities and allow the user to view and interact with the
analysis results.
2. Back-end provides access to the contextual data stored on the platform via a set of
Standardized APIs. There are two aspects of the data representing the system model: the
’structural’ (often referred to as static) and ’behavioral’ (often referred to as dynamic, or
timing) aspects of the model [50]. It is important that the APIs provide allow to retrieve
data for both of these aspects since they can be used for analysis.
3. Analytics Infrastructure stores in the Data Storage the activity and social data that the
apps retrieve and use in analysis.
Using analytical apps for analytical dashboards has several beneﬁts. First, dashboards can
be constructed using diverse apps that display visualizations and metrics. These apps can be
arranged on a single screen to provide all information at a glance [35]. An example of such
sample dashboard built with eight apps is schematically presented in Figure 2.3. Second, as
such apps are programmed using just Javascript and HTML, the apps simply run in a browser,
which provides an operating system-independent solution. Javascript and HTML have good
support on mobile devices as no additional plugins are required in contrast to Flash or Java
solutions. Additionally, the platform can also control access to the data that is accessible
through a set of standard-based APIs with attached privacy policies. For instance, teachers
can observe trends over the whole class, while students might only see and reﬂect on their
own actions.
When we organize several analytical as a dashboard, such an assembled dashboard could
be packaged as a web app in itself. In this case, a dashboard is a web app containing other
web apps [8]. If a dashboard is bundled in this way, the whole assembled set of web apps
become portable allowing teachers and learners to share assembled analytical dashboards
across platforms.
2.4.2 Properties
Below, we discuss some of the properties concerning awareness and reﬂection enabled by
analytical web apps.
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interacts
with the apps
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Knowledge Sharing
Platform
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Context
Analytical App
stores activities
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and visualizes
activities
Figure 2.2 –The proposed architecture for the analyticsweb apps integrationwith the platform.
The analytical apps are presented to the user in the context of her activities and retrieve
contextual activities from the platform via a set of standardized APIs.
Real-Time Updates. When analytical apps load, they request the activities and the data
available at that point of time. Afterward, the updates can be pushed to the apps through
as they happen. This makes it possible for the apps to provide real-time visualization of the
interaction and make users aware of the current state.
Personalization. Different users have different awareness and reﬂection needs, so personal-
ization of analytical tools and dashboards is essential. Many of available learning analytics
solutions provide a predeﬁned hard-coded dashboard while in different pedagogical scenarios
different tools may be needed. Thanks to its modularity, our approach with the analytical web
apps enables personalization. A teacher can select from the repository speciﬁc analytics apps
she ﬁnds to be useful in her session and build a dashboard from these apps. In this way, every
teacher in every session has a possibility to personalize the dashboard for her needs in the
session.
Interactiveness. The apps-based approach allows developing interactive analytical applica-
tions using web technologies such as d3.js17. Inter-widget communication can be used for
letting widgets know on the status of each another to support cross-ﬁltering of the visualized
data [12].
17Data-Driven Documents https://d3js.org/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Figure 2.3 – A schematic representation of a dashboard constructed using eight analytical
apps.
Portability. Software portability is the ability to run the same software on different platforms
with no or little effort [83]. In the previous section, we discussed the interface speciﬁcations
to exchange data between platforms and applications. To enable portability of analytics
dashboards, it should be possible to simply take analytical tools from one platform and run
them on another platform. Some conﬁguration of analytical tools on a new platform might
still be required, but its cost is considerably lower than developing the tools from scratch.
An LA component interacts with a learning platform through a collection of interfaces. To
facilitate portability, all interfaces for an analytics component have to be made identical across
platforms [83]. Ideally, wewould like such common interfaces to be already implemented by all
learning platforms. Otherwise, an adaptation of the interfaces or dashboards will be required
during the porting process [83]. Our approach with analytical web apps allows achieving
portability by implementing learning dashboards as external pluggable components and
using well-deﬁned interfaces with a learning platform. The speciﬁcation of these interfaces
should be based on existing open standards. In this way, we can ensure that our solution is
license-free and extensible. Also, using open standards increases compatibility with existing
and future platforms and tools, because open standards often have a large user base that
enables wider adoption and future support and extensions.
Data Storage and Privacy. With the apps-based approach, the data is stored on the platform
and is accessible by the apps. In this case, the data does not need to leave the platform. This
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approach is suitable for the situation when the platform is considered trustworthy.
Reusing and Repurposing the Apps. Since the apps are developed using web technologies,
their code is open and can be easily accessed and modiﬁed when needed. To encourage the
sharing and reuse of the analytics apps, a repository can be developed. It can be used to publish
new analytical apps and search for existing apps. Since awareness needs of the teachers can
differ in different contexts (ILSs), they can use existing apps18 to assemble dashboards to
personalize them according to their speciﬁc needs in each of the contexts.
AppsRepository. For easier distribution, LA dashboards and apps can be added to a repository
where teachers and learners can ﬁnd and easily add them to their learning environment.
We have presented several apps built following our proposed architecture. We presented
several analytical apps, but more apps are available in the apps repository developed by third
parties. For instance, in the case of the Go-Lab project such apps can be found on the Golabz
repository19.
2.5 Validation of Embedded Contextual Analytics With Web Apps
In this section, we show how the general architecture with analytical web apps described in
the previous section was integrated into social media. We as well describe how it was deployed
and used to enable awareness and reﬂection in blended learning sessions. After each of the
sessions, we have conducted a survey to get a quantiﬁed feedback from the users about the
usefulness and usability of the proposed apps. Also, we report the usage data showing how the
apps are used in the Go-Lab project.
2.5.1 Integration into Graasp
To evaluate our approach, we have integrated the proposed architecture into Graasp as shown
in Figure 2.4. This integration allows teachers that use Graasp to construct embedded con-
textual LA dashboards from analytical apps. Figure 2.5 shows an example of LA dashboard in
Graasp. In Graasp, the context is deﬁned by space (introduced in Section 1.1), hence our goal
is to enable Graasp users to add and see analytical apps and dashboards embedded into the
space presenting information from the space. For instance, in a space for learning English,
only the data of English learners would be shown in the LA dashboard. Through spaces, we
can track learners and their context, and we can provide detailed LA scoped by that context
only.
To ease distribution and search of LA dashboards and analytical apps, Graasp has a transparent
integration with the Golabz repository. It is possible to search and add analytic apps from the
repository into a space in Graasp without leaving the platform.
18Go-Lab Apps https://github.com/go-lab/apps (last accessed 10 November 2016)
19Golabz learning analytics apps http://golabz.eu/apps?f[0]=ﬁeld_app_category:7485 (last accessed 10 Novem-
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Figure 2.4 – The proposed apps-based architecture integrated into Graasp. The analytical
apps are OpenSocial apps located in the space, retrieve activities for the space via OpenSocial
APIs.
Capturing Activities
Each user (student and teacher) using the learning platform produces a stream of activities
reﬂecting their interaction with the platform. Figure 2.6 (1) shows an example stream of user
activities in a social media platform. Due to its expressive format, we employ the ActivityS-
treams speciﬁcation to represent each of the actions. Figure 2.6 (2) demonstrates an example
of the user activity represented in the ActivityStreams json format.
To capture activities, we implemented, in accordance with the ActivityStreams speciﬁcation,
recording of multiple interaction types in Graasp related to users, content, applications and
spaces, including: add, update, remove, invite, join, leave, favorite, comment and tag. Context,
where the interaction happens, can be captured through the Target ﬁeld while tracking user
activities.
Retrieving Data via OpenSocial APIs
The analytical apps need to access the contextual information to function. There are many
ways to implement the APIs to provide this data access. We decided to go with OpenSocial,
ber 2016)
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Figure 2.5 – A sample embedded contextual learning dashboard in Graasp containing the
Active Users app (on the top) and the Time Spent app (in the bottom).
as it is a standard used to provide access to data in social media platforms. Relying on a
well-deﬁned data access standard has beneﬁts of making developed tools portable across the
platforms implementing the standard.
The OpenSocial speciﬁcation20 aims to provide a standard method for storing and accessing
social data. Additionally, OpenSocial deﬁnes a component hosting environment (a container)
and a set of common APIs for web applications. The standardization of the interfaces to store
and retrieve data enables the development of components, which are portable across systems.
The OpenSocial 2.0 speciﬁcation incorporates an API for accessing user activities using the
ActivityStreams format. OpenSocial 2.0 provides APIs for accessing both the dynamic and
structural views of a social or learning platform. At some point, OpenSocial was adopted by
many popular social media platforms, including Ning21, MySpace and Orkut22. Originally
OpenSocial was focused on social network applications, but thanks to educational interest
in social media, OpenSocial became more popular in technology enhanced learning (TEL).
20http://docs.opensocial.org/display/OSD/Specs (last accessed 10 November 2016)
21developer.ning.com/docs/opensocial/1.0/index.html (last accessed 10 November 2016)
22https://developers.google.com/orkut/articles/tutorial/tutorial (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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21
Figure 2.6 – (1) A sample stream of user activities in a social media platform. (2) A sample user
activity represented in the ActivityStreams json format.
Notable TEL examples include Sciverse23, Liferay24, and ROLE [43].
Through the Space extension25 of OpenSocial that is implemented in Graasp, LA can be made
context-aware. Thus, a space can provide LA for a speciﬁc context. The analytical apps
present in such a space are shared among the members of the space [11] (see Figure 2.7).
By being context-aware (i.e. related activities are carried out in a given online workplace),
roles and privacy settings can be enforced that enable control over the selected LA data in the
dashboard. Analytics dashboards assembled with OpenSocial apps can run on any platform
that implements the OpenSocial speciﬁcation.
Graasp supports OpenSocial apps through the Apache Shindig container26. Shindig is a
free open-source widget container with a reference implementation of the OpenSocial and
ActivityStreams speciﬁcation. By integrating Shindig into the Graasp platform, apps have read
and write access to Graasp data through the OpenSocial APIs (e.g. user information or activity
streams). This enables the creation of LA dashboards since apps can access user activities and
social data for analysis or visualization through these APIs.
23http://surfnet.nl/en/nieuws/Pages/ConstructionstartsofOpenSocialenvironment (last accessed 10 November
2016)
24https://dev.liferay.com/develop/tutorials/-/knowledge_base/6-1/creating-and-integrating-with-opensocial-gadgets
(last accessed 10 November 2016)
25https://opensocial.atlassian.net/wiki/display/OSD/Space+Proposal (last accessed 10 November 2016)
26http://shindig.apache.org (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Figure 2.7 – A space in Graasp containing three analytical apps.
2.5.2 Developed Analytical Apps
In this section, we present the embedded contextual analytical apps we have built using the
apps-based architecture to support blended learning sessions. We also verify if such tools
are useful for the teachers to improve their awareness. To start with, we tried to understand
teacher needs for such apps as discussed below.
Understanding Analytics Needs of Teachers
To understand the awareness information needs of the teachers, we interviewed 32 teachers
during the 2014 Go-Lab Summer School asking them which kind of learning analytics applica-
tion would be helpful during their blended learning sessions. Teachers were asked to what
extent they agreed with the following statement: “I would use this app in class”. Also, we asked
the teachers about the relevance of having an overview screen (dashboard). We used 7-point
Likert scale ranging from -3 (strongly disagree) to +3 (strongly agree) to collect the responses.
Afterward, we calculated the average (mean) of the score per app (presented in Table 2.1); the
box plot visualization the survey data is shown in Figure 2.8.
According to the results, the required apps that received the highest score were: 1) submission
by the student, 2) average time per phase, 3) connected students and 4) connected students
per phase. The ﬁgure also demonstrates that the teachers were eager to have and use a single
overview screen (dashboard) containing several apps at a time.
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Table 2.1 – Results of the awareness needs survey.
2*App Total No. No. of answers per point Average
answers -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 score
Submission by student 29 0 0 0 0 0 13 16 2.55
Average time per phase 29 0 0 0 2 0 10 17 2.45
Connected students 32 0 0 1 0 1 11 19 2.45
Students by phase 31 0 0 0 0 2 14 15 2.40
Phase for each student 30 2 0 0 1 2 11 14 2.01
Activity log 31 2 1 0 1 3 12 12 1.81
Phase changes per student 27 2 6 1 4 3 6 5 0.43
Overview screen 30 0 1 0 0 1 7 21 2.53
Figure 2.8 – A boxplot representing the results of the awareness needs survey.
Developed Apps
Below we discuss in more detail three contextual analytics apps we implemented to address
the identiﬁed awareness needs. Along with the apps, we present a typical scenario in which
the apps can be used in a blended session.
Active Users App. Figure 2.9 shows the Demo ILS with the Active Users app displaying the
students currently active in each phase of the ILS. It is possible to see in the ﬁgure that the
majority of the students are in the Investigation and the Conceptualisation phases (16 and 9
respectively) of an inquiry learning space, there are 2 students active in the Orientation phase
and 1 student in the Conclusion phase. The app updates in real time as students switch the
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phases, so the teacher knows where the students are working right now.
Figure 2.9 – The Active Users app displaying the students active in the ILS.
Time Spent App. Figure 2.10 shows theDemo ILSwith the Time Spent app displaying individual
and average time spent by students in each ILS phase. When a student is active in one speciﬁc
phase, the teacher can see the timer running for this student in that phase in real time.
Additionally, the average time spent by students in each phase is given, so it is possible to
compare individual performance of students to average performance of the group. There is
also the possibility to analyze a speciﬁc period of time, for instance, if the teacher wants to
perform a post-analysis of the session.
Submitted Reports App. Figure 2.11 shows the Demo ILS with the Submitted Reports app
displaying the ﬁles submitted by students in the ILS and the time when it was done. It is
updated in real time as well. Therefore, every time a new report ﬁle is uploaded in any phase
of the ILS, a new line appears in the interface. This app is particularly suitable to support
blended learning scenarios, where the teacher wants to be aware of the submitted reports as
the submissions happen.
Dashboard Templates. The Golabz repository provides the teacher with a set of apps that can
be used inside ILS. When the teacher wants to view several visualizations at a time, Graasp
allows her to organize several LA apps on a single analytics dashboard. An example of such
dashboard containing two apps is presented in Figure 2.5. To facilitate the integration of LA
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Figure 2.10 – The Time Spent displaying the time spent by students in the ILS.
Figure 2.11 – The Submitted Reports app displaying the submitted reports.
apps into the teacher workﬂow, some of the ILS already contain preconﬁgured dashboard
templates with the tools that may be useful for a particular scenario. Still, the teacher is in
control and can add other apps and remove the provided apps in case it is needed.
Scenario
Below we describe a typical scenario how the apps can be used before, during, and after a
blended learning session.
Before the session the teacher adds the Active Users, Time Spent app Submitted Reports into the
ILS.
At the beginning of the session she looks at the Active Users app and is able to see the students
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appear in the Orientation phase as they open the ILS on their computers. During the session,
as the students complete the Orientation phase, they switch to the Conceptualisation phase,
and the teacher is able to see it in the Active Users app shown in the example in Figure 2.9.
With this app, the teacher spots the students that are still in the Orientation phase. The teacher
then goes to the students and helps them accordingly. The teacher is using the Time Spent
app and observes that almost all the students have spent between 4 and 6 minutes in the
Conceptualisation phase as expected. In the end of the session the students submit a report
in the Conclusion phase. As the submissions happen, the reports appear in the Submitted
Reports app, which gives an overview of who has submitted as demonstrated in Figure 2.11.
There are few minutes left till the end of the session, and the app indicated that 26 students
have already submitted ﬁles. The teacher identiﬁes who are the 2 students who still need to
submit their ﬁles and goes to them directly to see if there is an issue.
After the session, the teacher uses the Time Spent app to evaluate how much time was spent
on average by students in each phase. She notices that in average the students have spent
almost 19 minutes in the Investigation phase, which is too much. This led the students to rush
through the Discussion phase. The teacher will, therefore, make the necessary changes in the
description of the Investigation phase so the next time students will complete it in less time.
2.5.3 Case Study with Analytical Apps
We have conducted an evaluation of the usability and the usefulness of the implemented apps
for teachers (validation 1.a). Two case studies using the Active Users, the Time Spent and the
Submitted Reports apps were carried out in Geneva between January and March 2015. The ﬁrst
study took place at the Ecole de Commerce Nicolas-Bouvier27 involving 1 teacher (T1) and
11 students (between 18 and 20 years old). The second study was conducted at the College
Sismondi28 where 1 teacher (T2) and 17 students (between 15 and 16 years old) participated
in the experiment. During these studies, we had two main objectives: (1) to check if such
contextual real-time visualizations improve teacher’s awareness and (2) to examine if the apps
are understandable and easy to use.
To achieve these objectives we used three data sources: (1) ﬁrst, we interviewed the teachers
before the experiments to evaluate whether the information provided by the apps could be
relevant for them and for which purpose; (2) then, one researcher attended the classroom to
observe how the apps were used during the lessons and collected comments of students about
the apps; (3) ﬁnally, we gathered additional remarks from the teachers in another interview
once they had used the apps.
In the ﬁrst interview, the teachers were asked about the extent to which they ﬁnd each of the
awareness apps useful for teachers and students. The main outcomes of the interview are
summarized in Figure 2.12, showing the teachers’ point of view using a 7-point Likert scale
27Ecole de Commerce Nicolas-Bouvier http://icp.ge.ch/po/nicolas-bouvier (last accessed 10 November 2016)
28College Sismondi http://www.sismondi.ch/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Figure 2.12 – The relevance of the apps according to the teacher interviews. The 7-point Likert
scale was used ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The gray area indicates
the median response value.
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Dealing with the Active Users app,
both T1 and T2 agreed on the usefulness of the app for awareness of the learning progress for
teachers and students. The Time Spent app was not seen as signiﬁcantly useful for awareness.
However, both teachers agreed that it could be relevant for better understanding the students’
progress. Concerning the potential convenience for students, both teachers came up to the
conclusion that the app could help learners to be aware of their peers’ progress. Regarding the
Submitted Reports app, the teachers considered that they would use it for their own awareness,
but they diverged about the beneﬁts that the app could bring to the students.
In both studies, the teachers designed an ILS to be used by the students during a 90-minute
session. In the ﬁrst study, the students were allowed to work individually or in groups, and the
teacher was walking around and answering the questions that emerged during the learning
activity. Since the teacher was not near her computer, she decided to display the apps using
the projector, so teachers and students could see the visualizations as presented in Figure
2.13. After answering the questions of the students, the teacher had a look at the student’s
distribution across inquiry phases and used that information to choose the next group to visit.
At the same time, the students periodically observed the apps to compare their own progress
with that of their peers.
In the second study, the students worked in groups of 2 to 3 people sharing one computer,
while the teacher controlled the situation from his desk, going to the students just when he
had doubts (see Figure 2.14). T2 used mainly the Active Users app to monitor whether the
students were using the ILS or not, and to be aware of the current phase they were working on.
Since, in this case, the information was not shown to the students, at the end of the lesson they
were asked about whether they would like to have access to the apps or not. The responses
were heterogeneous: 7 students did not have a clear preference, 4 were highly interested in
the apps, while another 6 students were reluctant. For those who were interested in the apps,
the main beneﬁt was to have a reference regarding their progress. The main disadvantages
identiﬁed by the students were 1) the distraction the apps may cause and 2) the stress caused
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by being compared among themselves. Nevertheless, they did not pose any concern about the
teacher accessing the information.
Figure 2.13 – An example of the Active Users app used by the teacher and the students for
awareness. The Online Students app is projected on the wall so the teacher can see at which
stage the students are working.
According to the feedback provided by the teachers, in general terms, it was straightforward
to understand the visualization provided by the apps. Just one aspect required additional
explanation for the teachers about the Active Users app: the colors used to show the time
spent. For T1, the only inconvenience that she detected was related to the way the users were
represented. Since she was not near her computer, the mapping between the student initials
(used in the avatar) and the nicknames was not obvious. Besides, the different colors employed
to show the time spent were not distinguished when projected on the wall. Nevertheless, both
issues could be simply solved by using a legend explaining the colors and the correspondence
between initial and nickname and choosing different colors, shapes or effects. Regarding the
Time Spent app, both teachers agreed that it could be more useful for post-session reﬂection,
especially since during the session normally they do not have enough time for these details.
In summary, the usability and applicability of the real-time awareness tools were well received
by the teachers. They stated that the tools helped them to monitor the progress of the students
in the classroom, and they could be as well used to have evidence of the work done at home.
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Figure 2.14 – Second study: use of the Active Users app for teacher awareness.
2.5.4 Usage Data
Wewanted to understand if the developed apps are employed by teachers to support awareness
and reﬂection in practice. For this reason, we checked the Graasp database to see how many
of the created inquiry learning spaces (ILSs) contain the developed apps. It is worth noting
that ILSs can implement various learning scenarios not necessarily requiring these particular
apps but still the numbers can indicate the general usefulness of the apps.
We have run the queries in the Graasp database on September 7, 2016. On this date, there
were in total 13575 ILs in Graasp. Out of them, Time Spent app was present in 989 (7%) ILSs,
the Active Users app was in 802 (6%) ILSs, and the Submitted Reports app was found in 129
(1%) ILSs. These numbers show that the teachers are eager to include the apps into their ILSs
and indicate that the apps are useful to support their awareness and reﬂection.
2.5.5 Discussion
In this section, we demonstrated how our general app-based analytics architecture proposed
in Section 2.4 was able to answer RQ1 for Graasp users when integrated into the platform.
With its help, we facilitated teacher and student awareness in blended learning sessions. The
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teachers were able to personalize analytical dashboards by assembling the apps that matched
their learning scenarios.
The blended learning sessions in Go-Lab are usually short-term, typically under two hours.
Also, they involve a modest number of students that can ﬁt into a single classroom; that is in
practice under two hundred students. Under these conditions, the amount of traces generated
during the session is moderate representing rather “small data”. Also, simple types of analysis
and visualization employed by the teachers and students can be handled by the web apps
running in a browser.
At the same time, the educational data continues to grow in volume, velocity, and variety.
Making sense of and exploring patterns in the educational data in such conditions requires de-
ployment and usage of appropriate scalable, interactive, real-time processing tools supporting
interactive data analysis. In the case when monitoring needs to be done during longer periods
of time with a larger number of learners (as in the case of MOOCs) and potentially capturing
more details or requiring a more sophisticated data analysis, the scalability limitations of the
previous approach become apparent. In the next section, we propose an architecture that
meets the additional scalability and interactivity requirements.
2.6 Embedded Contextual Analytics with Analytics Engine and In-
teractive Dashboards
The scalability limitations of the apps-based approach come from the fact that the analysis is
executed in the browser and so it is constrained by the browser capabilities. To enable scalable
analytics, the analysis needs to be executed on the back-end, where it is possible to leverage
the computational capabilities of a server or the cloud.
To answer RQ1 and to enable user awareness and interactive reﬂection in settings where
large datasets need to be analyzed, we propose an analytics architecture composed of a
scalable analytics engine and an interactive dashboard (contribution 1.c). The architecture
is presented in Figure 2.15. In this architecture, the user accesses the dashboard that allows
interactive exploration of the data. The dashboard is embedded into the interaction context,
but differently, from the apps-based approach, it does not execute the analysis. Instead, it
retrieves the analysis results from the back-end. When such request arrives at the back-end
of the platform, a permission check is performed whether the user can access analytics. If
it is the case, the request is forwarded (proxied) to the Analytics Engine that serves as a data
storage and performs analysis according to the request from the dashboard. After the analysis
is executed, the result is sent back to the dashboard where it is displayed to the user.
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Figure 2.15 – The proposed backend analytics engine architecture. The dashboard is embed-
ded into the context where the content and apps are located s o the user can interact with the
analytics in the context. The dashboard obtains the analysis results for the context from the
analytics engine located on the back-end.
2.6.1 Architecture & Components
To implement the proposed architecture when deploying in existing platforms, we propose a
novel way to use Elasticsearch29 as an analytics engine andKibana30 for interactive dashboards
allowing to provide embedded contextual analytics.
Elasticsearch is one of the popular open-source search and analytics engines meeting the scal-
ability requirements. It was initially envisioned as a search engine capable of operating at scale
and in real-time, Elasticsearch is used by organizations such as Wikimedia31 and Github32,
which deal with big data on a daily basis. Until recently, the exploitation of Elasticsearch for
interactive analysis purposes by practitioners was hindered by a high entrance barrier due
to the complexity of the query language and the query particularities. Now, such analysis is
facilitated by Kibana, an open-source tool that allows to conduct analysis and build interactive
dashboards allowing exploration of Elasticsearch data through a graphical user interface.
29Elasticsearch https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch (last accessed 10 November 2016)
30Kibana https://www.elastic.co/products/kibana (last accessed 10 November 2016)
31Wikimedia https://www.wikimedia.org/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
32Github https://github.com/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Kibana does not require the user to dive into technical details of the queries (although it is still
possible) and hence makes big educational data visualizations accessible to regular users. The
additional value of Kibana comes in play whenever several visualizations are combined on a
single dashboard, enabling to use multiple coordinated views for an interactive exploratory
analysis via cross-ﬁltering.
Both Elasticsearch and Kibana, together with Logstash33 are part of an analytics stack often
referred to as ELK34. Logstash supports data acquisition from multiple sources (including
Twitter, RSS, event logs) thanks to its rich set of available connectors. Custom connectors
can be developed for case-speciﬁc sources. In addition to the mentioned values, ELK enables
building analytics infrastructures decoupled from the learning platform, i.e., it allows to host
separately the learning environment (with the analytics functionalities) and the data storage
without affecting the end-user experience. In the next part, we explain how such architecture
can be constructed.
Figure 2.16 – A sample Kibana dashboard built from four visualization widgets.
33Logstash https://www.elastic.co/products/logstash (last accessed 10 November 2016)
34The ELK Stack https://www.elastic.co/webinars/introduction-elk-stack (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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2.6.2 Properties
Below, we discuss some of the properties of the proposed architecture using backend analytics
engine implemented with Elasticsearch and Kibana.
Real-Time Updates. Elasticsearch is a near real-time (NRT) engine35, which in practice means
that the updates happening in the interaction context are reﬂected on the Kibana dashboard
according to the refresh interval set by the user. This interval can be under one second which
can be perceived as real-time by the user.
Data Storage and Privacy. With the proposed architecture, an organization can setup their
private Elasticsearch instance on premises and the activity traces can be forwarded and stored
there for analysis. When a user interacts with a Kibana dashboard embedded into the platform,
the dashboard retrieves and visualizes the data from that private Elasticsearch instance. That
makes it possible to provide analytical services to the user without storing data on the platform
in case this is a preferred option from the trust or legal point of view. The permissions to access
the dashboard are managed on the platform with proper permission management limiting
access to the dashboard to only the right users, protecting in this way the user privacy.
Interactiveness. The Kibana dashboards are interactive, and they support cross-ﬁltering with
coordinated multiple views that allows to ﬁlter data on multiple dimensions simultaneously.
Moreover, Kibana provides options to disable and enable some of the ﬁlters when exploring
the data. Filtering can be done by clicking on speciﬁc items on visualization widgets or by
selecting ranges like in the case of the timeline widget or the map widget.
Personalization. It is possible to allow the user to choose from multiple dashboards available
in the system in order to select the dashboard that matches her needs. This conﬁguration can
be as well done per context in case the platform provides such an option. But regarding the
conﬁguration of the dashboards, it can be done only by the user that has access to the Kibana
administrative interfaces, normally an IT administrator. In this sense, the personalization
capabilities by the end-user of the platform are fairly limited.
Portability. Kibana dashboards are embedded via an iframe and are not tightly coupled with
the platform where embedding is done. This makes the dashboard portable allowing to embed
the same dashboard into various platforms. But to make it work properly, two prerequisites
need to be met: (1) the platform should supply the activity data to an Elasticsearch instance
in a predeﬁned format (in the case of this study that is ActivityStreams) and (2) the platform
where the embedding is done needs to supply the context identiﬁer to the dashboard, so the
latter is aware of the context it is embedded into. Also, the platform needs to implement an
API to proxy Kibana requests, so that a proper permission check can be done.
35Near Real-Time Search https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/guide/current/near-real-time.html
(last accessed 10 November 2016)
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2.7 Validation of Analytics with a Backend Analytics Engine
As outlined in Section 1.1, Graasp is being used by MSF to share organizational knowledge. The
process of knowledge sharing is managed by MSF knowledge managers that need to facilitate
and adapt the sharing to the needs of the organization. During our participatory design
sessions with knowledge managers from MSF, they expressed a strong need for obtaining key
metrics regarding the process so they can better understand it and intervene if necessary.
Some of the questions they needed to answer included who are the active contributors, active
consumers of content, what are the most valuable documents, from which countries which
content items are being accessed and downloaded the most. Who participates the most
actively in discussion and who is not involved? Having answers to these questions can help to
deﬁne a path towards improving the knowledge sharing. To provide MSF knowledge managers
with answers to the mentioned questions, it was possible to query the database and to simply
display numbers and graphs on the platform. But based on discussions with them during
participatory design sessions, it became clear that they wanted to be able to dig further into
the analytics and hence interactive visualizations were required.
2.7.1 Integration into Graasp
To validate our approach, we have integrated the proposed architecture intoGraasp (validation1.a)
to allow knowledge managers and knowledge workers to be aware of and reﬂect on the inter-
actions happening in their workspaces. The high-level architecture is shown in Figure 2.17.
As explained in Section 1.1, the back-end of Graasp is built with Node.js and uses MongoDB as
a data storage. Mongoose.js36 library is used for object-document mapping when interacting
with the database. Since the activities of users are captured inside Graasp, they need to be
transmitted to Elasticsearch for storage and processing. To achieve that, we use the mogoosas-
tic plugin37 for mongoose that makes sure that all of the changes in the actions stored in
MongoDB are reﬂected in Elastisearch data, so it remains consistent (see Figure 2.18).
Kibana provides an embed code, allowing to integrate dashboard into another platform.
We use the embed code to embed dashboard into Graasp web pages. Also, we supply the
embedded dashboard with the context identiﬁed. A context in case of Graasp can be a space
(on any level of nesting), a content item (pdf, Microsoft ofﬁce document, etc.), an application
or a discussion. Since the visualizations present on the dashboard have a context identiﬁer,
they visualize the data speciﬁc to this context.
The embedding is schematically shown in Figure 2.19. When a user opens the dashboard in
the space, ﬁrst the Graasp back-end checks if the user has the necessary permissions to view
the dashboard in the current context. At the moment, only space owners have access to the
dashboard. We decided to put such a check in place to allow limiting the dashboard access to
36Mongoose library http://mongoosejs.com/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
37Mongoosastic plugin https://github.com/mongoosastic/mongoosastic (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Figure 2.17 – The proposed backend analytics engine architecture integrated into Graasp. The
user interacts with the Kibana dashboard located in the space that retrieves the analysis results
from the Elasticsearch engine through platform APIs and a proxy on the back-end.
Figure 2.18 – Mongoosastic plugin for mongoose is used to send data to Elasticsearch.
relevant users since some of the users were concerned about their analytics being accessible
by all of the space members. If the user has the access, the Graasp backend makes a request
to Kibana for the dashboard iframe and sends it back to the Graasp front-end. Afterward,
the iframe starts making requests to Graasp for javascript, CSS ﬁles, and other resources.
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After these resources are loaded, requests are made to obtain the values of the metrics to
be visualized. Graasp does the permission check on every request, and if they are sufﬁcient,
proxies the request to the Kibana server and then the Kibana response back to the client. If
the permissions are not sufﬁcient, the user can not access the dashboard and the user privacy
is protected.
Figure 2.19 – A schematic explanation of the dashboard integration into a web-platform.
2.7.2 Developed Interactive Dashboards
To build a dashboard suitable for knowledge managers and knowledge workers interacting in
Graasp, we have applied the participatory design methodology (see Section 1.3), involving
MSF knowledge managers and knowledge workers from the very beginning and on every stage
of conception. An early mockup of the proposed dashboard is presented in Figure 2.20.
Figure 2.21 presents the ﬁrst version of the Kibana dashboard integrated into Graasp. Based
on the feedback from the users, it became clear that more detailed explanations are necessary
regarding the purpose of the dashboard and the individual widgets displayed on it. For this
reason, we developed the second version adding widgets that contain descriptive information
as shown in Figure 2.22.
2.7.3 Usage Data
To understand if the dashboard is used, we have set up the recording of users visiting the
dashboard tab in Graasp. In the period from May to November 2016, 156 distinct users visited
the tab 512 times in total. The users checked the dashboard for 307 different items in Graasp.
These numbers indicate that the dashboard is adopted by the Graasp users.
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Figure 2.20 – An early mockup of the analytics dashboard embedded into Graasp. Multiple
types of visualizations describe the interactions in the Field Essentials space.
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Figure 2.21 – The ﬁrst version of the Kibana dashboard embedded into Graasp.
Figure 2.22 – The second version of the Kibana dashboard embedded into Graasp providing a
detailed description of each visualization.
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2.7.4 Discussion
In this section, we demonstrated how the proposed general architecture based on the backend
analytics engine could be used to answer RQ1 in a speciﬁc knowledge sharing platform, in our
case Graasp. We used Elasticsearch as an example of scalable analytics engine and Kibana
for building interactive dashboards. Using these technologies, we constructed dashboards
providing user-oriented analytics. This allowed to answer RQ1 for knowledge managers by
supporting their reﬂection regarding the knowledge sharing process. The reported usage data
indicated that the platform users adopted the constructed dashboard.
2.8 Comparison of the Approaches
In the previous sections, we have presented two general architectures to deploy embedded
contextual analytics in web-based knowledge sharing platform. In this section, we highlight
the differences between the architectures, advantages, and limitations of each of them as
summarized in Figure 2.2.
Table 2.2 – Comparison of the analytical architectures based on analytical apps and backend
analytics engine with interactive dashboards.
Data Storage. The proposed two architectures express two different data persistence policies.
The apps-based approach assumes that the learning platform itself is a safe place to store
the traces. So it gets the traces from the platform and then analyses them on the front-end.
The backend analytics-based approach considers that it should be possible to store the data
outside of the learning platform, for instance in a school or on student’s personal hosting and
still have the analytics presented inside of the learning platform.
Computations. In the apps-based approach, the computations over the data are made on
the front-end. Hence, the computational capabilities are limited by the device where the
browser runs. While the computing power of devices, particularly the mobile ones, keeps
on increasing it is still limited by a single device. Differently, in the Elasticsearch-based
approach, the computations are done on the back-end, and Elasticsearch makes it possible to
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use computations capabilities of multiple servers on-premises or in the cloud.
Scalability. The apps-based approach is limited to utilizing resources of a single computing
device where the browser is running and thus is not scalable. The analytics backend approach
can use multiple nodes and is scalable.
Portability. The two proposed architectures offer different approaches to portability. The
apps-based architecture requires the platform to provide a standard set of APIs so the apps can
access the data and to store the data in a standard format, so the apps know how to analyze
and represent it. The backend analytics engine approach requires the platform to send the
data in a standard format to an Elasticsearch instance so that conﬁgured Elasticsearch queries
can run on the data.
Typical Usage. Due to the scalability limitations, the apps-based approach is suitable for short
sessions where a moderate amount of interactions happen. The backend analytics engine
offers scalability provided by using a set of servers on the backend and hence is suitable for
settings where big educational or humanitarian data needs to be analyzed.
Personalization. Apps support personalization by the user allowing to conﬁgure personalized
dashboard by adding and removing the apps, and the apps can be developed to ﬁt the needs
of the users. In contrast, it can be challenging to personalize the interactive dashboard with
Kibana and may require an IT specialist to modify the dashboard by conﬁguring visualization
widgets.
In summary, based on the described properties both proposed architectures can be used for
awareness and reﬂection. But due to real-time, personalization, not-scalable properties of the
apps-based approach, in practice, it is more suitable to support awareness. At the same time,
the backend analytics engine-based architecture due to the interactivity of the dashboards
and ability to scale well and analyze big amounts of data is more suitable for reﬂection.
2.9 Implications for Educational and Humanitarian Settings
Whenmanaging knowledge sharing inside of organizations, knowledgemanagers need tools to
monitor the knowledge sharing process in order to be able to improve it and make it effective.
Similarly to how analytics applied in the cases of learning is called “learning analytics”, we
propose to refer to analytics related to knowledge sharing as “knowledge analytics”. In an
analogous way as learning dashboards can be used to understand and improve learning,
knowledge analytics dashboards can be employed to visualize interactions happening on the
platform and explore them to identify possible points of improvement in knowledge sharing.
The backend analytics-based architecture with Elasticsearch and Kibana was originally de-
signed for enabling awareness and reﬂection in the knowledge sharing process. Then, it was
demonstrated to Go-Lab project members. The project members thought that such dash-
boards could be useful to monitor overall project metrics by aggregating data from several
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ILS located in the same space. As a result, at the moment of writing the analytics engine and
interactive dashboard are applied in the learning context as well. We plan to validate this
architecture with project members as well as teachers as a complement to apps.
2.10 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we aimed to answer RQ1 by providing the knowledge sharing platform users
with user-oriented analytics that is speciﬁcally designed to support their awareness and
reﬂection when interacting with the platform. Our main contribution is an end-user oriented
embedded contextual analytics model answering RQ1. The model advocates delivery of
analytics to the platform user in an embedded and contextualized manner by (1) integrating
analytical tools and dashboards directly into the context where the user interacts, enabling in
this way awareness and reﬂection and (2) by making the tools analyze and present the data
from within this interaction context.
To be able to answer RQ1 in existing platforms and put the proposed model to work we made
two additional contributions that are two general analytics architectures materializing the
model. The ﬁrst architecture relies onmodular real-time analytical apps that can be embedded
into the context and that analyze and visualize activities performed by users in this context as
they happen. We have validated the ﬁrst architecture by developing three sample analytical
apps addressing the primary awareness needs of teachers in blended learning sessions. The
second architecture is designed on top of a backend analytics engine facilitating scalable
and interactive analysis. This architecture was validated by developing knowledge analytics
dashboards to support awareness and reﬂection of knowledge managers on a knowledge
sharing platform.
The two presented architectures are designed with different assumptions regarding the privacy
of the collected data. The apps-based approach is designed assuming the platform itself is a
safe place to store the traces. The backend analytics approach allows storing traces separately
from the platform building on the assumption that organizations and users want to keep
traces in their private location. In practice, the choice of the suitable architecture depends on
speciﬁc requirements and tradeoffs among multiple properties, including real-time updates,
interactiveness, scalability, personalization, and data privacy.
We would like to stress that the proposed model and corresponding architectures are more
broadly applicable than just for learning or knowledge analytics. They can be employed for
general user activity analysis (e.g., software development analysis) or as a part of even more
general tools that make use of user activities (e.g., recommendation or gamiﬁcation services).
It is also worth taking a look at possible directions for future work.
Student Needs. When proposing the apps-based analytics architecture, we targeted the
teacher awareness needs primarily. But during the evaluation, the students expressed such
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needs as well, for instance, to make them aware of their progress compared to the progress
of others. In the future, it is possible to identify particular awareness needs of students and
build apps that address issues related speciﬁcally to student awareness. However, during
the evaluation we also noticed that some students were not happy about others seeing their
progress, we think that the questions of students data privacy and the granularity of the
interactions being recorded are worth investigating.
Types of Indicators. While our primary goal in evaluations was to provide analytics about
interactions happening in context, the concept of embedded contextual analytics is not limited
to the interaction-based indicators. Other possible indicators included content-related (e.g.,
showing the main concepts present in the content) and user-related (e.g., indicating which
activities individual students have completed in the past).
Teaching and Learning Outcomes. An open question remains regarding the impact of the
proposed LA apps and dashboards on teaching and learning. While we obtained positive
reported feedback from the teachers and students, it is still not clear if the teachers improve
orchestration by relying on analytics and whether there is a measurable positive impact on
the learning outcomes. Measuring changes in learning outcomes resulted from deploying
technology is a known challenge in the learning analytics community [100].
Content Analytics. Last but not least, in this chapter we mainly focused on LA for formative
assessment of activities and learner’s progress. Teachers and schools are also requesting to use
LA for normative assessment (grading). This challenge will be tackled in the Next-Lab project
by providing embedded contextual analytics not only about the conducted activities but also
regarding the artifacts (e.g., reports) produced during these activities in the context.
In this chapter, we focused on recording user interactions in a learning platform, their analysis,
visualization and interactive exploration to facilitate awareness and reﬂection. During the
case studies in the classroom and when deploying knowledge analytics, the users expressed
privacy concerns related to recording, retention, and analysis of the interaction traces. In the
next chapter, we are going to target privacy-related challenges.
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The storage and analysis of user interaction traces discussed in the previous chapter are often
associated with privacy concerns. Part of such concerns are triggered by the legal framework
in place in a particular country or context (e.g., sensitive medical records or data of school
students under speciﬁc age), and another part is related to an established negative perception
of being tracked due to possible data misuse. To address such concerns, in this chapter, we
present a novel agent-based privacy management interface and the corresponding privacy
enforcement mechanism. Also, we describe the implementation of the proposed privacy
interface in a social media platform and discuss the evaluation results. This chapter targets
the second research question:
RQ2 - Privacy: what privacy management interfaces and mechanisms are suitable for knowl-
edge analytics and learning analytics?
The content of this chapter was partially published in [109]:
A. Vozniuk, S. Govaerts, L. Bollen, S. Manske and T. Hecking et al. AngeLA: Putting the Teacher
in Control of Student Privacy in the Online Classroom. ITHET, York, England, September
11-13, 2014.
3.1 Introduction
Learning analytics (LA) is often considered as a means to improve learning and learning
environments by measuring student behavior, analyzing the tracked data and acting upon the
results. The use of LA tools implies recording and processing of student activities conducted
on software platforms. Recently, personal data privacy has received global attention, due to
the revelations of the NSA scandal1. These revelations and the scope of NSA programs made
some users of online services much more concerned about their data privacy and established a
more negative perception of being tracked. The users demand more transparency concerning
1The Guardian NSA Files, http://www.theguardian.com/world/the-nsa-ﬁles (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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what personal information is collected, by whom, how it is processed, and for which purposes.
Moreover, the users want to have more control over the data collection and processing policies.
To be able to control data privacy, it is important to understand the many aspects and deﬁ-
nitions of data privacy. According to the state of the art analysis of data privacy done in the
framework of the SPION project [2], two types of data privacy can be identiﬁed: (1) social
privacy and (2) instrumental privacy. Raynes-Goldie [91] deﬁnes social privacy of users as “the
control of information ﬂow about how and when their personal information is shared with
other people”. As an example, social privacy can be achieved by introducing a trust-aware data
sharing mechanism [73]. According to Boyd [14], instrumental privacy is deﬁned as the control
of data access by corporations and governments, for instance for data analysis or data mining.
In this chapter, we propose a novel model for managing instrumental privacy permissions.
This model deﬁnes when the user data can be stored by the platform and accessed by other
third-party platforms.
Data privacy is regulated in different ways by many national governments and often depends
on the target audience. For instance, in the case of schools and teachers, student data privacy
is of particular importance, since student online activity tracking is subject to stronger legal
privacy regulations, due to the age of school pupils. Apart from governments guarding over
privacy, the software itself and its privacy policies have evidently a signiﬁcant impact on data
privacy. Boyd et al. [15] discuss how privacy can be enforced on the system architecture level
and thus be an inherent part of the software design. Establishing privacy mechanisms on
the system design as well as the user interface levels is also our goal in the Go-Lab European
project (covered in more details in Chapter 1). We need to make sure that the user is aware of
the tracking being conducted and provide the user with an intuitive interface to adjust the
tracking policy (challenge 2).
This chapter focuses on the instrumental privacy, and we propose a ﬂexible, contextual and
intuitive way to provide the teacher with full control over student activity tracking in online
collaborative environments. We call this approach AngeLA, the name is inspired by an agent
guarding over student privacy in Learning Analytics. AngeLA, as an agent-based privacy
management interface, mimics in a virtual space the privacy control mechanism that works
well in a real room: if a person is present in a room, she can observe all activities happening
in the room. AngeLA serves two primary purposes: (1) it increases the awareness of teachers
about the activity tracking and (2) provides an intuitive way to manage the activity tracking
permissions.
This chapter illustrates the design and implementation of a data privacy management sys-
tem that allows teachers to control the activity data collection policy in an online learning
environment (OLE). The chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 3.2 formulates the
requirements for a tracking permissions management system in an OLE. Then, Section 3.3
considers existing approaches for privacy management user interfaces. Afterward, Section 3.4
explains the philosophy and idea behind the proposed solution (called AngeLA). Section 3.5
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demonstrates how the widely applicable AngeLA interface is implemented in a speciﬁc con-
text and platform and evaluation results with the platform users are presented in Section 3.6.
Finally, the Section 3.8 discusses the conclusions.
3.2 Requirements
To identify requirements for a privacy management system, we arranged discussions with over
ten experts from educational technology and pedagogy from Go-Lab. As result of these discus-
sions and based on the Go-Lab project prerequisites, we have identiﬁed ﬁve key requirements
for a privacy management system in an online learning environment, namely:
1. fostering awareness. The user interface of the privacy management system should make
a teacher aware of the ongoing activity tracking.
2. offering intuitive UI. The privacy management UI should be built with the help of
concepts and elements of UI already familiar to users.
3. enforcing student privacy. A teacher should be in control of the tracking and be able to
enable or completely disable it when needed.
4. providing ﬂexibility. It should be possible to adjust privacy policy depending on the
context, for instance, for one group of students the tracking can be enabled and at the
same time for another one it should remain disabled.
5. enabling data aggregation. The system should be able to aggregate relevant student
activity data coming from all relevant parts of the learning platform.
3.3 Related Work
An intuitive way to increase user data privacy, implemented by web platforms such as Face-
book2 and Google+3, is to have an extensive privacy policy settings. But even in the case when
such a privacy control mechanisms are provided, it could be hard to use and understand
because of the complicated menus and navigation hierarchy. A large number of options could
as well make it hard for the users to make proper privacy decisions [99]. Furthermore, the
default privacy policy could change quickly4 and it could be hard for users to follow and adapt.
To simplify understanding of data sharing policy in a social network, Iannella et al. [53] suggest
to use a set of icons in the user interface. While having proper icons in the GUI fosters privacy
awareness, the approach targets social privacy, i.e. sharing the data between different users of
the platform and seems not to inﬂuence the instrumental privacy.
2Facebook Data Use Policy https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
3Google+ https://plus.google.com/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
4The Evolution of Privacy on Facebook http://mattmckeon.com/facebook-privacy/ (last accessed 10 November
2016)
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Hull et al. [52] focus on the design of user interface that can increase user awareness about
how the changes made in the user interface can inﬂuence user privacy. The authors argue
that most of the privacy issues often found in online social networks can be explained by
the difference in the context (contextual gap) between the online and ofﬂine social settings.
Indeed, ofﬂine privacy is highly deﬁned by the social context while online systems lack much
of this context. Hull et al. showcase the privacy issues on Facebook as an example. They
conclude that most of the issues could be resolved just by improving the user interface in a
way that makes the information ﬂows more transparent for users.
Another important aspect inﬂuencing the user privacy is the default privacy settings [66].
Some websites could beneﬁt from understandable and restrictive privacy policy. For instance
as showed by Tsai et al. [107], a more protective and transparent privacy policy of a shopping
website increases the probability of users buying on the website. At the same time many
sites proﬁt from information disclosure made by users, for instance, Facebook has a default
policy [44] promoting data disclosure. Online platforms could even employ so-called Dark
Patterns5 to make it harder for the user to change the default privacy settings into a more strict
privacy policy.
3.4 The Analytics Tracking Agent
To answer RQ2, we propose a novel model for managing activity tracking permissions base on
the virtual agent metaphor (contribution 2). The model relies on a virtual agent for handling
privacy settings, acting as a data aggregator and transmitter. Our approach is motivated by the
privacy mechanism and policy embedded into a physical classroom or any room in general.
In a physical classroom the teacher is in control of the privacy of what the students do in the
classroom, e.g. she can decide which student behavior she shares with the parents or with
other stakeholders. If the teacher wants to have a private discussion, she can ask all unwanted
parties to leave the room.
The agent mimics in a virtual space this privacy control mechanism that works well in a
physical space. In a collaborative online space (e.g. an online learning space or a chat room),
user management mechanisms exist to grant and revoke access to the space or resource. The
proposed software agent can be invited into an online space together with other members.
When the agent is a member of an online space, it can observe all activities taking place in
this space, just like any other member of this space and like the teacher in the classroom.
The agent can thus aggregate all activities of the space members and can store them in the
platform or can transmit this information to third-party analytics infrastructures as shown in
Figure 3.1. To let the users better understand the purpose of the agent, it has its own proﬁle in
the system detailed in Figure 3.2 describing the purpose of the agent and its privacy model.
5Dark Patterns, http://darkpatterns.org/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Context
Activities
in the context
Analytics Infrastructure
Content and apps in the context
Users in the context
Data Storage
Data Analysis
Agent
aggregates
transmits
Figure 3.1 – A schematic representation of the agent-based privacy management. When the
agent is a member of a context, it aggregates and transmits user activity data to analytics
services.
Formally, for the activity at that occurred at point of time t in space s, the following
check against the space members Mt (s) at time t is used to decide if this action
should be stored and transmitted to the analytics infrastructure:
⎧⎨
⎩
∀at ∈ A(s) : TrackingAgent ∈Mt (s)⇒ Store(at )&Transmit(at )
∀at ∉ A(s) : TrackingAgent ∉Mt (s)⇒¬Store(at )&¬Transmit(at )
(3.1)
These rules do not depend on the action type and allow to decide at any point
in time if the action should be stored and transmitted or not. The rules also do
not depend on which of the users added or removed the tracking agent. They are
deﬁned by the agent’s presence as a member of the space at the moment when
the action occurred. Hence, the addition or removal of the agent does not have an
impact on the previously observed actions. Hence, in practice, it is reasonable to
apply the rules at the instance when the action is observed by the platform at=now
and a simpler version of the rules can be used at that moment:
⎧⎨
⎩
TrackingAgent ∈Mt=now (s)⇒ Store(at=now)&Transmit(at=now)
TrackingAgent ∉Mt=now (s)⇒¬Store(at=now)&¬Transmit(at=now)
(3.2)
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Any of the online space owners, in our case a teacher, can revoke the agent’s access to the
space, after which the agent can no longer track any user activity in this space. The agent’s
permissions can be conﬁgured per space depending on the activity context in the same way
as a person can be invited to be present in some room and at the same time not invited to
other ones. By managing privacy via access control of the agent to an online space, the teacher
is in full control of when the student activity is tracked and when not. This privacy control
happens through already familiar user management functionality of inviting collaborators.
Furthermore, by having the tracking agent as a visible space member, the teacher is aware of
agent’s presence and hence that the tracking is turned on. Having easy-to-use privacy control
and being open about the tracking policy can also increase trust in the system [107]. With
the agent we propose a soft paternalistic privacy policy, where the system does not force a
user to make speciﬁc privacy decision, but rather makes her aware about the ongoing activity
tracking and provide an easy and intuitive way to change it, hence answering in this way RQ2.
Figure 3.2 – The AngeLA agent proﬁle in Graasp describing its data collection purpose.
European Union Privacy Compliance. It is worth taking a look at how the proposed approach
using a tracking agent complies with the requirements of the European General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR) (EU) 2016/6796. Speciﬁcally, we consider the Articles 7, 11, and 12
6REGULATION (EU) 2016/679 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:
32016R0679 (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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deﬁning relevant aspects of the user privacy management. According to Article 7 (Conditions
for consent), "The data subject shall have the right to withdraw his or her consent at any time."
and "It shall be as easy to withdraw as to give consent." The tracking agent approach fulﬁlls
these requirements since it is as easy to remove the agent as to add it and the user can remove
the agent any time disabling the tracking. Article 11 says "Where . . . the controller is able to
demonstrate that it is not in a position to identify the data subject, the controller shall inform
the data subject accordingly, if possible." According to Article 12 (Transparent information,
communication and modalities for the exercise of the rights of the data subject), "The con-
troller shall take appropriate measures to provide any information . . . relating to processing to
the data subject in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear
and plain language, in particular for any information addressed speciﬁcally to a child." The
agent can meet the requirements of Articles 11 and 12 by providing a clear description of its
purpose, specifying what information is recorded and how it is processed, including handling
of the user identity. In case of AngeLA, such description is provided in her proﬁle as displayed
in Figure 3.2.
3.5 Implementation in Graasp
We have implemented the proposed approach in Graasp (covered in Chapter 1) with the
agent that we nicknamed AngeLA for this case. In the Go-Lab project, teachers use Graasp to
construct Inquiry Learning Spaces [42]. The teacher can control the student privacy by adding
or removing AngeLA as a space member. When removing AngeLA, Graasp displays a message
informing the user about the consequences as shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3 – A message in Graasp informing about the consequences of removing the tracking
agent from a space.
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interacts
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Figure 3.4 – An architecture of the agent-based interaction tracking in Graasp. Whenever
the AngeLA user is present in the space, the AngeLA back-end aggregates the activities and
transmits them to the analytics infrastructure.
The Learning Analytics Tracking Agent (AngeLA) architecture as presented in Figure 3.4 con-
sists of the following three main components: (1) the Tracking Permissions UI that the user
interacts with, (2) the User Activity Aggregator, and (3) the Activity Data Transmitter. The latter
two components constitute the privacy management mechanism. Here, we take a look at each
of the components.
Tracking Permissions UI. AngeLA provides an easy-to-use and familiar manner to manage
privacy: i) to enable the activity tracking in a space the teacher just needs to invite AngeLA to
the space (see Figure 3.5 (2)) and ii) to disable tracking the teacher can just remove AngeLA
from the space. When AngeLA is present in the space (as in Figure 3.5 (3)), all the activities of
space members will be collected, stored and sent to the LA back-end. This behavior is intuitive
and familiar for the teacher since all space members are expected to be aware of the space
activities.
User Activity Aggregator. AngeLA continuously aggregates activity streams of the Graasp
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2
1
3
Figure 3.5 – AngeLA, an agent-based privacy interface. (1) AngeLA is not a member of the
“Radioactivity” space in Graasp. (2) AngeLA is invited to become a member of the space after
searching in the members list. (3) AngeLA is a member of the space.
users across the spaces where it is a member into a single activity stream. In the case of
Go-Lab, the data is coming from Graasp (both the teacher and the student view) and the
OpenSocial applications that the users interact with. In the case of the applications, they
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submit the captured activity data via the OpenSocial API as shown in Figure 3.4.
Activity Data Transmitter. All of the collected activity records are sent to the Graasp back-end
for storage and further processing. The Activity Streams format is used to represent the actions
during the transmission. As a mean to provide additional privacy in the Go-Lab project, as
proposed by Li et al. [71], students use nicknames instead of real names to represent their
identity in Graasp. In this case, only the teacher can do the mapping between the nickname
and actual student name and hence knows a student’s identity.
The nicknames approach indeed provides an opportunity for students to hide their real name
from the platform. A teacher could ask students to use nicknames, but she can not guarantee
that any of the students would not put a real name. Moreover, since the data collection
is happening, it is possible that student identity could be revealed if proper data mining
algorithms are applied. AngeLA approach aims to provide teachers with a mechanism to
completely disable the data tracking, which guarantees that activity data is not collected.
To enforce privacy, it is necessary to establish a strict and clear default privacy policy [66].
In Graasp, AngeLA is a member of the inquiry learning spaces by default since this allows
to record activities starting from the space creation before students start working within the
space. The recorded activities enable learning analytics beneﬁciary for the teachers, but it is
still possible to change the policy at any time by simply inviting or removing AngeLA from the
space.
3.6 Evaluation
In the previous section, we have described the implementation of our approach in Graasp
validating its feasibility. In this section, we focus on the evaluation of the approach using
surveys with Graasp users and presenting a summary of actual usage.
3.6.1 User Survey
To understand if people comprehend the AngeLA metaphor, we conducted a usability study of
the proposed approach implemented in Graasp with N=16 (7 were male, and 9 were female)
Graasp platform users during two workshops covering inquiry-based learning (validation 2.a).
The workshop participants performed activities within Graasp, where, as part of their task,
they needed to deﬁne and adjust the data tracking policy for learning analytics using the
AngeLA interface. After the workshop sessions, the participants were asked to ﬁll in a SUS
questionnaire [17] adapted to focus speciﬁcally on the evaluation of the privacy management
component. The complete questionnaire we used is available in Appendix A.
Based on the responses, the ﬁnal SUS score of the privacy management system was equal to
74, meaning that the system has a GOOD usability rating [6]. Figure 3.6 presents an overview
of answers to individual questions of the SUS. The users reported that they were eager to
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use the AngeLA interface frequently (μ = 4.38,σ = 0.81), they did not ﬁnd it unnecessary
complex (μ = 1.88,σ = 1.15), they thought that it was easy to use (μ = 4.06,σ = 0.93), they
thought that they would not need the support of a technical person (μ = 2.06,σ = 1.06)
they found various functions to be well integrated (μ = 3.88,σ = 1.20), they did not ﬁnd
too much inconsistency (μ= 2.31,σ= 1.14) they would imaging most people learn to use it
quickly (μ= 4.00,σ= 0.97). It was not cumbersome to use (μ= 2.19,σ= 0.98), they felt rather
conﬁdent using it (μ= 3.94,σ= 2.06) without the need to learn a lot of things before getting
going (μ= 2.31,σ= 1.30). In addition to these positive results based on the survey responses,
we have obtained positive feedback during face-to-face communication with the workshop
participants.
I needed to learn a lot of things
before I could get going with
AngeLA
I felt very con?dent using AngeLA
I found AngeLA very cumbersome
to use
I would imagine that most people
would learn to use AngeLA
very quickly
I thought there was too much
inconsistency in AngeLA
I found the various functions
in AngeLA were well integrated
I think that I would need
the support of a technical person
to be able to use AngeLA
I thought AngeLA was
easy to use
I found AngeLA unnecessarily
complex
I think that I would like
to use AngeLA frequently
1 2 3 4 5
Level of agreement (Likert Scale: 1 - Strongly disagree, 5 - Strongly agree)
Su
rv
ey
 q
ue
st
io
n
Figure 3.6 – System usability score survey results for the agent-based privacy management
interface implemented in Graasp (AngeLA).
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3.6.2 Actual Usage
In addition to evaluating the usability of the approach, we have looked into the AngeLA usage
data to understand if the approach is used in practice (validation 2.b). As of August 2016,
in Graasp there were in total 13163 inquiry learning spaces. Out of them, 11929 (91%) had
AngeLA as a member and 1234 (9%) did not have AngeLA. The absence of AngeLA can be due
to several reasons. The ﬁrst reason is that an ILS was possibly created from a template that has
had AngeLA removed by its creator, so all ILS created from the template did not have AngeLA.
Since the recording of the ILS provenance was not available from the very beginning, it is not
possible to get a precise number of such ILSs created from templates without AngeLA. Another
reason is that AngeLA was initially present in the ILS, but was explicitly removed by the ILS
owner, there are 168 (1%) such ILS in Graasp. This data suggests that most of the ILS owners
prefer to keep AngeLA to beneﬁt from learning analytics services, but still some owners prefer
to have AngeLA removed to stop activity tracking.
In addition to the reported usage data, our proposed privacy management approach with
AngeLA was selected by educational technology experts and is currently employed for privacy
control by two EU projects, namely Go-Lab and SiWay further demonstrating its validity.
3.6.3 AngeLA & AngeLO
It is worth noticing that due to the requirements of the Go-Lab project, AngeLA aggregates
activities in the ActivityStreams format and transmits them to the Go-Lab analytics infrastruc-
ture. Later, in the course of the SiWay project, similar requirements emerged, and we created
another agent nicknamed AngeLO following the same privacy model. AngeLO aggregates the
user activities using the xAPI format and transmits them to the SiWay analytics infrastructure
implemented with a learning record store7 (LRS). These two cases demonstrate how the gen-
eral agent-based privacy model enables ﬂexibility and can be applied in various context not
depending on the activity format or the analytics infrastructure in place.
3.7 Implications for Humanitarian Settings
Recording, retention, and analysis of interaction traces have privacy aspects that platform
developers and users need to take into account. The developers need to make sure that the
user is aware of the tracking being conducted and provide the user with an intuitive interface
to adjust the tracking policy.
In this chapter, we have evaluated our approach in the educational setting. Yet, the approach
can be applied in a humanitarian setting as well. In humanitarian settings, analytics regarding
the knowledge sharing can be seen as beneﬁcial for obtaining insights. Nevertheless, due to
7Learning Record Store https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_Record_Store (last accessed 10 November
2016)
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the context where the humanitarian workers operate, exposing their interaction patterns may
be a source of concerns [90]. The interaction patterns may, among others, expose person’s
location or time of day when the person is not working from home. Hence, in some contexts
potential risks associated with data tracking may overcome the beneﬁts derived from the
analytics and it may be reasonable to disable tracking in such cases or limit what is tracked. In
addition, speciﬁc regulations linked to sensitive documents, including medical records often
encountered in humanitarian settings, may inﬂuence the user tracking policy employed by
the platform. The provided examples show that the sensitivity of the tracked user data may
vary from one interaction context to another, and hence it is necessary to provide the user
with a way to adjust the privacy policy depending on the context.
Using our approach in the humanitarian context, Amy, the MSF doctor, can remove the
tracking agent from her workspace, where she puts medical records of her patients. Contrary,
the head of her mission Nermeen may invite the tracking agent into some of the shared
spaces in Graasp without sensitive data, and where he would like to get analytics regarding
the knowledge sharing ongoing in his mission, so he can improve the sharing.
3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, our goal was to answer RQ2 and come up with a suitable interface and mecha-
nism for privacy management. Following this research line, we proposed a privacy manage-
ment model that is built on the metaphor of physical presence of an agent as a regular member
of the interaction context. The proposed model answers RQ2 by providing an intuitive and
contextual way to control privacy while enabling privacy awareness cues. By implementing
the model in Graasp with AngeLA, we demonstrated how our model allows controlling privacy
in knowledge sharing environments. Furthermore, the proposal was integrated into two Euro-
pean projects and evaluated with users, where we have obtained a GOOD usability rating for
it. We expect that employing clear protective privacy policies in social media platforms would
lead to higher level of trust and potentially adoption of the platforms.
Applications of the proposed privacy management model can be extended beyond the im-
plementation discussed in this chapter to collaborative interaction platforms where there is
a notion of context membership. Such membership can be available in virtual workspaces,
chatrooms, discussion groups, virtual meeting rooms, etc. To illustrate the possible applica-
tions, Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 display mockups showing how the approach could potentially
be realized respectively in Google Drive and Facebook. The model can be applied as well to
humanitarian knowledge sharing, where traces are recorded to provide knowledge-related
interaction analytics as explained in Chapter 2 and such recording may be not desirable in
particular context.
Conﬁgurable Backend. Currently, the tracking agent settings are binary, the agent either
sends the data to the analytics services or not. In the future, we plan to extend the agent
by 1) allowing the conﬁguration of the analytics services endpoint that the data is sent to,
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Figure 3.7 – A mockup of the proposed agent-based privacy management interface in Google
Drive. Since AngeLA is a folder member, it can view the content and the activities there.
Friend Two
Friend One
Friend Three
Friend Four
Friend Five
Friend Six
Friend SevenAnalytics Services
Figure 3.8 – A mockup of the proposed agent-based privacy management interface in Face-
book. Since AngeLA is a friend, it can view user’s activities and posted content.
2) enabling ﬁne-grained user control over the types of data being sent, and 3) by providing
options to allow user identity anonymization required in particular contexts. As example,
using these settings the agent could be conﬁgured to send interaction traces from all inquiry
spaces of a given school into the school’s private learning record store.
Agent Conversational Interface. The settings highlighted in the previous paragraph can be
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provided to the user with a graphical user interface (GUI). Still, it may be promising to develop
the metaphor of an agent further on by allowing the user to conduct conversations with the
agent by sending messages to it and receiving textual responses. In this way, the user can ask
the agent about the privacy policy currently in place and tell the agent how to change it. This
approach is similar to how people talk in a room. Yet, it remains an open question if such a
conversational way of deﬁning privacy policy is beneﬁcial compared to the traditional ones
employing a GUI. Regarding the implementation in Graasp, since contextual chats are already
supported by the platform, conversation with an agent can be implemented.
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4 Knowledge Discovery with Interactive
Interest-Based Recommender
Finding relevant content is one of the primary activities of users interacting with a content
repository, be it knowledge workers using an organizational knowledge management system
at a workplace or self-regulated learners collaborating in a learning environment. Due to the
number of content items stored in such repositories potentially reaching millions or more,
and quickly increasing, for the user it can be challenging to ﬁnd relevant content by browsing
or relying on the available search engine.
In this chapter, we address the problem by providing content and people recommendations
based on user interests enabling relevant knowledge discovery. We propose an approach to
building a user interests proﬁle automatically by combining content analytics and activity
tracking. The chapter also describes our implementation of the recommender system in
Graasp and results of two evaluations. The evaluations demonstrated the ability of the ap-
proach to identify interests relevant to the user, and afterward to recommend relevant content.
This chapter targets the third research question:
RQ3 - Discovery: how to enable discovery of knowledge relevant to user interests?
The content of this chapter was partially published in [112]:
A. Vozniuk, M. J. Rodriguez Triana, A. C. Holzer and D. Gillet. Combining Content Analytics and
Activity Tracking to Identify User Interests and Enable Knowledge Discovery. 6th International
Workshop on Personalization Approaches in Learning Environments (PALE), Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada, July 13-16, 2016.
4.1 Introduction
Knowledge plays an essential role in value creation in the post-industrial economy. Knowledge
is acquired and enriched by learning, which often takes place at a workplace or in an educa-
tional setting. While learning, people interact with content as a knowledge medium, located in
various content repositories. In an educational setting, such content repositories are usually
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learning environments, where both students and teachers regularly interact with the content
located there. The teachers interact when preparing a course by assembling relevant resources.
The students interact when following a course by working with the materials provided by the
teacher or found in the learning environment.
When working on a course in a learning environment, teachers should be able to beneﬁt from
the open content already available in the platform relevant to their teaching activities and
potentially uploaded earlier by other teachers. Such content can include text ﬁles, web links,
videos, and audio recordings coming from their device or the cloud. Moreover, it may also
be beneﬁcial for the students to have access to the content that is relevant to their interests,
but which the teacher did not directly include into their course [117]. In the case of learning
environments with a vast number of content items, it may be hard for the user to ﬁnd content
items corresponding to her interests (challenge 3).
To address the mentioned issues, we propose a recommender system that combines the
content analytics, activity tracking, and information retrieval techniques to enable knowledge
discovery. To evaluate the usefulness and the performance of the algorithm, we have imple-
mented the approach in Graasp, a knowledge management system used in educational [10]
and humanitarian [111] settings. Afterward, we have evaluated the approach with teachers,
identifying their interests and providing them with recommendations.
This Chapter describes the algorithm used, the implementation details of the approach in
Graasp and the evaluation of the approach with users. The structure of this Chapter is as
follows. First, Section 4.2 reviews some of the relevant approaches to content analytics,
activity tracking, and knowledge discovery. Afterward, Section 4.3 explains our approach to
constructing user interests proﬁle and demonstrates how we make recommendations based
on the interests. Section 4.4 illustrates an implementation of the proposal, while Section 4.5
talks about the evaluation methodology and the results. Finally, Section 4.7 presents the
conclusions and highlights directions for the future work.
4.2 Related Work
In this section, we review relevantwork from the domains of content analytics, activity tracking,
user interests mining and take a look at notable systems supporting knowledge discovery.
4.2.1 Content Analytics and Activity Tracking
Content Analytics. Content analytics allows the machine to gain an understanding of the
content, similarly to how a human would do it by, among others, extracting the main topics,
concepts, and entities present in the content. Kovanovic et. al. did an extensive overview of
content analytics techniques since they are often employed in the domain of learning analyt-
ics [63]. For instance, in the line of our work, Bosnic et al. proposed to use automatic extraction
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of keywords from textual content as a foundation for content recommendations [13].
It is worth noting that existing papers focus mainly on analysis of textual content [63]. Recently,
considerable progress was made in the understanding of multimedia formats, such as object
recognition in images or videos [64], or automatic speech recognition. This allows broadening
the scope of content analytics from purely textual information to supporting the various
multimedia formats.
Understanding the content alone is not sufﬁcient for understanding the learning since, ac-
cording to Moore, learner-content interaction is a deﬁning characteristic of education [84].
Moore argues that such learner-content interaction is necessary to happen for the education
to take place since “it is the process of intellectually interacting with content that results in
changes in the learner’s understanding, the learner’s perspective, or the cognitive structures of
the learner’s mind” [84]. Recognizing the importance of the interaction, below we consider
approaches for capturing and persisting the interactions through activity tracking.
Activity Tracking. As covered in Chapter 2, there are multiple formats for structured repre-
sentation of user activities including ActivityStreams used in [110], xAPI employed in [60] or
IMS Caliper outlined in [97]. On a high-level, all these three formats record user-platform
interactions in the format of the actor-verb-object triplet capturing who did what with what
on the platform.
Combining Both. While there is a considerable number of papers employing content analytics
or relying on interaction analysis, the number of studies combining both is still limited even
though it was considered a promising direction [94, 63]. One noticeable recent proposal
combining the both approaches is by Kim et. al. [58] where they use content analytics and
recorded interaction data to understand better how students learn with video and eventually
to improve their experience, for instance, by explaining better the identiﬁed confusing topics.
Following this direction, we consider the combination of both content analytics and activity
tracking as a core part of our proposal.
4.2.2 Mining User Interests
The obtained user interests can be used for different purposes, including recommendations
and privacy awareness. As an example, Harkous et. al. proposed in [47] to employ a content
analysis of the ﬁles located on Google Drive of a user to understand the topics, concepts, and
entities relevant to the user. They used the obtained information with the goal to improve the
user awareness through a new permissions model called Far-reaching Insights. This model
informs the user about the insights that third-party applications can derive about her, based
on the accessible Drive data given the requested permissions are granted. In our approach, we
want to explore how identiﬁed interests can be used to provide the user with relevant content.
In the following subsection, we review some of the systems enabling knowledge discovery
with such recommendations.
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4.2.3 Knowledge Discovery Systems
Klamma et al. have formulated a set of requirements for a collaborative adaptive learning
platform [61]. One of the requirements is “Support for personalized learning resource delivery
through an intelligent adaptive engine, being able to connect people to the right knowledge
and deliver quality learning resources that are tailored to the learner’s preferences and learning
goals.” [61]. Learning platforms often integrate such engine in the form of a recommender
system. Drachsler et. al. have conducted an extensive review of 82 recommender systems
used to support learning in [29]. Below, we review several proposals (some were not in the
review), particularly relevant to our approach.
Zaldivar et. al. propose in [117] to collect the online resources visited by the students while
completing their assignments that were not explicitly provided by instructors. In this way,
the instructors can discover relevant learning resources that they possibly were not aware of,
but that can be still beneﬁcial for the students. In their approach, the authors record the web
pages that students visit and perform a lexical analysis of the pages content. Afterward, they
apply information retrieval techniques to identify the online content (web pages) that are the
most similar to the content provided by the instructors as part of the course.
In [31] El Helou et. al. proposed a recommender system that considers user interactions with
content items to construct a user-content associations graph. After the graph is built, the
system applies a ranking algorithm to provide the user with personalized recommendations
of relevant actors, activity spaces, and knowledge assets taking into account the context.
Motivated by the presented approaches, in the next section, we propose to design a recom-
mender system that combines content analysis, activity tracking to identify user interests, and
information retrieval techniques to suggest relevant content and people.
4.3 Interests-Based Recommender
To enable discovery of knowledge relevant to user interests and answer RQ3, we propose a
recommender system that combines the content analytics, activity tracking, and information
retrieval techniques to (1) build the user interests proﬁle (contribution 3.a) and afterward (2)
to suggest content relevant to the user as well as users with similar interests (contribution 3.b).
A high-level idea of the approach is presented in Figure 4.1. To perform the recommendation,
ﬁrst, for each item available in the content repository, we employ natural language processing
techniques to identify a set of concepts describing the content in a way similar to how humans
would get a conceptual understanding of the text after reading it. Relying on high-level
concepts instead of speciﬁc words present in the text when constructing user interests proﬁle
and afterward ﬁnding similar items, allows to identify the content that covers the same high-
level concepts even if the speciﬁc words used in it are different.
Next, we analyze the interactions of the users with the content items based on available user
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activity recordings and aggregate the concepts in the content that the user interacted with
building in this way the user interest proﬁle. Finally, we use information retrieval techniques
to recommend to the user relevant content based on the similarity between the concepts in
the content and concepts identiﬁed as user interests. In the same way, our approach allows
ﬁnding relevant users based on the determined interests similarity. Our approach puts the
user in control of her interests proﬁle and allows to adjust the interests by removing concepts
if necessary, as in the case when the user is not interested anymore in some of the identiﬁed
concepts. In this section, we explain in more details how each of the steps of our proposed
approach works.
Extract 
Concepts 
from the 
Content
Record
User-Content 
Interactions
Build User 
Interests 
Profile
Provide
Recommendations
of Content & Users
Figure 4.1 – A schematic representation of our knowledge discovery approach.
4.3.1 Identifying User Interests
To identify user interests, our system ﬁrst needs to understand the concepts covered in the
content. Second, it requires knowing how the user interacts with the content items through
recorded user activities. Having both the identiﬁed concepts and the activities, the system can
construct the user interests proﬁle. Below, we explain each component of the approach.
Content Analytics. Content can be available in multiple formats; thus a data processing
pipeline needs to be built for concepts extraction from multiple formats. Then, the extracted
content and store them in an index for further use. A general representation of the key steps of
the pipeline is shown in Figure 4.2. It is possible to see that for various content types (plain
text, pdfs, Microsoft Word documents, images, etc.) should be processed in a different way to
extract the concepts. For instance, we can immediately do the content analysis of the plain
text ﬁles, while for binary text ﬁles such as pdfs, the textual content should be extracted ﬁrst
before the content analysis can be done. On the ﬁrst step, textual content is extracted from the
stored items, in the second step, the content analysis is performed leading to a set of concepts
associated with the content. Finally, on the third step the extracted content and the concepts
are tokenized and put into a searchable index so that they can be used in the recommendation
step.
Activity Tracking. Our approach requires recording user-content interactions, namely the
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Figure 4.2 – A possible pipeline architecture to extract concepts from diverse content types.
Dotted lines mark the parts yet to be implemented in Graasp.
triplet user-verb-object. We consider different types of interactions as a manifestation of
different interest strength. For instance, intuitively when a user downloads the content it
manifests a stronger interest in the content compared to just viewing it online. Our approach
does not assume a speciﬁc activity recording technique or data format used, but it requires
the approach to capture the user identiﬁer, the verb indicating the type of interaction and, the
identiﬁer of the resource the user has interacted with.
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Figure 4.3 – A schematic representation of the proposed approach. The system aggregates the
concepts from the content as the user interacts with the content.
Computing User Interests. As the user interacts with the content, the system aggregates the
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concepts identiﬁed in the content, weighting them according to the type of interaction as
demonstrated in Figure 4.3. The aggregated concepts form the user interests proﬁle shown in
the right-hand side of Figure 4.3. Let’s look into more details how the system can compute the
user interest proﬁles at any point in time following the explained idea.
We denote by n the number of users on the platform, by p - the number of possible
interaction types, by m - the number of content items on the platform and by k -
the number of concepts identiﬁed in the content. Then at any point in time the
user interests proﬁles can be computed in the following way:
UCn×k =
p∑
v=1
wvUA
v
n×mDCm×k , (4.1)
whereUCn×k is thematrix of user concepts of interest, henceUCi j is the relevance
of the concepts c j for the user ui ; wv is the weight assigned to speciﬁc interaction
type v indicating how strongly speciﬁc action of the user expresses her interest in
the content;UAvn×m is the matrix capturing user-content interactions of type v so
UAvi j is the number of times the user ui has done interaction of type v with the
content dj ; DCm×k contains the concepts represented in the content so DCf ×r is
the relevance of concept cr to the content item df .
While the formula presented above is suitable for computing the proﬁle ﬁrst time
when the recommender is deployed, the proﬁle does not need to be recomputed
from scratch and can be updated incrementally. On every user-content interac-
tion, we update in real-time the user concepts of interest based on the ones that
were found in the content as follows:
UCa f ter1×k =UC
be f ore
1×k +wvUAvn×mDCm×1, (4.2)
whereUCbe f ore1×k is the vector of user concepts before the interaction andUC
a f ter
1×k
- after the interaction;UAvn×m is a matrix having 1 in position (i , j ) if the user ui
had interaction of type v with the content item dj , all other elements are 0; and
DCm×1 contains relevance values for the item concepts.
Once the proﬁle constructed, in the next section we explain how it can be used for recommen-
dations.
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4.3.2 Recommending Relevant Content and Users
Connecting right people with right knowledge is a possible way to improve knowledge sharing.
We aim to improve knowledge discovery by facilitating the creation of connections between
knowledge sources and users in need of knowledge. Knowledge sources can be individual
content items or other users with similar interests possessing the knowledge. We propose an
approach that suggests 1) content relevant to users and 2) users with similar interest. Below,
we present the two main steps of our approach.
Step 1. Computing term weights with TF-IDF. On the ﬁrst step, we compute the relevance
of speciﬁc terms (including concepts) for the content items by using a known information
retrieval technique, namely term frequency - inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) as ex-
plained in [89]. In this way, for each content item we obtain a vector that contains weights of
individual words or concepts cwci present in the content:
cwci = t fci id fci , (4.3)
where t fci is the term frequency representing how often the term ci appears in the document
and id fci is the inverse document frequency indicating how common is the term ci in all
documents.
Step 2. Scoring relevant items with cosine similarity. To obtain for the user u suggested
content items or relevant users, we compute the relevance score for the item d using the
cosine similarity between the two vectors representing the user and the content:
S(u,d)= V (u) ·V (d)|V (u)||V (d)| , (4.4)
where V (u) and V (d) are the vectors containing weights of the user terms and the document
terms computed in Step 1. V (u) ·V (d) is a scalar product of the two vectors; |V (u)| and |V (d)|
are Euclidean norms of the vectors.
4.3.3 Discussion
The recommendation algorithm explained in the previous subsection answers RQ3 by allowing
to obtain ranked lists of content and users relevant to the user interests. Important advantages
of our proposal compared to mainstream recommender systems include (1) transparency of
the user model, (2) interpretability of the recommendations and (3) and interactivity of the
system. The system can show the users what interests were identiﬁed and hence its model is
transparent to the user. The recommendations are obtained based on the textual similarity
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of the interests and the concepts in the content and hence can be interpreted by the user.
Finally, the system is interactive allowing the user to adjust the list of interests in her proﬁle by
removing the irrelevant ones to better match her preference at the particular moment.
4.4 Implementation
To validate the feasibility of the approach and further evaluate it, we have implemented it in
Graasp. To enable our approach, we implemented extraction of text content from multiple ﬁle
formats and built the activity logging infrastructure as explained earlier in Chapter 2. Also, we
extended the platform to enable content analytics with concepts extraction, construction of
the interests proﬁle, and items recommendations with Elasticsearch1. Below we explain the
architecture of the implemented solution.
4.4.1 Concept Extraction and Activity Tracking
Concept Extraction. The concepts extraction is done as soon as content is uploaded to Graasp.
To extract the concepts, we have implemented the processing pipeline presented in Figure 4.2.
First, the type of the content is identiﬁed, and Graasp tries to extract textual information
when possible. For plain text ﬁles, it just reads the text content of the ﬁle. For binary text ﬁles
including pdfs and Microsoft Ofﬁce formats, we use the textract library. For images, Graasp
tries to perform Optical Character Recognition, and read the text presented on the image
using the tesseract2 library. In the future, we foresee extracting text from Audio and Video ﬁles
relying on Speech-To-Text technologies (shown with dotted lines in Figure 4.2) and obtaining
concepts for images and videos with the help of visual recognition tools [64], for instance
using clarifai3. Once the text is available, we analyze its content, identifying the concepts
present there. For this purpose, we concatenate the item name, the item description, and the
extracted content and employ AlchemyAPI4 to obtain the concepts. After the system identiﬁes
the concepts, it indexes them in Elasticsearch together with the text content extracted before.
Activity Tracking. Graasp uses the ActivityStreams format for storing user activities on the
platform. Some of the actions that the platform records include access, download, add, remove,
rate, comment, invite a member, and remove a member.
4.4.2 Interests and Recommendations
Constructing Interests Proﬁle. Graasp continuously updates interests proﬁle of the users as
they interact with the content. Users interests are displayed next to their proﬁle information as
1Elasticsearch Open Source Engine https://github.com/elastic/elasticsearch (last accessed 10 November 2016)
2Tesseract Library https://github.com/tesseract-ocr (last accessed 10 November 2016)
3Clarifai https://www.clarifai.com/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
4AlchemyAPI Concept Tagging http://www.alchemyapi.com/api/concept-tagging (last accessed 10 November
2016)
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demonstrated in Figure 4.4. The user can adjust her proﬁle by removing individual concepts
by pressing the X button located next to the concept, and in this way inﬂuence in real-time the
content and users suggested by the recommender.
Computing Recommendations. In Graasp, we rely on Elasticsearch for computing recom-
mendations whenever the user wants to see them. Elasticsearch is built on the Lucene5 text
search engine that internally employs vector space model, TF-IDF, and cosine similarity when
ﬁnding relevant items6, similarly as in our proposed approach described in Section 4.3.2. We
assemble all of the concepts and the terms from the user proﬁle into a single search query.
We run this query against the name, description and content ﬁelds assigning different boost
weights for matches happening in different ﬁelds. The obtained results are presented to the
user next to her proﬁle as illustrated in Figure 4.4 (1).
4.5 Evaluation
Our goal was to understand opinions regarding the approach and its performance when
put into practice. For this purpose, we have conducted two survey-based evaluations of
the developed approach: 1) a preliminary one with pre-service teachers (student teachers
that are about to start teaching) that allowed us to identify potential areas for recommender
improvements early on (validation 3.a) and 2) an extended one with long-term Graasp users
(validation 3.b). This section explains in more details the methodology used and the main
outcomes.
4.5.1 Evaluation Methodology
Surveys are one of the common ways of evaluating recommender systems, allowing to collect
opinions regarding the system from multiple users in a reasonable timeframe [32, 103]. Our
goal was to validate if the approach is useful if its implementation in Graasp is usable, as well
as if the system can actually identify relevant interests and recommend relevant items.
Survey Structure. For both surveys, we have used a questionnaire consisting of three parts.
The complete questionnaire is available in Appendix B. In the ﬁrst part, we have asked about
general disposition regarding the interests identiﬁcation and the interests-based recom-
mender. The second part was the System Usability Scale (SUS) [17] evaluating the usability of
the implemented system. We have chosen SUS among other usability surveys because of its
well-understood interpretation and known robustness [6]. In the third part, we evaluated the
quality of the identiﬁed interests and recommended content: how relevant it is to the user.
Two types of questions formed the survey. The ﬁrst type included questions to indicate the
level of agreement with speciﬁc statements, where we followed the 5-point Likert scale ranging
5Apache Lucene https://lucene.apache.org (last accessed 10 November 2016)
6Theory Behind Relevance Scoring https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/guide/current/
scoring-theory.html (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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1
2 3
Figure 4.4 – (1) The Interests sidebar displays the identiﬁed user interests next to his proﬁle in
Graasp. (2) The Suggested sidebar and (3) the Similar sidebar display recommended content
and people based on the user interests.
from 1 - Strongly Disagree to 5 - Strongly Agree to obtain quantitative results [75]. The second
type included open questions where we asked the responders to provide us with qualitative
feedback regarding the approach and its implementation.
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4.5.2 First Evaluation Results
The ﬁrst survey was conducted with six participants of a workshop on inquiry-based learning
for pre-service teachers in secondary education. During the workshop, the participants
registered in Graasp and interacted with the platform to carry out a set of activities during
2 hours. At the end of the session, we asked the participants to ﬁll in the survey. Below we
discuss the results obtained for the three parts of the survey.
Approach. As summarized in Figure 4.5, the users valued positively the idea of using their
interests to guide the recommendations (mean μ = 3.17). They were as well still positive
about the necessity of seeing their interests identiﬁed by the system (μ= 3.17). Interestingly,
at the same time the users wanted to be able to edit their interests (μ= 3.33) validating the
necessity to display the identiﬁed interests explicitly. When asked about the applications of
the recommender, the users were positive about ﬁnding users by their interests (μ= 3.33), but
at the same time, they were rather negative about other users seeing their identiﬁed interests
(μ= 2.67). In addition to this quantitative analysis, during the workshop, the participants were
keen on understanding how the interests were extracted and highlighted the novelty of the
approach.
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Figure 4.5 – A boxplot representing interests-based recommender perception in the ﬁrst
evaluation.
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Usability. Based on the responses, the ﬁnal SUS score of the recommender system in Graasp
was equal to 63, meaning that the system has an OK usability rating [6]. The Figure 4.6 presents
an overview of answers to individual questions of the SUS. The users reported that they were
eager to use the recommender system frequently (μ= 3.33), they did not ﬁnd it unnecessarily
complex (μ = 1.83), they thought that it was easy to use (μ = 3.67), they neither agreed nor
disagreed if they would not need the support of a technical person (μ= 3.00). Just one person
responded explicitly that she would need technical support or previous background to use the
recommender. According to the discussion continued with this person after the workshop,
these answers seemed to be partially conditioned by her cognitive load. This is due to the
short time available to get used to the platform itself and to integrate all of the ideas presented
in the workshop. Furthermore, the participants found various functions to be rather well
integrated (μ= 3.17), they did not ﬁnd too much inconsistency (μ= 2.00) they would imagine
most people learn to use it quickly (μ= 3.17). It was not cumbersome to use (μ= 2.00), they
felt rather conﬁdent using it (μ= 3.17) without the need to learn a lot of things before getting
going (μ= 2.50).
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cumbersome to use
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would learn to use the recommender
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Figure 4.6 – A boxplot representing system usability scale questionnaire results for the ﬁrst
evaluation.
Accuracy. Despite the limited amount of traces collected due to the short time of interaction
with the platform, the results outlined in Figure 4.7 point out that both the extracted interests
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and recommended items were relevant (µ= 3.17 and µ= 3.67). Although we did not target
specifically the item diversity when designing the recommender, the participants found the
recommended items to be rather diverse (µ= 3.50). It is noteworthy that when we asked the
users to check how many relevant interests and recommendations appeared in the top 10, we
discovered two clear groups. While most of the users reported more that six relevant items,
two users obtained less than two relevant items. In general, the participant considered that it
was useful for them to be able to get recommendations based on interests as done with our
approach (µ= 3.67).
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Figure 4.7 – A boxplot representing interests-based recommender accuracy in the first evalua-
tion.
Privacy Implications. Right now, the interests are visible only to the user, but we consider
putting in place a mechanism to allow users to make their validated interests visible to other
users of the platform and to make it possible to find the user based on her interests as it was
proposed in [88]. However, based on the comments from the participants, although some of
them were eager to make their interests visible, others were reluctant. Thus, it will be necessary
to allow users to configure the visibility of their interests to preserve their privacy, following
the recommendations provided in codes of practice for Learning Analytics [101].
Sensitivity to Inaccurate Concepts. In the case when concepts were inaccurately identified
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for an item with which a user has frequently interacted, these concepts will appear at the top of
the user interests list. To improve the quality of identiﬁed concepts and reduce the sensitivity
to inaccurate concepts for the second evaluation we decided to put in place two conditions
when aggregating concepts: (1) take into account only concepts with relevance more than
0.8 out of 1 and (2) consider only concepts that were encountered at least in three content
items. The ﬁrst condition allows to remove concepts with low relevancy and the second should
reduce the inﬂuence of a single misidentiﬁed concept, by requiring that this concept appears
at least in three items. We experimented with the number of required items by varying it from
two to six. We did not observe improvements in the quality of remaining concepts when using
values more than three, while the number of the concepts was decreasing with the increase of
the number of required items.
After the corresponding changes had been made in the recommender implementation, we
have conducted the second evaluation with more users that exploited Graasp for longer
periods of time so that more activity traces were available.
4.5.3 Second Evaluation Results
The second evaluation aimed to collect feedback from long-term Graasp users for which the
system has a considerable number of interactions recorded. Our expectation is that these
users have a more established vision regarding the types of their activities in the system.
As in the ﬁrst evaluation, the survey consisted of three parts: (1) disposition regarding the
recommender; (2) system usability scale; (3) quality of recommendations.
To collect the responses, we have sent an email with the survey to all of the Graasp users
that had more than 5 interests identiﬁed in the proﬁle. We explained to them the idea of the
recommender and asking them to ﬁll in an online survey form. In total, we have collected 40
responses (22 - female, 16 - male, 2 - preferred not to answer; median age 33 years).
Approach. Figure 4.8 summarizes the results of the ﬁrst part of the survey. The users valued
positively the idea of using their interests to guide the recommendations (meanμ= 4.00). They
were positive about the necessity of seeing their interests identiﬁed by the system (μ= 3.65).
At the same time, the users wanted to be able to edit their interests (μ = 4.12) making it
necessary to display the identiﬁed interests explicitly. When asked about the applications of
the recommender, the users were positive about ﬁnding users by their interests (μ= 3.33), and
differently from the ﬁrst survey were positive about other users seeing their identiﬁed interests
(μ= 3.60).
Usability. Based on the responses in the second evaluation, the SUS score was equal to 70,
which is 7 points higher than in the ﬁrst one. This means that the system still has an OK
usability rating, and just a few points below the GOOD usability rating [6]. The Figure 4.9
presents an overview of answers to individual questions of the SUS. The users reported that
they were more eager to use the recommender system frequently compared to the ﬁrst survey
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Figure 4.8 – A boxplot representing interests-based recommender perception in the second
evaluation.
(μ= 3.50 vs. μ= 3.33 in the ﬁrst survey), they did not ﬁnd it unnecessary complex (μ= 2.00
vs. μ = 1.83), they thought that it was easy to use (μ = 4.03 vs. μ = 3.67), they disagreed
that they would need the support of a technical person (μ= 2.42 vs. μ= 3.00). Furthermore,
the participants found various functions to be rather well integrated (μ= 3.67 vs. μ= 3.17),
they did not ﬁnd too much inconsistency (μ = 2.45 vs. μ = 2.00) they would imagine most
people learn to use it quickly (μ = 3.17 vs. μ = 3.17). Our solution was not cumbersome to
use (μ= 2.00 vs. μ= 2.00), they felt rather conﬁdent using it (μ= 3.17 vs. μ= 3.80) without
the need to learn a lot of things before getting going (μ= 2.15 vs. μ= 2.50). In summary, the
second evaluation demonstrated better results in all SUS question except the complexity and
inconsistency, where the results were worth. This indicates directions for further investigation
and improvement.
Accuracy. The results shown in Figure 4.10 indicate that both the extracted interests and
recommended items were relevant (μ= 3.70 and μ= 3.52). The interests identiﬁcation has
improved from μ= 3.17 in the ﬁrst evaluation to μ= 3.70 in the second one, possibly due to
our improvements addressing the interests identiﬁcation issue explained earlier. The users
still agreed that the recommended items were relevant, but the level of agreement has slightly
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Figure 4.9 – System usability scale questionnaire results in the second evaluation.
decreased from μ= 3.67 in the ﬁrst evaluation to μ= 3.52 in the second one. Similarly, while
the interest-based recommendations were still perceived useful, the level of agreement slightly
reduced from μ= 3.67 in the ﬁrst evaluation to μ= 3.60.
In summary, the second evaluation has demonstrated better results in most of the aspects
compared to the ﬁrst one. The comparison of the results of the evaluations together with their
relative change is presented in Table 4.1. The values in the table in bold indicate a positive
change.
4.5.4 Actual Usage
In addition to collecting user feedback with the surveys, to understand if the recommender is
being used, we have recorded user interactions with the recommender (validation 3.c). The
recording period lasted from the 6th of May 2016 till the 10th of August 2016 (a bit more than
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Figure 4.10 – A boxplot representing interests-based recommender accuracy in the second
evaluation.
three months). During this period, 135 users have accessed the Interests tab for 363 times
in total, the Suggested content tab was accessed by 115 users for 295 times and the Similar
users tab was opened by 103 users in total 211 times. The users have as well adjusted their
interests profile, in total 185 interests were removed by 22 users. These numbers indicate that
the recommender is being adopted by the regular Graasp users.
Our goal was as well to understand for what percentage of users it was possible to generate
an interests profile in practical settings. Out of 10210 users registered on Graasp as of sixth of
May 2016, the recommender was able to identify interests for 707 (7%) users. We have looked
closer into the data, and the primary reasons for this rather low number are inactivity of most
of the users or their interaction with types of content (e.g. pictures and video) that the system
was not able to identify concepts for at this stage. Out of 707 users with the identified interests,
135 users (19%) have accessed the interests tab and 22 (15%) out of them have removed at
least one interest not corresponding to their real interests.
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Table 4.1 – Comparison of the results from the two evaluations. The values presented in bold
indicate a positive change.
4.5.5 Discussion
In this section, we conducted two evaluations of the recommender system proposed in Sec-
tion 4.3. The evaluations unveiled advantages of the system as well as some of its limitations.
First of all, it is worth mentioning that based on usage data the system was adopted by Graasp
users, thus answering RQ3 for them. In private discussions, some of the users highlighted that
they liked to see their interests explicitly listed and being able to adjust them. This requirement
was as well conﬁrmed in the evaluation surveys.
Two survey-based evaluations demonstrated that the system answered RQ3 since it was able
to suggest relevant content to new Graasp users with a limited set of recorded activities as well
as to long-term users. However, it is fair to highlight that in some cases our system constructed
inaccurate user proﬁles leading to not so relevant recommendations due to misidentifying
concepts present in the content. We addressed this issue by introducing two heuristics that
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aimed to increase the reliability of the identiﬁed concepts. A data-driven evaluation is required
to understand their impact fully.
4.6 Implications for Humanitarian Settings
In this chapter, we focused on knowledge discovery in an educational setting. Similarly to
the educational setting, proper knowledge sharing is essential for organizational learning in
humanitarian contexts. This statement is particularly valid for humanitarian organizations,
which are known to be heavily dependent on efﬁcient knowledge management which is
recognized to be key to their operations [69, 79]. In such organizations, whenever knowledge
workers need to get access to knowledge relevant to their current tasks, they may interact
with content produced by other organization members and located in knowledge sharing
systems [59].
Due to the large size of current knowledge repositories in humanitarian organizations, the
problem of getting relevant knowledge, including its discovery, is particularly pertinent. Our
experience with MSF shows that it is not even sufﬁcient for knowledge workers to have access
to an advanced search engine or having the content structured following a well-deﬁned taxon-
omy. Hence, the challenge of knowledge discovery needs to be addressed in humanitarian
organizations as well. The mentioned issues make it necessary for the knowledge sharing
system to assist the user in knowledge discovery by providing the user with content relevant to
his or her interests.
By applying our proposed knowledge discovery approach presented in this chapter to a
humanitarian setting, it is possible to build an interests proﬁle of each of the organization
members interacting with the knowledge repository and to recommend relevant content and
people possessing relevant knowledge, as was explained earlier on in this chapter. Beneﬁting
from the approach we proposed in this chapter, Amy, the doctor from MSF treating sleeping
sickness, can discover content related to her mission that was created by her colleagues from
other missions but was not explicitly included by the HQ into her workspace. Additionally,
Amy may check the recommended content from time to time to see if any new information
relevant to her interests appears at MSF.
4.7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we aimed to answer RQ3 exploring how to enable discovery of knowledge
relevant to user interests. We proposed an interactive interests-based recommender that
constructs the user interests proﬁle based on 1) content analytics providing the system with
the concepts present in the content and 2) activity tracking allowing the system to know
how the user interacted with the content. Afterward, the recommender uses the proﬁle
to recommend content and other users relevant to the user interests enabling in this way
knowledge discovery and answering RQ3. There are two important beneﬁts of our approach,
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namely interpretability and interactivity. The user can see the interests identiﬁed by the
system, understand why speciﬁc content is being recommended according to these interests
and adjust the interests list to match actual user preferences better.
We have implemented the proposed approach in Graasp that was used in a workshop to
support teachers when building inquiry learning spaces for their students. We have conducted
a preliminary evaluation during the workshop and also evaluated the approach with long-term
Graasp users. The evaluations have demonstrated that our approach can identify relevant user
interests and recommend relevant content based on the identiﬁed interests. At the same time,
the evaluations have unveiled sensitivity of the approach to inaccurately identiﬁed concepts
that could be further addressed in the future.
While we draw our experience and motivation from the educational context, our contributions
have a broad impact and can be applied to content repositories, where it is possible to obtain
content analytics and tracks of activities performed by the users (e.g., Google Drive and
Dropbox).
Looking Outside. In this study, we analyzed the content and recorded the activities limited
to the scope of the content repository. However, in the current technological landscape, the
interactions are getting more distributed often spanning across multiple platforms. Studies
suggest that combining data obtained from several platforms could allow obtaining a more
accurate user interests proﬁle [46]. In the future, we plan to extend the architecture of Graasp
to index and analyze the content located outside of the system and track interactions with it.
Incorporating Relevance Scores. At the moment, when computing the similarity score for
the recommended items we consider the concept presence but do not take into account
the concept relevance scores. Though we take into account the scores at an earlier stage,
when considering only the concepts with scores of 0.8 and more. Incorporating the concept
relevance scores available for user interest concepts and content concepts when computing
the user-content relevance score may lead to better quality of recommendations since it will
promote the results with similar highly relevant concepts.
Recommender Adaptability. One potential downside of our approach could be related to the
limited ability of the approach to react timely to change in the user interests reﬂected in her
interactions. This is because the concepts that the user accumulated at some point through
her interaction history maintain the same score indeﬁnitely. One of the possible solutions to
this problem is to introduce the forgetting function as suggested in [106], so that as time goes
the concepts that are not encountered anymore get their relevance score reduced. With the
current implementation of our approach, the user is still in control and is able to manually
remove interests from her proﬁle when they become irrelevant.
Content Types. One promising direction of improving the recommender is extending the
types of content that the system can understand, track interactions with, and consequently
recommend. Such types of content may include videos, where it is possible to do automatic
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speech recognition, or automatically identify objects present in the scene. As well certain
kinds of content may allow ﬁne-grained interaction tracking. For instance, instead of just
tracking that the user has watched a video or has opened a presentation, it is possible to record
speciﬁc pages visited, or speciﬁc parts of the video watched as well as time spent on individual
pages. Having an understanding of concepts present in the speciﬁc parts of the content that
the user has interacted with, may further reﬁne the interests identiﬁcation. At the same time,
such ﬁne-grained tracking further highlights the importance of taking into account the privacy
dimensions addressed in Chapter 3.
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Underconnected Environments
Knowledge is regarded as one of the most valuable resources available in humanitarian or-
ganizations [79]. Hence, organizations need to be able to access critical knowledge timely
and reliably and build and share knowledge efﬁciently between the headquarters (HQ) and
multiple, often geographically dispersed, ﬁeld teams. At the same time, the ﬁeld conditions
are challenging and often lacking a reliable Internet connection, especially for organizations
that operate in crisis situations. This chapter aims to overcome the knowledge delivery issues
by addressing fourth research question:
RQ4 - Delivery: How to improve access to the Internet-located knowledge from within under-
connected environments?
To answer this research question, this chapter proposes a novel content delivery model for
underconnected environments. We propose to use (1) a peer-to-peer synchronization mid-
dleware for content delivery and (2) low-cost computers as intermediate nodes deployed in
the ﬁeld. Such nodes can serve as peers in the peer-to-peer delivery network and in addition
provide access to the content by running a local webserver accessible via a direct WiFi con-
nection. Since the data is replicated locally on the local server, it is fast to access. Thanks to
peer-to-peer protocol the data is synchronized once to the device and then distributed to all
other personal user devices (smartphones, laptops, tablets) locally hence saving the costly
external bandwidth. Due to low power consumption of the device, it can run on a battery, and
due to its small pocketable size it can be taken where the content is required (e.g. a remote
hospital in a rural area) not depending on the network and power grid.
The content of this chapter was partially published in [111]:
A. Vozniuk, A. Holzer, S. Govaerts, J. Mazuze and D. Gillet. Graspeo: a Social Media Platform
for Knowledge Management in NGOs. Seventh International Conference on Information and
Communication Technologies and Development (ICTD 2015). Singapore, Singapore. May 15 -
18, 2015.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.1 we discuss our learnings from the ﬁeld
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experience and state requirements for a content delivery system. Section 5.2 discusses related
work addressing the challenges of underconnected environments. Section 5.3 presents our
proposal and Section 5.4 describes the implementation of our general approach in Graasp.
Section 5.6 presents evaluation results based on tests done in the lab and our experience
of deploying the solution in the ﬁeld in eight MSF missions during ﬁve ﬁeld trips. Finally,
Section 5.8 wraps up with conclusions and future work.
5.1 Background
To understand the knowledge delivery requirements and come up with a suitable approach,
we have worked closely with MSF. MSF staff typically need to access essential documents
during ﬁeld trips. These essential documents cover thematics (i.e., malaria, sanitation) as in
Figure 1.3 and geopolitical subjects (i.e., the situation in Yemen) and are frequently updated
by the HQ staff as new information appears.
At the same time, the Internet connection type, speed, and reliability impacting the content
access experience can differ substantially from mission-to-mission (challenge 4). As an
example, Figure 5.1 shows the setup used to provide Internet access in the Kampala mission in
Uganda. In Kampala, the mission is connected to the Internet with a 3G modem and afterward
the connection is provided in the mission via a WiFi access point. MSF mission members
access Internet by connecting to the access point as presented in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.1 – A 3G mobile Internet stick mounted on the wall provides Internet access in the
MSF mission in Kampala, Uganda.
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Figure 5.2 – MSF mission members accessing the Internet through a local WiFi access point in
the Kampala mission, Uganda.
5.1.1 Delivery Requirements
In order to better understand the requirements for a knowledge sharing system including ﬁeld
knowledge delivery, our colleagues from MSF conducted in-depth ﬁeld studies that consisted
of a total of 145 hours of interviews in Geneva, Niger and Swaziland between June and August
2013 (see more details in Section 1.2.2). Relying on this process, we have identiﬁed together
with MSF key ﬁeld delivery requirements listed below for a suitable ﬁeld content delivery
system:
Req 6.1 – Enable Content Access Ofﬂine: Situations without Internet and Power Supply are still
common in rural areas [55]. Hence, the system should be capable of operating in an entirely
autonomous mode.
Req 6.2 – Provide Fast Data Access: High latency when working with information technology is
known to be a source of user frustration [22] and can lead to user inefﬁciency hindering the
technology adoption [57]. Slow knowledge access is particularly severe in emergency cases
requiring fast decision-making. This requirement makes it necessary for the system to enable
content access with minimal latency.
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Req 6.3 – Be Bandwidth Efﬁcient: As mentioned earlier, the ﬁeld staff often relies on a satellite
or mobile Internet connection. These types of connections are usually costly, have high latency
and limited bandwidth. Addressing these limitations, the system should be designed to use as
little bandwidth as possible.
Req 6.4 – Be Portable: The systems should be deployable wherever it is needed, outside of the
main base and on the road.
Req 6.5 – Enable Content Availability on the User Device: According to our ﬁeld experience,
most of the ﬁeld staff have a personal mobile device prefer to have content on the device, so it
is available to them any time wherever they go.
Req 6.6 – Provide Up-to-date Information: The system should update the content whenever it
is possible, in order to provide access to the latest version available.
Req 6.7 – Require No Infrastructure Change: Changing IT infrastructure on the scale of MSF is
labor-demanding and costly. The required solution should be just drop-in without the need to
redesign the local IT infrastructure already in place.
A system meeting these requirements addresses the key challenges when accessing content
from the ﬁeld, namely latency, bandwidth and the data cost and necessity of being physically
present in a location where the network and power grid connections are available.
5.2 Related Work
When sharing knowledge in areas with broadband Internet access, organizations can rely
on mainstream cloud services such as Evernote1, Google Drive2 and Dropbox3 that combine
social media and knowledge sharing features. Unfortunately, these services are suboptimal
in underconnected environments where humanitarian organizations operate since these
services have a centralized cloud-based infrastructure which requires the clients to download
the data from the cloud. There is currently a lack of compelling mainstream solutions enabling
knowledge delivery into underconnected areas.
When content is delivered from an Internet server to an end-user device in the ﬁeld, be it a
tablet, a smartphone or a computer, it typically passes through a number of steps schematically
represented in Figure 5.3. Existing research literature offers three main groups of solutions for
knowledge delivery. Solutions of the ﬁrst group, rely on mechanical content delivery (e.g., by
a car or a helicopter) on a portable storage in case there is no network connection available at
some part of the delivery chain in Figure 5.3. For instance, some humanitarian agencies rely
on portable storage technologies, such as USB ﬂash drives. Field staff would download the
relevant content to the portable storage before going to the mission, then take it to the mission
1Evernote https://evernote.com/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
2Google Drive https://www.google.com/drive/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
3Dropbox https://www.dropbox.com (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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Figure 5.3 – A schematic representation of a typical content delivery chain from a server on the
Internet to an end-user personal device in the ﬁeld. Three groups of solutions are highlighted.
and use it ofﬂine. This type of technology has also been proposed to update software in the
ﬁeld [23]. Such solutions require manual upfront content download and afterward manual
update and usually can be accessed by a single user at a time.
Solutions of the second group, target the delivery problem when the network is available but
is of poor quality, for instance, unreliable or slow. These solutions are based on intermediate
servers (e.g., [70], [55], [74]) and caching. In such settings, a local server plays the role of a
proxy or relay to the Internet. When the connection is available, it caches the downloaded
information so that it can be easily accessible locally. One of the common drawbacks of
these solutions is that the hardware and software involved often make them not portable and
inoperable in the ﬁeld. Solutions of the third group aim to improve the end-use experience
by applying techniques on the personal user device, for instance by using caching inside of
mobile apps or by relying on browser local storage in case of web apps (e.g., [102]). Below, we
review existing solutions in more details and highlight their advantages and limitations.
5.2.1 Mechanical Delivery with Portable Storage
Historically, mechanical content delivery was done with various media depending on its cost
and availability. Just during the last two decades ﬁrst, the CDs were employed for delivering
content. Afterward DVDs and more recently USB memory sticks were used. Hereafter, we
outline some of existing cases of mechanical delivery relying on various types of storage
medium.
CDs and DVDs. DVDs were used in [4] for video content delivery for instruction in a low
resource classroom. In 2010, DVD players and TVs were already widespread in developing
areas, so it was reasonable to use interactivity features provided by DVD players to deliver
interactive encyclopedias, language tutoring materials, and medical decision systems on
a DVD without the need of having a computer which was considerably more expensive at
that time. The core idea of that project was for local teachers to use for instructions in
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rural schools video content produced by more experienced teachers from better schools.
This approach should expose the students to better quality content and in theory, improve
their learning outcomes. The authors deployed Digital StudyHall (DSH) software making
educational videos available on interactive DVDs having two applications: (1) displaying a
PowerPoint presentation and (2) showing books for children. These two applications were
evaluated in cases studies done in Indian schools. Based on the experience, the authors
conclude that itmay be reasonable to deliver high-quality cloud-basedMOOCs to low-resource
schools to study them together and improve the learning outcomes. In the case of MSF, the
content delivery problem was ﬁrst approached by issuing a CD to an MSF employee before
going to the ﬁeld with prerecorded ﬁles relevant to the particular mission. Later, a USB Stick
with the ﬁles was given.
USB sticks. Differently from practically only readable on not writable CDs and DVDs, USB
sticks are writable. This feature is employed by some existing proposals to allow updating the
content delivered with a USB stick. For instance, MSF uses a system called LogKey to store
relevant content on a USB stick and access the content by running a web application on a
user computer. The web application has an option to update the content when an Internet
connection is available if the user manually clicks the Update button. Another USB stick
delivery example is presented in [23], where the authors propose to use USB ﬂash drives to
distributed software updates (in their case anti-virus bases). The insight is that since the sticks
move around and are plugged into multiple computers, they can serve as a way to deliver
software updates. When a drive is plugged into a computer with the FlashPatch software
installed, it offers to write software updates to the drive and automatically monitors and
applies new software updates delivered on the stick. With this approach, the updates will
move around naturally as drives get plugged into computers.
HDDs. When the content size is becoming large, it is reasonable to employ hard disk drives
(HDDs) having bigger capacity. For instance, HDDs were used in Cuba to deliver content
locally without the Internet4. Mechanical delivery of HDDs can also be a reasonable option if
the Internet connection speed is too low compared to the size of the content being transferred
(e.g., AWS ImportExport Snowball5).
The described mechanical delivery solutions can be used in situations when no network is
available at all, and the only option is to deliver content mechanically. The typical small form
factor of the storage makes it easy to carry around. Unfortunately, most of the discussed
storage solutions are challenging or not possible to connect to mobile phones or tablets since
they usually lack a USB port or require special adapters for the connection. Another limitation
is related to the fact that such storage solutions can usually be accessed only by a single user
at a time since the access requires to connect the storage to the device. The solutions are
also limited to providing access only to the content, while it can be beneﬁciary for the users
4CubaOfﬂine https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/23/cuba-ofﬂine-internet-weekly-packet-external-hard-drives
(last accessed 10 November 2016)
5AWS ImportExport Snowball https://aws.amazon.com/importexport/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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to have access to services built on top of the delivered content. Finally, the content on the
storage needs to be updated manually to the latest version every time the Internet connection
is available. We aim to keep the highlighted beneﬁts and address the mentioned limitations in
our proposal.
5.2.2 Intermediate Servers
When the network is unreliable or slow at some part of the delivery chain in Figure 5.3, a
common approach used by a number of solutions is to deploy an intermediate server that will
cache the data close to the end-user allowing several users to beneﬁt from already downloaded
data. The server can as well allow handling requests asynchronously downloading content on
behalf of the user allowing her to come back when the downloading is done and saving the
waiting time. Below, we considered several of existing solutions in more details.
TroTro [70] is a web application running in the browser that integrates with a shared proxy
server. The web app can operate in three modes: (1) online (2) poor connectivity and (3)
ofﬂine. In the poor connectivity mode, the web pages being downloaded are added to a queue,
allowing asynchronous download and making the user aware of the downloads in progress
and expected waiting time. When accessing the Internet content through the app, the data is
being cached on a shared proxy server possibly beneﬁting the whole local community. In the
ofﬂine and poor connectivity modes the user can navigate and search through the content
available locally (downloaded before to the proxy) making it possible to ﬁnd and browse some
pages in zero-connectivity settings. The users are informed of the current mode through clear
indicators in the web-interface. TroTro is particularly suitable for communities that share the
same interests (for instance, cafes and school classes) due to increased chance of cache hits.
Kwaabana [55] addresses the problem of unreliable, slow and costly Internet in developing
areas when sharing content via a social networks, in their case Facebook. Kwaabana consists
of two parts: (1) a global Kwaabana server where the ﬁles shared outside of the village are put
and (2) a village server storing the ﬁles shared locally between the members of the same village
(located on the same network). Based on the social graph, the system can identify to which
of those servers a particular shared ﬁle should be uploaded in the end. The ﬁles are always
ﬁrst uploaded to the village server, but if the sharing is with an external member, then the ﬁles
are transferred to the global server. Kwaabana employs several techniques when transferring
ﬁles. It uses a queue to order the uploads and make sure that eventually ﬁles get transferred
even in the case of connectivity or power grid disruptions. Also, Kwaabana shapes the trafﬁc
minimizing the negative impact of long-running uploads on interactive (browsing) trafﬁc.
Together with the data in ﬁles, Kwaabana synchronizes the metadata stored in the database
(users, their location, ﬁles metadata) by shipping the database SQL statements in a text ﬁle. As
a result, the system speeds up the sharing and saves the bandwidth when sharing happens
locally (often the case according to the social graph structure) and provides a reliable way to
transfer ﬁles for global sharing even in the case of unreliable network and the power grid. The
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Kwaabana authors pointed out that a P2P architecture may be a promising future direction,
but no details of the idea were presented.
Ofﬂine Downloading [74] is a popular approach employed in China to overcome low down-
load bandwidth. According to [74], there are two broad types of ofﬂine downloading ap-
proaches in China: (1) when an Internet Service Provider (ISP) provides a service for ofﬂine
downloading and (2) using software installed on smart WiFi access points providing a down-
load manager. In both cases, the idea is that the user would submit a download request
specifying the ﬁle to be downloaded and the download would be handled by the ISP server or
by the access point. After the download is ﬁnished, the user can have fast access to the ﬁle
without no further waiting. The recommended approach to be used in a particular situation
depends on several factors [74], including the quality of the connection between the end-user
device and the server handling the ofﬂine download.
Content Delivery Networks (CDN) [98] replicate the data to the edge servers all over the world
(usually, several servers per continent) aiming to improve the download speed by redirecting
the client to the server with the faster connection to that client, usually the one located
physically the closest. Technically, when a DNS request is made to download a web resource
(for instance, an image), the hostname of the resource is resolved to IP address of the server
that will be the best in serving the resource, normally the one located in the proximity to the
requesting device.
5.2.3 Approaches on Personal Device
The third group of solutions applies various techniques on the user device, including in-app
caching, asynchronous content download and upload and minimizing the number of requests
to improve the response time. We review below some of the proposals.
COCO [102] is a framework allowing to improve the user experience when working with web
applications in underconnected settings. COCO uses a local cache based on Google Gears6 to
allow the web app to operate completely ofﬂine in case of no Internet connection or reduce the
latency by reducing the number of requests when operating online. The solution is particularly
suitable for data submission scenarios when the recorded data is accumulated locally and
pushed to the server when the connection becomes available. When version conﬂicts occur,
COCO relies on a built-in mechanism for their resolution.
ODK Submit [18] targets the data collection and submission problem. ODK Submit uses
contextually available information about the data (like the importance of the data, availability
and price of different types of network connection) to identify which channel should be used
to transfer which type (or part) of the data. For instance, information about the number of
doctors in the hospital is not heavy and is important while their photos are heavy and not that
important. So, in this case, it makes sense to send the number of doctors even via SMS (or
6Google Gears https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gears_(software) (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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pricey 3G when available), while the photos can be delivered later for free via WiFi when it
is available. They propose a framework called Submit that can run on Android as a service
that abstracts the networking and can be used by other Android applications when they need
to send the data. Theoretically, the service allows to use 3G, SMS and supports peer-to-peer
data transfer with QR codes, two versions of NFC, Bluetooth and WiFi Direct to transmit the
data. In practice according to the user studies, WiFi Direct seemed to be a preferable solution.
WiFi Direct can take a bit longer to setup compared to Bluetooth, but offers better speeds and
is particularly suitable for ﬁles more than 1MB in size. The authors have demonstrated that
Submit can act according to conﬁgured policies, for instance, it was able to conserve 3G trafﬁc
by sending only important data, and the rest of the data was sent using WiFi. In [18] they say
that as the ﬁle size increases past 1MB, WiFi Direct is the best option regarding the speed.
5.2.4 Discussion
Based on the presented review of the delivery solutions, in our proposal, we aim to offer
beneﬁts of the ﬁrst (Mechanical Delivery) and the second (Intermediate Servers) proposal
groups. As in the ﬁrst group, we aim to make our proposal portable allowing mechanical
content delivery and as in the second group we want to reduce latency and save bandwidth by
integrating intermediate servers into our proposal. In the next section, we describe the novel
delivery model we propose.
5.3 Mobile Knowledge Delivery: P2P and Low-Cost Computers
To offer a system suitable for ﬁeld conditions, we have revisited the assumptions underlying
the design of existing knowledge delivery systems. Two prominent trends are underway in
the recent years. The ﬁrst one is the ongoing proliferation of personal computing devices
including tablets, laptops and, particularly, smartphones. The personal devices are already
ubiquitous in developed countries reﬂected by the Bring your own device (BYOD) policy and
are becoming pervasive even in developing countries. Mobile phone subscriptions penetration
in developing regions is approaching 100% [116]. While it is not yet the case with the personal
computing devices availability, the ongoing spreading of smartphones allows to expect that
the smartphones will become ubiquitous in developing regions as well in the near future like
mobile phones recently did. In practice, the majority of MSF mission employees are equipped
with at least one personal computing device, a laptop provided by MSF, and also possess a
smartphone or a tablet. The second change is the availability of low-cost small yet powerful
general-purpose computers, particularly single board computers (SBCs). It is now possible to
buy a general-purpose SBC under 30 USD, an equivalent of a USB ﬂash drive cost a few years
ago. Such low-cost computers enable to build a set of services running locally and accessible
in the underconnected areas. Our proposal builds on these two highlighted trends.
To facilitate knowledge delivery into underconnected settings and answer RQ4, we propose a
novel model (contribution 4) to deliver knowledge from an Online System on the Internet to
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the end-user Personal System using: (1) a peer-to-peer (P2P) synchronization middleware,
(2) a Local System running on a low-cost computer deployed in the ﬁeld and (3) a Personal
System providing content access on personal mobile devices. The model is schematically
presented in Figure 5.4. Hereafter we discuss each of the components and their interplay more
closely.
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Online System
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Figure 5.4 – The mobile delivery model with P2P and low-cost computers. The Local System
is located inside of an underconnected environment (e.g., an MSF mission) and acts as a local
replica containing relevant content.
Online System. When a high-quality Internet connection is available, the Online System is
the preferred way of accessing organizational knowledge. The Online System can beneﬁt
from the computation power offered by the cloud and provide useful but at the same time
computationally demanding services including search, analytics, and recommendations that
are challenging to implement on low-cost computers. The HQ staff would typically use the
Online System since good Internet connection is usually available in the HQ.
Local System. The Local System serves two primary purposes: (1) it acts as a local peer with
the relevant content that can be synchronized from it and (2) it provides a web-access to
access the content in the ﬁeld by connecting to the Local System and using a web-browser
even when the Personal System is not installed. To provide knowledge access in various ﬁeld
situations, possibly off-the-grid, the Local System should have a small form factor, low power
consumption, and be able to run on a battery. Since often the ﬁeld bandwidth is limited and
expensive, the Local System should download the content from the Online System only once
and then locally distribute it to Personal Systems. This is different from the mainstream cloud
solutions where each client downloads from the cloud its own copy of the content. The Local
System would be typically used by the ﬁeld staff when accessing content in a permanent or
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temporary base, usually as part of a team.
Personal System. The Personal System is an application (mobile or desktop) running on a
personal user device and has two functions: (1) handle P2P synchronization of the relevant
content and (2) provide a UI for the personal device content access. Once the initial synchro-
nization is done, the Personal System is the most portable option allowing the user to access
relevant content at any time. The content can be updated by synchronizing with the Local
System or the Online System depending on the available connection. The Personal System
would usually be used by the ﬁeld staff on the go, when away from a base. In case the user
does not have the Personal System installed, she can still use the device to connect to the
available Local System and navigate the content with the browser. This enables the content
downloading but not synchronization.
P2P Middleware. Using a P2P middleware has proven to enable resilient and reliable con-
tent delivery on the global scale, for instance, CERN relies on P2P to deliver Large Hadron
Collider experiment data to its partners worldwide. Because of its resilient properties, a P2P
middleware is a suitable foundation for content delivery into underconnected environments.
Thanks to the P2P middleware, the Online System, Local Systems and Personal Systems can
all act as nodes in a P2P content delivery network. Because of the local peer discovery, the
Local System and the Personal Systems can ﬁnd each other and synchronize directly in the
ﬁeld (shown with horizontal arrows in Figure 5.4), without the need for transferring data via
the central server, beneﬁting from a faster local network. The P2P middleware can adapt the
delivery network structure to the connection speeds allowing to synchronize the data from the
Online System to the Local System in the ﬁeld only once and then distribute it to the Personal
Systems hence minimizing the external bandwidth usage and saving often costly data.
5.4 Implementation: The GraaspBox
Following the model proposed in the previous section, we have developed a proof-of-concept
solution for MSF using Graasp as the Online System, a low-cost computer running the Local
System (called GraaspBox) and Bittorrent Sync7 (BtSync) as P2P middleware.
Online System: Graasp. MSF relies on Graasp for their knowledge sharing as explained
in Section 1.1. Each space in Graasp is mapped to a folder in the ﬁle system that can be
synchronized to the Local System and the Personal System. To enable delivery of some
non-traditional content types such as Space descriptions or online threaded discussions,
we generate HTML ﬁles so the content can be viewed in browsers available virtually on any
personal device. A space owner can enable synchronization of a space by pressing the “Enable
peer-to-peer sync” button as shown in Figure 5.5 and disable using the “Disable peer-to-peer
sync” button (see Figure 5.6). When synchronization is enabled, and the user has a connection
to theOnline System she can click the “Sync space content tomy device” button (see Figure 5.6)
7http://www.bittorrent.com/sync (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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to start syncing content to her personal device. In the case of absent Internet connection, the
synchronization can be set up in a similar way by using the Local System.
Figure 5.5 – A space owner can enable synchronization of the space by pressing the “Enable
peer-to-peer sync” button on the sidebar.
Figure 5.6 – A space owner can disable synchronization of the space by pressing the “Disable
peer-to-peer sync” button on the sidebar. To start synchronizing the space to her personal
device, she can press the “Sync space content to my device” button.
P2P Middleware: BtSync. We choose to use BtSync as a P2P middleware over open-source
alternative including Hive2Hive8 or Syncthing9 since, according to our benchmarks, BtSync
seemed to be more production-ready in terms of the APIs maturity and general stability
compared to the open-source solutions. Also, the Bittorrent protocol that BtSync is built on
has a proven resilience and performance. Still, our general delivery model is not coupled
with a particular P2P middleware implementation. When syncing with BtSync, each space
8http://hive2hive.com/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
9http://syncthing.net/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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in Graasp has an associated secret Sync key accessible by the Local System. To manage the
synchronization, the Online System, and the Local System interact with BtSync server via its
APIs. The P2P BtSync middleware is aware of the network performance and makes sure that
Personal Systems are downloading content from the GraaspBox, minimizing external Internet
bandwidth usage.
Local System: The GraaspBox. GraaspBox is the Raspberry Pi single board computer running
the Local System as shown in Figure 5.7. SBCs are low-cost, portable and usually energy
efﬁcient general purpose computers. When choosing a device for running the Local System,
we have evaluated ﬁve different SBCs including Banana Pro, Orange Pi, Orange Pi Plus, Orange
Pi Plus 2, and Raspberry Pi 3 and settled on Raspberry Pi 3 due to its adoption and community
support. Reliability of the device hardware and software is crucial when deploying technology
into the ﬁeld since in case an issue occurs it is not always possible to ﬁx it remotely. Higher
adoption increases chances that errors are discovered and ﬁxed early. There are already cases
of employing Raspberry Pi in developing regions, for instance, when teaching practical Geog-
raphy with sensors in a secondary school in Kenya [24]. Thanks to the low power consumption
of Raspberry Pi, GraaspBox can run on a battery chargable in a car or using a solar panel. Due
to its small pocketable size, the GraaspBox can be taken wherever the content is required (e.g.,
a hospital in a rural area or a car on its way to a remote mission) not relying on the network
or power grid. To enable the local WiFi access of the content, we run a local DNS server with
dnsmasq that resolves http://graasp.box to the local web server. This web server, built with
Node.js, interacts with the P2P middleware managing the Sync keys and making sure that
required content is synchronized. It as well allows the users to browse already synced content.
Figure 5.7 – A GraaspBox node in the Maputo mission, Mozambique. At this point, the node is
connected to the Internet using the yellow LAN cable and is synchronizing the content.
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Personal System. We use the free BtSync Android, iOS and Windows applications10 to enable
P2P synchronisation and provide content access on users’ personal devices (see Figure 5.8
(2)). When the BtSync app is not available, a web-browser can be used to browse the content
stored on the GraaspBox (see Figure 5.8 (1)).
1 2
Figure 5.8 – (1) The MALARIA space on the GraaspBox accessed with a browser. (2) The
MALARIA space on the phone managed with BtSync client.
In the next section, we explain how GraaspBox can be used in the ﬁeld to improve content
access.
5.5 GraaspBox Usage Scenario
When there is a fast and reliable Internet connection available, the user can access, view and
download content directly on the Online System (Graasp). In addition to just content access,
the user can beneﬁt from other services provided by the Online System including advanced
search, analytics, recommendations and a rich set of interaction options.
When the Internet connection is slow but still present, the user can use a hybrid scenario. In
this scenario, she continues to navigate, search and interact using the online platform, but in
case she needs to download a large ﬁle, she may download it quickly from the local GraaspBox
by clicking on the "GraaspBox Download" button as shown in Figure 5.9. Pressing this button
will redirect the user browser from the online content address starting with http://graasp.net/
to the GraaspBox content address starting with http://graasp.box/. For this redirect to work
10BtSync Apps https://getsync.com/download (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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the user must be connected to the GraaspBox or the router in the user local network should
have a corresponding rule in place.
If the Internet quality further degrades and the connection becomes unreliable or not available
at all, the user can connect to the GraaspBox, navigate and access the content there ofﬂine. In
case if the user would like to have the content available on her personal device, she can set up
the synchronization with GraaspBox and afterward interact with the content locally on the
device even when disconnected from GraaspBox.
Figure 5.9 – A user can navigate the content using the Online System and at the same time
download it from the Local System by clicking the “GraaspBox Download” button highlighted
in the drop-down menu.
The next section focuses on the GraaspBox deployment in the ﬁeld and user feedback.
5.6 Evaluation
To evaluate the GraaspBox, we conducted a series of laboratory functional and performance
tests and deployed the devices in eight MSF missions during ﬁeld trips discussed in this
section.
Tests in the Laboratory. Before sending the device into the ﬁeld, we have conducted a se-
ries of tests in the laboratory setting simulating the usage scenarios expected in the ﬁeld
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(validation 4.a). In summary, the GraaspBox was able to synchronize the content and provide
local access to it via WiFi without Internet access. It was able to act as a local peer for the peers
connected to it via WiFi. When we enabled the Internet connection again, the GraaspBox
downloaded updates from the online server. The maximum online synchronization speed (via
LAN) observed in our tests, was around 90 Mbps. The download and upload speeds observed
when using the WiFi stayed close to 20 Mbps. In our tests, Raspberry Pi was able to sustain
maximum 32 simultaneous WiFi connections. The device was able to work continuously
for nearly 45 hours (workload-dependent) on a single charge of a 20000 mAh battery. These
numbers should be sufﬁcient to support an MSF team in typical ﬁeld scenarios.
Field Network Performance. To get an idea regarding the connection speed in the missions,
network performance tests were conducted by MSF ﬁeld staff representing two typical Graasp
access scenarios. The ﬁrst one measured the Graasp landing page loading time for not logged
in users and the second measured loading time when the user was logged into her account
on Graasp seeing her home page. To obtain the results reﬂecting the actual ﬁeld condition
the most accurately, the tests from the ﬁeld were necessary. Realistic data is of particular
importance since the Internet connection in the ﬁeld is usually much less stable than in the
HQ, even in the case where there are a couple of redundant connections available in the
missions. The tests were done in August 2015 in Swaziland, Myanmar, Niger, Chad, Uganda,
Kyrgyzstan and Mozambique. The test results are summarized in Table 5.1. Not surprisingly, in
most of the cases, the measured loading times strongly correlated with the Internet connection
bandwidth. It is worth noting that the obtained values varied during the day due to the Internet
connection usage by the other users in the missions. Although the results of these tests are not
completely reliable, they still provide useful insights. For instance, when a VSAT connection is
used (as in Yangon, Myanmar, and N’Djamena, Chad), the response is slow due to the network
latency, even when the bandwidth is sufﬁcient. As for the other locations, when using an
optical ﬁber or a DSL connection the Graasp website loads quickly. During the tests, we did
not ﬁnd a relation between the computer model and the loading times verifying that Graasp
loading is not CPU bound. Interestingly, during the test the smallest loading time values were
obtained on the oldest computer due to its good Internet connection. Regarding the tests
generalization, it is worth keeping in mind that all the tests were conducted from the locations
where the Internet connections are usually the best available to MSF staff in the country. Apart
from the most developed countries, such as Kyrgyzstan, it is reasonable to expect that the
most often Internet connection type available in the ﬁeld is a VSAT connection.
Field Surveys. GraaspBox was deployed and evaluated with the help of an MSF knowledge
manager during a total of eight ﬁeld trips to Mozambique (Maputo and Gaza), Swaziland
(Nhlangano, Mbabane, Hlathikhulu, Matsanjeni), Uganda (Kampala), and Chad (N’Djamena)
(validation 4.b). Figure 5.10 shows schematically the way GraaspBox enables knowledge deliv-
ery for MSF. Two examples of the ﬁeld study with the GraaspBox are presented in Figure 5.11.
At the beginning of the trips, the manager demonstrated to the ﬁeld staff several scenarios
accessing the MSF content locally with the GraaspBox as explained in Section 5.5. He showed
how to connect to the device, open content and establish synchronization with a personal
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Table 5.1 – Internet connection type and performance in MSF missions. The gray cells denote
the data not obtained from the ﬁeld.
device. Then he encouraged the mission staff to use the GraaspBox for their daily needs.
In total, the GraaspBox was used by 45 people, out of them individual interviews were con-
ducted with 27 ﬁeld employees, and of those N = 14 (11 - Male and 3 - Female; age ranged
from 26 to 45 with median 31) have completed our questionnaire. Unfortunately, due to
malfunction of the network performance monitoring software on the GraaspBox, we are not
able to report the exact access patterns this time. The questionnaire (available in Appendix C)
consisted of three parts: (1) evaluating the current situation with the Internet access; (2)
collecting the needs regarding the knowledge delivery and (3) evaluating the ﬁeld staff overall
GraaspBox experience with the system usability scale (SUS) questionnaire [17].
Internet Access. The survey results have conﬁrmed that slow and unreliable Internet connec-
tions were regular in the ﬁeld. Six respondents (43%) said that they had a slow connection
all the time, six (43%) witnessed it daily, and two (14%) - a few times each month. Unreliable
connections were reported to be encountered all the time by six people (43%), daily - by ﬁve
(36%), less often - by two (14%), and never - by one (7%). Moreover, ﬁve people (36%) reported
to work all the time in situations without any Internet connection, four (29%) - work daily,
three (21%) - a few times each month, and two (14%) - always have some way to access the
Internet. Thirteen people (93%) expressed a strong agreement that they wanted to access the
MSF content faster than they could. These numbers indicate the challenging access conditions
in the ﬁeld. After using the GraaspBox, 11 people (79%) expressed a strong agreement that
MSF content access became faster than it was with the online platform.
Delivery Needs. According to the survey results, different ways of accessing the content are
complementary, since users expressed their strong agreement with having relevant content
available on their personal devices, on the GraaspBox and online (correspondingly, μ= 4.93,
μ= 4.57 and μ= 4.50 on the Likert scale). When asked regarding the single preferred access
type, the majority of respondents picked their personal device (10 responses out of 14).
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Figure 5.10 – A schematic representation of content delivery using GraaspBox from the HQ
server located in Geneva to staff in multiple MSF missions. For the mission in the bottom, we
present examples of devices used during ﬁeld trips.
System Usability Scale. Based on the SUS questionnaire responses, the ﬁnal GraaspBox SUS
score was equal to 78, meaning that the system has a GOOD, close to EXCELLENT, usability
score [6]. The Figure 5.12 presents an overview of answers to individual questions of the SUS.
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1 2
Figure 5.11 – (1) The MSF mission members are accessing content on a battery-powered
GraaspBox in Maputo, Mozambique. (2) A mission member accessing the GraaspBox content
using his phone and laptop in Chad.
The users reported that they were eager to use GraaspBox frequently (μ= 4.86,σ= 0.53), they
did not ﬁnd it unnecessary complex (μ= 1.79,σ= 1.05), they thought that it was easy to use
(μ= 4.50,σ= 0.85), they thought that they would not need the support of a technical person
(μ = 2.00,σ = 1.04) they found various functions to be well integrated (μ = 2.86,σ = 0.66),
they neither agree nor disagree regarding the system inconsistency (μ= 3.00,σ= 1.18) they
imaginedmost people would learn to use it quickly (μ= 4.79,σ= 0.58). It was not cumbersome
to use (μ= 1.57,σ= 1.02), they felt rather conﬁdent using it (μ= 4.79,σ= 0.58) without the
need to learn a lot of things before getting going (μ = 2.29,σ = 1.59). In addition to these
positive results based on the survey responses, we have obtained positive feedback during
face-to-face interviews with the ﬁeld staff. The aspects of the system that received the lowest
scores were the integration of different components (SUS Q5) and overall consistency (SUS
Q6). This outcome is not surprising since the system is still in the early deployment stage
providing space for iterative improvements. In the future, we are planning to conduct more
detailed user interviews and think-aloud sessions to identify parts of the system that feel not
consistent or not well integrated.
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Figure 5.12 – GraaspBox system usability score survey results.
5.7 Implications for Educational Settings
According to the United Nations “The State of Broadband 2015” Report11, in 2015 at least four
billion people still did not have reliable Internet access, so they could not beneﬁt from the
knowledge shared online. Following our proposed approach, it is possible to make learning
resources available on a GraaspBox in a school located in a remote area with limited Internet
access. Such high-quality educational resources can improve learning outcomes as was
demonstrated in [87], where the authors have run an experiment of supporting teaching
activities with digital content in a low-resource classroom in peri-urban India. The paper
demonstrated that having electronic teaching aid delivered to low-resource classrooms can
be beneﬁcial regarding the learning outcomes. This result motivates why providing digital
content into such low-resource classrooms is important. Another conﬁrmation of our delivery
11http://www.broadbandcommission.org/Documents/reports/bb-annualreport2015.pdf (last accessed 10
November 2016)
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model relevance for educational applications is the fact that MSF considers using GraaspBox
to deliver their organizational learning resources into the ﬁeld.
In our scenario in Section 1.2 John, the physics teacher, teaches Physics not only in his school
but also volunteers to visit developing countries. He often ﬁnds himself in a situation where
there is only a limited Internet connectivity in the school. Hence often he carries the materials
on a USB stick and distributes them manually in the classroom. John needs a better technology
to support his teaching in such environments where the cloud access is not guaranteed. John
can take the GraaspBox with him into a rural area together with smartphones for the students
(if needed) and conduct teaching sessions without an Internet connection by providing ofﬂine
access to ILSs or other open educational resources. In another case, when John teaches at his
school with limited bandwidth, he can use the GraaspBox to reduce the content (e.g., video)
loading time for his students by asking the students to load it locally from the GraaspBox, thus
avoiding waiting during his class. Whenever he has a good Internet connection and updates
content on the Graasp.net (Online System), the content gets automatically synchronized to
GraaspBox (Local System) as soon as the box gets again connected to the Internet.
5.8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we targeted the RQ4 studying how to facilitate knowledge delivery into under-
connected environments. We proposed a novel knowledge delivery model that answers this
question by enabling knowledge delivery to mobile devices using peer-to-peer middleware
and low-cost computers. We also presented a novel proof-of-concept implementation of the
model called GraaspBox for the knowledge sharing platform Graasp. Finally, we evaluated the
implemented model in the laboratory through a series of tests and in the ﬁeld by deploying
the GraaspBox in eight MSF missions in Mozambique, Swaziland, Uganda, and Chad. The
evaluations showed that the proposed model and the corresponding implementation allow
to retain knowledge access in cases when there is no Internet connection and speed up the
access when the connection is slow.
Our proposal allows a humanitarian organization to deliver and keep up to date knowledge in
their underconnected missions. Using our model, other social media platforms can as well
beneﬁt providing ofﬂine access to content hosted there. It is worth highlighting an additional
beneﬁt of our model. Since the data is replicated from the Online System to multiple Local
Systems in different locations, this provides additional data backup and improves the overall
data storage reliability.
The focus of our proposal was on delivering organizational knowledge for humanitarian
organizations, where ﬁeld workers are exposed to underconnected environments on a daily
basis. At the same time, the proposed model and its implementation with GraaspBox can
be used to deliver training and educational resources (especially, cloud-based MOOCs) to
educational institutions in developing countries located in underconnected areas [33]. Also,
our model can be employed to deliver software updates and improve overall IT infrastructure
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security in the ﬁeld [23].
Although GraaspBox fulﬁlls the ﬁeld delivery requirements formulated in Section 5.1.1, our
ﬁeld experience has uncovered some shortcomings of our approach discussed below.
Complexity of P2P. We observed that for regular users it was hard to understand principles
of P2P networks. Delivering data locally and not from the cloud is something they are not
used to. In most of the cases, GraaspBox just worked as expected. But when some issues
occurred (e.g. the updated ﬁle was not synced yet), it was challenging to explain to the user’s
speciﬁc technical problems underlying the issue. In the future versions of the GraaspBox, we
are planning to make it more transparent to the end-user how the content gets delivered by
explaining it better in the documentation.
P2P App Installation. P2P synchronization to the user device requires an app (Personal
System) to be installed. Since the installation often needs to take place in the ﬁeld without an
Internet connection, we store the apps on the GraaspBox so they can be downloaded locally.
It is possible to install the apps in this way on Android and Windows or Linux, but not on
iOS (without the jailbreak). iOS allows installing apps only from the App Store, for which the
Internet connection is required. When the app can not be installed, GraaspBox provides a way
to access the content using the web-browser available on virtually any platform. But in such
case, the content is not synchronized to the personal device. Another promising direction
is to enable P2P synchronization directly in the user browser without the need to install a
standalone applications. Several browser-based P2P architectures exist built on top of the
WebRTC standard12, but still, not all of the features are supported even by the latest versions
of the mainstream browsers. In practice, browsers used in the ﬁeld can be outdated lacking
the standard support at all.
Below, we discuss some of the promising directions for the future research.
Delivering Knowledge From Underconnected Environments. In this study, we targeted
knowledge delivery to underconnected environments. We would also like to be able to deliver
knowledge from the ﬁeld to the HQ. Uploading data from poor network environments is a
known problem, where it was measured that more than 75% of uploads fails in such condi-
tions [55]. The GraaspBox users in the ﬁeld have suggested using GraaspBox to manage the
unreliable uploads so the users can just put the ﬁles on the personal device and have them
eventually uploaded. Technically, our architecture also allows uploads, but uploads bring
challenges related to handling conﬂicted versions of the same content that was modiﬁed by
multiple users. As part of the future work, we plan to enable one-way content delivery from the
ﬁeld to the HQ. In such a case the Local System (GraaspBox) can serve as a staging node where
data is stored until the Internet connection becomes available. Afterward, the accumulated
content is synchronized to the server in the HQ.
Delivering Services. We are currently extending GraaspBox to provide not only local access
12WebRTC Project https://webrtc.org/ (last accessed 10 November 2016)
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to the content in the ﬁeld but also to run a set of services locally. Such services can be
beneﬁcial for local collaboration and communication. For instance, one of such services we
are testing on GraaspBox is SpeakUp [51], a system allowing anonymous brainstorming that
can elicit the best ideas in a group or best questions in q&a sessions. It is possible to run a
standalone SpeakUp server on GraaspBox and provide local brainstorming services in the ﬁeld
by forwarding requests coming from the SpeakUp mobile app to the local server instead of the
server located online.
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6 Conclusions and Perspectives
In the recent years, social media platforms have become a global scale ubiquitous commu-
nication medium. At the same time, they are increasingly often deployed on a smaller scale
to facilitate knowledge sharing inside of organizations in various domains. Based on our
investigation context, in this thesis, we focused on two domains, namely the educational and
the humanitarian, where social media platforms are used respectively to facilitate blended
learning and enable distributed knowledge sharing. When mainstream social media platforms
are deployed in these domains they face challenges undermining their adoption.
The primary goal of this thesis was to improve social media platforms to make them more
suitable for educational and humanitarian knowledge sharing. To achieve this aim we have
targeted four aspects of social media platforms, namely analytics, privacy, discovery, and
delivery. When conducting the study, we followed an iterative and incremental process
involving target users at every step starting from understanding their needs and formulating
their requirements. This participatory design approach is well accepted in the HCI community
and known to be effective. We think that an important and valuable general aspect of our work
is that all proposed approaches have been deployed in authentic settings and adopted by their
target users.
This chapter outlines the main contributions of this study, highlights its limitations and offers
perspectives for further research investigations.
6.1 Key Contributions
In this section, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis regarding the research
questions formulated in Chapter 1.
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6.1.1 Analytics-related Contributions
Increasingly more types of interaction between people become computer-mediated. This
trend has a potential to continue in the future with the current developments of virtual reality
environments. Analytical tools and visualizations are a suitable solution to enable awareness
and reﬂection in such computer-mediated environments. In the context of this thesis we
speciﬁcally considered how support for awareness and reﬂection can be provided on social
media platforms for facilitating knowledge sharing. We aimed at answering the following
research question:
RQ1 - Analytics: how to provide user-oriented analytics in knowledge sharing systems to
support awareness and reﬂection?
To address this research question, we proposed in Chapter 2 an embedded contextual ana-
lytics model making the analytics user-oriented, i.e. targeting the end-users of the platform
(contribution 1.a). This is different from other approaches often focusing on offering analytics
to researchers, analysts or institutions. Since in the proposed model analytics is a part of the
interaction context, it is particularly suitable for enabling user awareness and reﬂection, be it
in a blended learning session or when sharing knowledge in a workgroup. To materialize the
proposed model in social media platforms, we proposed two general architectures enabling
integration of embedded contextual analytics into the platforms. The ﬁrst architecture is
based on analytical web apps that obtain the data from the platform via a set of standardized
APIs, analyze the data and present results to the user (contribution 1.b). The second archi-
tecture relies on an backend analytics engine (contribution 1.c). Each of these architectures
possesses unique properties discussed in the thesis and making them suitable for different
scenarios. The apps-based approach allows providing real-time domain-speciﬁc analytics for
short interaction sessions, where the amount of data is limited and personalization is critical.
At the same time, the approach based on the analytics engine is scalable and is suitable for
interactive analysis of long-term recording involving many platform users.
We have validated the proposed architectures on the technical level by building analytical
tools used in educational and humanitarian settings and integrating them into the Graasp
social media platform. Following the apps-based approach and based on identiﬁed teacher
needs we have built four analytical apps to support teachers and students in blended learning
scenarios implemented in Graasp. For the second approach using an analytics engine, we have
designed together with MSF knowledge managers a dashboard and deployed it to support
awareness in the knowledge sharing process. We have evaluated both approaches with their
target users. The evaluation indicated that the teachers, students, and knowledge workers
have adopted embedded contextual analytics tools to support their awareness and reﬂection.
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6.1.2 Privacy-related Contributions
Providing adequate activity analytics in a knowledge sharing platform requires recording and
processing of digital traces that users leave behind when interacting with the platform. The
storage and analysis of user interaction traces are often associated with privacy concerns.
These concerns are triggered by possible negative implications of data exposure when tracked
in sensitive contexts, as well as the legal framework often in place in such contexts as in the
case of dealing with educational or medical data. Users require control over the traces being
recorded depending on the context they work and over the storage location of the traces.
Hence, we formulated the following research question:
RQ2 - Privacy: what privacy management interfaces and mechanisms are suitable for knowl-
edge analytics and learning analytics?
To answer this question, we proposed in Chapter 3 a novel agent-based privacy management
interface and a corresponding mechanism. Differently from settings-based privacy man-
agement interfaces employed in mainstream social media platforms, our approach uses a
metaphor of physical presence in an interaction context. In such a metaphor, an agent tracks
the actions it can observe similarly to how a person physically present in a room could observe
and take notes of everything happening there. The presence of the agent makes the users in an
interaction context aware of the tracking happening and allows to manage the tracking policy
in a way similar to the physical world by inviting or removing the agent. The agent brings
ﬂexibility regarding the format used for representing the actions and regarding the service it
transmits the data to.
We have implemented the proposed privacy interface and mechanism in Graasp and applied
it in the context of two European projects, i.e., Go-Lab and SiWay. These projects used
ActivityStreams and xAPI respectfully to represent user activities and relied on two different
types of analytics infrastructure. The general model of the agent-based privacy management
was able to meet the requirements in both cases. Also, we conducted an evaluation of the
implemented model in Graasp and obtained a positive feedback from the users.
6.1.3 Knowledge Discovery-related Contributions
Finding relevant content is one of the core activities of users interacting with a content
repository, be it knowledge workers using an organizational knowledge management system
at a workplace or self-regulated learners collaborating in an online learning environment. Due
to the number of content items stored in such repositories potentially reaching millions, and
quickly increasing, it can be challenging for the user to ﬁnd relevant content by browsing or
relying on the available search engine. Hence, we formulated the following research question:
RQ3 - Discovery: how to enable discovery of knowledge relevant to user interests?
We addressed this problem in Chapter 4 by providing content and people recommendations
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based on user interests enabling discovery of relevant knowledge. We propose an approach
to building a user interests proﬁle automatically by combining content analytics and activity
tracking. Our approach allows the user to see her proﬁle that the recommender uses when
suggesting relevant items. Also, the user can interact with the recommender and manually
adapt her interests when required. We have implemented the proposed recommender system
inGraasp and conducted two evaluationswith users in both the educational and humanitarian
domains.
The evaluations demonstrated the ability of the approach to identify relevant user interests
and to recommend relevant content. Also, it can suggest people with similar interests, a
challenge which is mission-critical in the humanitarian context.
6.1.4 Knowledge Delivery-related Contributions
At the moment of writing in 2016, near half of the world’s population still does not have reliable
Internet access, so they cannot beneﬁt from the knowledge shared online. As one example,
the places where humanitarian action is needed are often those where Internet connectivity is
limited or not available at all. Hence, we formulated the following research question:
RQ4 - Delivery: How to improve access to the Internet-located knowledge from within under-
connected environments?
This thesis proposes in Chapter 5 a novel knowledge delivery model that relies on a peer-
to-peer middleware and uses low-cost computers for local knowledge replication. Social
media platforms built following this model enable knowledge delivery into underconnected
environments.
Following the proposed model, we have developed a novel system called GraaspBox allowing
MSF to deliver knowledge into the underconnected ﬁeld from a social media platform em-
ployed by the headquarters. With the help of MSF, the system was deployed and evaluated in
the course of eight ﬁeld trips to Mozambique, Swaziland, Uganda, and Chad. The evaluation
demonstrated that the proposed model and its implementation in GraaspBox are adequate
means to facilitate knowledge access by ﬁeld staff operating in underconnected missions.
6.1.5 Other Contributions
In addition to the described contributions, we think that another outcome of this thesis work
is worth mentioning. In the course of my PhD, the Graasp platform was redesigned and rebuilt
from scratch providing an improved user experience, a better internal system design, and a
set of novel components compared to the previous versions. My primary roles in this redesign
and rebuilt of Graasp were the design of the system architecture and initial leadership of
the system development. Developing a system of the scale of Graasp that is actively used in
production is a team’s effort. Hence, I contributed to almost every aspect of the system as well
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as other members of the team did. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning speciﬁc components
where my contribution was signiﬁcant. I have designed and developed the user activity
tracking infrastructure that provides the data necessary for analytics, recommendations,
and gamiﬁcation. Also, I closely supervised the development of two analytics components
and developed the recommendation and the search components. Additionally, I designed
and developed the knowledge delivery infrastructure consisting of the Graasp component
integrating Graasp with a P2P synchronization middleware and the GraaspBox system running
on a low-cost computer. As results of these developments, Graasp became a better foundation
for integrating proposals from this thesis as well as other novel features developed in projects
our group is involved in. Now, Graasp is a core part of three European projects, including two
large-scale projects Go-Lab and Next-Lab, is used by multiple humanitarian organizations and
is a reliable and extensible foundation for the future research projects. Currently, more than
ten thousands people rely on Graasp for knowledge sharing and beneﬁt from the proposals
developed in this thesis. For me, this is an inspiring outcome of this work.
6.2 Limitations
In this section, we discuss some of the general limitations of this study that have an impact on
the reliability and generalizability of the results.
Knowledge Sharing Platforms. When evaluating our proposals, we have mainly targeted web
platforms. But there are mobile-only systems, now conversational systems built around a
discussion chat as a knowledge sharing channel as well as virtual reality. While the models that
we proposed are general and can be applied to other interaction media, our developments
were done in the context of a web-based social media platform. Other platforms may require
using other ways to implement and integrate our proposals as for instance in the case of
mobile applications.
Impact of the User Interface. We involved target users into the design and integration of our
proposals. But the way the proposals are integrated into the user interface can inﬂuence the
adoption, usefulness, and impact the user behavior. For instance, in the case of recommen-
dations, they are presented in separate tabs in the user interface, which may be not visible
immediately, hence potentially leading to fewer people using them.
Evaluation Methodology. This study has generalizability limitations inherent to studies em-
ploying surveys and case study-based evaluation methods. Since the case studies and surveys
were done in a speciﬁc context with a group of users with a particular background, this may
limit the generalizability of the ﬁndings. In our case, we approached this issue by conducting
multiple studies, often across educational and humanitarian domains. Another evaluation
limitation is related to the use of self-reported scales employed in some surveys from this
thesis involving the possibility of bias common to this method. A more preferred way is
whenever possible to get objective information regarding the question being asked, instead
of relying on subjective reporting. As such, we were reporting the actual usage data for our
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proposals whenever such data was available. Unfortunately, it was not always the case.
Impact on Knowledge Sharing. During our evaluations, we collected user feedback regarding
our proposals and reported the usage data. While these metrics can be a good indicator of the
proposal’s adoption and value, it can still be worth measuring the impact the proposal has
on the knowledge sharing. This requires long-term studies of user behavior on the platform,
for instance, by using A/B testing where a randomized half of the users are exposed to the
system with the integrated proposal and another part works without the proposal deployed.
With a long-term study, the behavior of these groups could be compared. Conducting such
evaluations can be a part of the future work.
6.3 Future Research Directions
In this section, we highlight future research directions when applying social media platforms
for knowledge sharing in the educational and humanitarian domains.
Default Privacy Policy. When addressing the challenge of enabling user data privacy, an open
research question remains regarding the default data tracking policy used by the platforms. In
the course of this study, we as well witnessed the ethical aspects related to the granularity of
the tracked interactions. Some users reported feeling uncomfortable since their interactions
could be seen and analyzed by other members of the space. We faced several times the conﬂict
between having a complete picture of user activities requested by knowledge managers and
not exposing too detailed information that was of concern for regular users. Another point
raised when deploying our proposals was related to the interaction data ownership. Do
interaction traces belong to the user, to the context where these interactions have occurred, to
the platform owners or the organization where the user is employed? What about collaborative
activities, who owns the traces and can remove them in this case? Can the user take the traces
away when leaving or removing her account or we should consider history irreversible and
should traces remain forever? Similarly to the question of ownership it was not clear who can
decide where the traces should be physically stored and who can deﬁne the tracking policy: a
space owner, an organization or the user herself.
Conversational Interface to Analytics. While we used embedded contextual dashboards to
deliver analytics in our proposal, it requires a high level of digital literacy to be able to under-
stand and interpret the presented metrics. Conversational interfaces currently experience a
renaissance with the increased popularity of chat applications and chatbots. One promising
direction to investigate in our opinion is the difference in user experience between the analyt-
ics delivered via dashboards and analytics obtained through a conversation with a chatbot
providing conversational interface to analytics.
Adoption and Participation. First of all, as with any technology developed to be used by
people, the question of adoption is fundamental. It is too naive to assume that if the technology
is deployed and considered as useful it is also naturally adopted. In fact, a considerable part of
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our efforts during our study was pursuing people to try our developments and provide the
feedback necessary for improvements and evaluation. It remains an open question how to
extend the participation of users in knowledge sharing.
A productive way to identify promising future research directions is to take a look at issues
that arise when combining several of our proposals together in a single system. For instance,
when the analytics and delivery are combined, two open questions come to mind: (1) how to
record interaction traces happening ofﬂine and aggregate them into the online platform to
get a consistent overview of the user activities (this question also highlights the importance
of managing online-ofﬂine user identity) (2) how to deliver analytics to the users interacting
ofﬂine with GraaspBox to enable awareness and reﬂection. The apps-based approach can
enable such functionality if an ofﬂine activity record storage is implemented on GraaspBox
and accessible via a set of standardized APIs.
Privacy & Discovery. If we consider privacy and discovery together, we can see a conﬂict
between these two aspects. Allowing recommendations of content relevant to user interests
requires the system to have a consistent overview of the user activities. At the same time
the privacy management mechanism can be used to disable activity tracking in the speciﬁc
context, hence not recording some of the activity traces that the recommender relies on.
This partial absence of the activity information can impact the user interests proﬁle and the
recommendations and make them not reﬂect real user interests, particularly when most of
the user interactions happen in such contexts without tracking.
Privacy & Analytics. Issues similar to the ones from the previous paragraph arise when
thinking of privacy and analytics. Changing privacy policy has an impact on the analytics. For
instance, if a user is an active contributor in contexts where tracking is disabled, this may be
not reﬂected in her overall performance indicators not representing the situation objectively.
This issue highlights the importance of the permissions management, namely who should be
able to enable and disable tracking? Is it a teacher, a project manager, a user, or an institution?
This question remains open.
Privacy & Delivery. Currently, the user activities on the GraaspBox are not captured. But if
we would like to provide analytics ofﬂine, such tracking would need to be put in place. User
tracking brings forward the question of imposing on GraaspBox the same privacy policies
that are set up in the online system. To be able to put such policies in place, the local system
(GraaspBox) should, together with content, synchronize and store the tracking policies and
update them when they are changed in the online system. A potential issue with this approach
is that in the situations when the device is mostly ofﬂine, such update in the tracking policy
will be transmitted to the GraaspBox only when it connects again to the Internet. Such delayed
policy change may result in not recording interactions for a considerable period. Another
approach could be to record everything but send only data that complies with the recording
policy when a connection is available and delete the rest. However, this may result in sending
data for the periods when the tracking was disabled, but the device was not aware of that. At
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the same time, storing user activities on the local system may produce additional privacy risks
as the device can get stolen. Hence, the local user traces should be adequately protected, for
instance, by employing an encryption.
Discovery & Delivery. When combining discovery and delivery aspects, an interesting ques-
tion is how to enable access to the recommended relevant content in the ﬁeld with periods
of absent Internet connection. When using an online platform, the user can simply click on
the recommended items and view them. The same is not possible ofﬂine in case the content
was not synchronized beforehand when the connection was available. One option could be to
deliver (synchronize) recommended content proactively based on the user interests so that
it is available when the user needs it. Such approach may have a considerable data usage
overhead since potentially many content items will be delivered even if they are not used
afterward.
The outlined questions are examples of the complex challenges emerging from an interplay of
componentswhen a systemwith a rich set of functionalities is deployed into production. These
questions do not seem to have a straightforward answer and require a careful examination of
the tradeoffs to ﬁnd a suitable solution. The upcoming European project Next-Lab aims to
address some of the mentioned challenges and will use the Graasp platform with integrated
proposals from this thesis as foundation.
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A.1 Appendix A: AngeLA Evaluations Survey
The survey form below was used to evaluate AngeLA, an agent-based privacy management
interface described in Chapter 3.
10/18/2016 AngeLA System Usability Scale
https://docs.google.com/a/vozniuk.com/forms/d/1P8lWFYtApnyIHeiwjbUOMGhyqD5K5yonZ2wdKQ5dwwY/edit 1/4
AngeLA System Usability Scale
The use of learning analytics tools implies recording and processing of student activities conducted in 
Graasp. AngeLA is an approach allowing to provide the teacher with full control over student activity 
tracking in Graasp. AngeLA mimics in a virtual space the privacy control mechanism inherently 
present in a physical room: if a person is present in a room, she is able to observe all activities 
happening in the room.
When AngeLA is present as a member of a space (like on the figure below), she records all the 
actions happening in the space so it is possible to use any of the Learning Analytics apps  designed 
to support teachers and students. The apps allow to better understand the learning process and the 
usage of the inquiry learning space. Similarly, when AngeLA is removed (by clicking on the “x”), so 
she is no longer a member of space, she will stop recording the actions and the Learning Analytics 
apps will stop receiving new data. You may find further information about AngeLA in the following 
link: http://graasp.eu/users/5405e202da3a95cf9050e8f9
We have implemented AngeLA in Graasp, but this approach can be applied to various learning 
environments and social media platforms. Now we would like to get your feedback.
Could you please answer the questions below based on your experience with AngeLA in Graasp.  It 
should take under 5 minutes.
* Required
1. I think that I would like to use AngeLA privacy mechanism frequently: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
AngeLA is presented as a user in the Radioactivity Inquiry
space
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10/18/2016 AngeLA System Usability Scale
https://docs.google.com/a/vozniuk.com/forms/d/1P8lWFYtApnyIHeiwjbUOMGhyqD5K5yonZ2wdKQ5dwwY/edit 2/4
2. I found AngeLA privacy mechanism unnecessarily complex: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
3. I thought AngeLA privacy mechanism was easy to use: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use AngeLA
privacy mechanism: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
5. I found the various functions in AngeLA privacy mechanism were well integrated: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in AngeLA privacy mechanism: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use AngeLA privacy mechanism very
quickly: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
8. I found AngeLA privacy mechanism very cumbersome to use: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
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10/18/2016 AngeLA System Usability Scale
https://docs.google.com/a/vozniuk.com/forms/d/1P8lWFYtApnyIHeiwjbUOMGhyqD5K5yonZ2wdKQ5dwwY/edit 3/4
9. I felt very confident using AngeLA privacy mechanism: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with AngeLA privacy mechanism:
*
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
11. Please provide your suggestions for improving AngeLA privacy mechanism (optional)
 
 
 
 
 
12. Please specify your age *
Mark only one oval.
 Under 20
 20-24
 25-29
 30-34
 35-39
 40-44
 45-49
 50-54
 55-59
 Over 60
13. Please specify your gender *
Mark only one oval.
 Female
 Male
 Other: 
14. Please provide your email in case we can
contact you for more information (optional)
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A.2 Appendix B: Recommender Evaluation Survey
This appendix contains a survey form used to evaluate the interests-based recommender
system presented in Chapter 4.
10/18/2016 Interests-based Recommender Evaluation (10)
https://docs.google.com/a/vozniuk.com/forms/d/1kG7K7dIBB02hKl1Xt49sx09dlqNWEs_VJuKd9qH3DBs/edit 1/7
Interests-based Recommender Evaluation (10)
The interests-based recommender implemented in Graasp aims to provide you with content 
corresponding to your interests (see the figures below). The recommender has two steps, it:
1) identifies your interests based on your interaction with the content on the platform (Figure 1 
below);
2) suggests relevant content based on the identified interests (Figure 2 below).
We would like to learn your opinion regarding the recommender in Graasp and invite you to answer 
the questions in this survey.
If you are interested learning more about the recommender internals, please check our paper: 
https://goo.gl/fe3MBn
The survey should take under 10 minutes to complete. The answers are anonymous unless you 
explicitly provide the email in the end of the survey.
* Required
Figure 1. Interests identified by Graasp based on the user-
platform interaction
Figure 2. Content suggested by Graasp based on the identified
interests
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10/18/2016 Interests-based Recommender Evaluation (10)
https://docs.google.com/a/vozniuk.com/forms/d/1kG7K7dIBB02hKl1Xt49sx09dlqNWEs_VJuKd9qH3DBs/edit 2/7
1. Now please log into Graasp and take a look at the interests and suggestions made for you
and then go to the next step. *
Check all that apply.
 I have logged into Graasp
Interests-based Recommender Potential
Please select if you agree with the statements below. Your level of agreement can range from 
"Strongly disagree" to "Strongly agree"
2. I think I would like to see my interests as identified by the system: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
3. I think that I would like to be able to find other users based on their interests: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
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10/18/2016 Interests-based Recommender Evaluation (10)
https://docs.google.com/a/vozniuk.com/forms/d/1kG7K7dIBB02hKl1Xt49sx09dlqNWEs_VJuKd9qH3DBs/edit 3/7
4. I think that I would like to be able to edit my interests: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
5. I think that I would like other users of the platform to see my interests: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
6. I think that I would like to get content recommendations based on my interests: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
7. I think that I would like to get similar users recommendations based on my interests: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
Interests-based Recommender Usability
Please select if you agree with the statements below. Your level of agreement can range from 
"Strongly disagree" to "Strongly agree"
8. I think that I would like to use the Interests-based recommender frequently: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
9. I found the Interests-based recommender unnecessarily complex: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
10. I thought the Interests-based recommender was easy to use: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
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11. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use the Interests-
based recommender: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
12. I found the various functions in the Interests-based recommender were well integrated: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
13. I thought there was too much inconsistency in the Interests-based recommender: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
14. I would imagine that most people would learn to use the Interests-based recommender
very quickly: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
15. I found the Interests-based recommender very cumbersome to use: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
16. I felt very confident using the Interests-based recommender: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
17. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with the Interests-based
recommender: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
Identified Interests Quality (Interests Tab)
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Please check the interests as identified by Graasp based on your interaction with the platform. Please 
select if you agree with the statements below. Your level of agreement can range from "Strongly 
disagree" to "Strongly agree".
18. I found identified interests relevant to my interaction with the platform *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
19. If you have at least 10 interests in Graasp, please specify how many of the top 10 interests
are relevant to you interaction with the platform *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
20. Please specify what your liked about the identified interests *
 
 
 
 
 
21. Please specify what your did not like about the identified interests *
 
 
 
 
 
22. Please suggest improvements for the interests identification *
 
 
 
 
 
23. Please now go through the list of your
interests on Graasp and remove the ones
you consider irrelevant by pressing the X
button on the right-hand side of the interest
Recommended Content Quality (Suggested Tab)
Please check the content suggested to you in Graasp by the Interests-based recommender and select 
if you agree with the statements below. Your level of agreement can range from "Strongly disagree" to 
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"Strongly agree".
24. I found it useful to have recommendations based on my interests: *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
25. I found the recommended items relevant *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
26. If you have at least 10 suggestions in Graasp, please specify how many of the top 10
suggested content are relevant to your interests *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
27. I found the recommended items diverse *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
28. Please specify what you liked about Interests-based recommender *
 
 
 
 
 
29. Please specify what you did not like about Interests-based recommender *
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Powered by
30. Please provide your suggestions for improving the Interests-based recommender *
 
 
 
 
 
Additional information
Please provide some details about you so we know you better
31. Please specify your age *
32. Please specify your gender *
Mark only one oval.
 Female
 Male
 Prefer not to answer
33. Please provide your email in case we can
contact you for more information (optional)
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A.3 Appendix C: GraaspBox Evaluation Survey
The survey form below was used to evaluate the GraaspBox knowledge delivery system pre-
sented in Chapter 5. Note, that when the survey was created, the system used to have a
temporary name “Graspberry”.
10/18/2016 Graspberry Box Evaluation
https://docs.google.com/a/vozniuk.com/forms/d/17VBQ8IT5g0J9tD2SugTE95a0wBOU_icopWnWkjsHBOU/edit 1/5
Graspberry Box Evaluation
We would like to hear from you about your needs and to see if the Graspberry Box can fulfil them. 
Please answer the questions below. Your answer is anonymous unless you specify your email at the 
end of the survey.
* Required
1. How would you describe the usual speed of your Internet connection in the field? *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Slow Fast
2. How often do you have a slow Internet connection? *
Mark only one oval.
 All the time
 Daily
 Weekly
 A few times each month
 Never
3. I would like to be able to access relevant MSF content faster that I currently can *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strong agree
4. Is your usual Internet connection reliable (if you experience drops)? *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Unreliable Reliable
5. How often do you experience unreliable Internet connection? *
Mark only one oval.
 All the time
 Daily
 Weekly
 A few times each month
 Never
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6. How often do you work without any Internet connection available? *
Mark only one oval.
 All the time
 Daily
 Weekly
 A few times each month
 Never
7. How would you describe your current experience accessing MSF content? *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Slow Fast
8. I would like to have relevant MSF content available on my own device (mobile or laptop) *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
9. I would like to have relevant MSF content available on the Graspberry Box *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
10. I would like to have relevant MSF content available online *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
11. If the same relevant MSF content is available online, on Graspberry Box, and on your
device (phone or laptop), which would you use the most? *
Mark only one oval.
 Online Platform
 Graspberry Box
 My device
 Other: 
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12. Please explain your answer to the previous question *
 
 
 
 
 
Graspberry Box Usability
You have tried accessing content locally from the Graspberry device. Please answer if you agree with 
the questions below based on your experience
13. I think I would like to use Graspberry Box frequently *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
14. I found Graspberry unnecessary complex *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
15. I thought Graspberry was easy to use *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
16. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use Graspberry *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
17. I found various functions in Graspberrry were well integrated *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
18. I though there was too much inconsistency in Graspberry *
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
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